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C1L~TER I 

I JTRODUCTION 

Before we can come on any common ground of understand

ing to an analysis of the new comedy, there are certain 

terms that we must define and agree upon . First we must 

formulate a definition of the word"comedy'', and of the va

rious manifestations of it which come under the general 

he d. Also, we must limit in time the new comedy which is 

to receive our special attention . The t~rm "comedy" has 

been used, as we shall see later, to cover a multitude of 

forms, from slap-stick to tragi-comedy, and it will be 

necessary for our urposea to exclude some of the extreme 

cases, in order to keep our discussion within the scope of 

so brief a treatment as is to be undertaken in this p per . 

It will be well to invco t igat e s on e of t ie theories 

which have been advanc ed regarding t he field and purposes 

of comic-drama. Almost inevitably, ·t seems, any discussion 

of literature goes back to the dicta of Aristotle as a point 

of departure. In our case there is little of fundamental 

c~iticism in Aristotle, but there are certain scattered 

statements that throw light on the ancient conception of 

the comic. 

Miss Mary A. Grant, in her work, The Ancient Rhetorical 

Theories of the Laughable, says of Aristotle's writings: "A 

theory of the laughable is not definitely formulated, but 
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there are suggestions which later find an important place 

in the t heory, such as the necessity of relaxation and 
. . 

laughter as a preparation fo r various pursuits , avoidance 

of excess in laughter, condemnation of laughter directed at 

the unfortunate , necessity for the reformer to be free from 

serious faults himself . 111 

. 
In the fifth chapter of The Poetics Aristotle gives 

the foll owing definition: "Comedy is an imitation of char

acters of a lower type, --not, however, in the full sense 

of the word bad, the Ludicrous being e el y as-= · div "s i on 

oft e ugly . It consists in some defect or ugliness which 

is not painful or destructive . 11 2 By_ t in s it will be seen 

that the sense of pleasure connected with comedy was for 

Aristotle based upon the idea of disproportion. But pleasure 

was not always to be confined t the laughabl e. uoting 

Dr. Lane Cooper: 

At the beginning of the chapter Rhetoric, i; iiJ 
ri stotle def i nes pleasure s "a certain motion of t h e soul , 

and a settling, sudden and perceptible, into one's normal 
and natural state." Jrurther on he says : " onder and lee .. rn
ing, too, are generally pleasant; wonder , because it in 
volves the des ire to lee.rn, and hence the wonderful is an 
object of desi re; and learning, gecause it involves a set
tling into one's natural state ." 

So learning and wend.er, as well as laughter, went to make 

u· the pleasure of comedy . 

Hth Aristotle the idea of cathars i s was involved in 

-~Lane- ·Cooper, An Ar istotelian Theory of Comedy, p . 9° . 
~ S. H. Butcher , Aristotle's Theory of Poetry and Fine 

Art~ P• 21. 
Cooper, Qn• cit., p . 62 . 
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any literary form. This catharsis, or purging of the emo-

• tions, found its place in comedy in "the use • • • of c_ra.ma

tic suspense, and from the arousal and defeat of our expec

tations in various ways . "4 But the suspense and the sur

prise in comedy differed from that in tragedy in "the 

seriousness or triviality of the incidents, and ••• the 

misery or joy of the event. 05 

In the eyes of Aristotle, comedy, like all poetry, 

owed its being to two causes: man's natural habit of imit -

tion, and the fact that men derive pleasure from witnessing 

imitation. 6 

Dr. Cooper, in a careful and exhaustive study of the 

Aristotelian idea of comedy, gives this statement by way of 

generalization: 

Whether simple or compound, the effect of co~edy for 
A.ristotle would be the pleasure aroused by the right means 
in the right sort of spectator. His ideal spectator is the 
mature man of sound reason and correct sentiment; not neces
sarily an expert, but at all events a man of taste and cul~ 
ture. 

The spectator beholds in comedy an imitation of men in 
action. He perceives a resemblance between the comedy and 
real life •••• His inference gives him pleasure, for all 
learning is pleasant, since it is a satisfaction of the uni
versal desire of man to know.? 

Accepting this interpretation, the Aristotelian theory 

of the comic drama was, then, something which gave pleasure 

by the imitation of men in action . Naturally this generality 

4 Ibid., P • 68. 

5 Ibid., P • 69 

6 Ibid., P • 173. 

? Ibid., P• 60. 



was bound up by restrictions of form, regarding the chorus, 

parabasis, and the unity of action, which a.re not of special 

interest to us; but the main idea of t he comic is well wort 

remembering, keeping in mind that pleasure, as used here, 

means not only that manifested in laughter, but also that 

caused by learning or wonder . 

In the fourth century A.D. , Aelius Donatus in his De 

Comoedia et Tragoedia gave this interpretation of comedy: 

"a story treating of various habits and customs of public 

and private ffairs from which one my learn what is of use 

in life on the one hand , and what must be avo1ded on the 

other . "8 And further on: "Comedy, lndeed, comprises action 

and speech, since it is verse based upon a representation 

of life and an imitation of customs . "9 It will be readily 

seen that this is much the same idea as that of Aristotle, 

with a little more stress upon the aspect of learning in 

connection with t he comic, and a ~ eglect of the element of 

laughter . 

The reverse is true in the statement of 3ohn Tzetzes, 

a Byzantine critic of the twelfth century, who is quoted 

by Cooper as saying: 

Comedy is an imitation of an action f_that is ridicu
lou~ ••• • p ~rgative of emotions, constructive of life , 
moulded by laughter and pleasure . Tragedy differs from 
comedy in that tragedy has a story, and a report of things 
ror deeds) that are past, although it represents them as 
ta.king place in the present , but comedy embraces fictions 

8 B. H. Clark, European Theories of the Drama, P. 43 . 
9 Loe . cit . 

l 
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of the affairs of everyday life; and in that the aim of 
tragedy is to move t he hearers to 1 entation, while the 
aim of comedy is to moTe t h em to laughter. 10 

Here e see the purpose of causing laughter to be the prime 

aim of comedy; the elements of learning and wonder are dis

regarded. The statement that comedy '' embraces fictions of 

the affairs of everyday life" is a farther departure from 

the Aristotelian concept, for, while Aristotle maintained 

that comedy was an imitation of men in action, he did not . 

limit the action to the common occurrences of contempor ry 

time. He could not have done so with examples like The Frogs, 

by Aristophanes, before him. 

Dante, in the early years of the fourteenth century, 

set .forth in his Epistle .i£ Can Grande the distinction t hat 

is so frequently given between comedy and tragedy: "It 

[comedy] differeth from tragedy in its subject matter,-- in · 

this way, that tragedy in its beginning is admirable and 

,uiet, in its ending or catastrophe foul and horrible •••• 

Comedy, indeed, beginneth with some adverse circumstance.a, 

but its theme hath a happy termination," 11 Or, summed up in 

the common statement~ tragedy begins with prosperity and 

ends with adversity, while comedy begins with adversity and 

ends with prosperity. 

About the middle of the sixteenth century appeared 

Lodivico Castelvetro's Opere Varie Critiche, in which he 

lO Cooper, .Q.I?.• cit., P• 278 

11 Clark, .2,E.• cit., P• 47 
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i~ wbigQ &e makes the following comments upon the parts 

and functions of comedy: 

The function of comedy is the being moved by pleasing 
things appealing to the sentiments or the imagination. 
Comedy has to do with human turpitude, either of mind or of 
body; but if of the mind, arising from folly, not from vice; 
if of the body, a turpitude neither painful nor harmful •• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

The greatest source of the comic is deception, either 
_ through folly, drunkenness, a dream, o~-delirium; or through 

ignorance of the arts, the sciences, and one's own powers; 
or through the novelty of the good being turned in a wrong 
direction or of the engineer hoist with his own petard; or 
through deceits fashioned by man or by fortune. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Its plot comprises only actions possible to happen, 
those which have actually .happened having no place in it 
at all. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

The private action of a private citizen is the subject 
of comedy, as the actions ·of kings are the subject of 
tragedy.12 

Much of this is, of course, Aristotle a.gain, but the state

ment that action which has actually happened has no place in 

comedy, for which Castelvetro is indebted to T~etzes, is 

worth special note for its definiteness in the restating 

of the older formula. 

It is not till Tirso de Molina's Cigarrales~ Toleda 

(1624) that we get the first critical break from the unities 

of time, place, a.nd action which had governed all dramatic 

forms virtually from the beginning, because of misinterpre

t!on of Aristotle. Tirso points out the difficulties of 

conforming to the twenty-four hour space of time allotted 

for the working of a dramatic plot, and shows how the 

12 Ibid., P• 66 
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f ollowing of i t can, on occasions, lead to absurdity: 

What if these Masters ~he classic scholars did main
tain that a play must represent a.n action which could logic
ally t ake place within twenty- four hours? What greater in
convenienc e can there be than that within that short a time 
a dis~r eet gallant should fall in love with a prudent lady, 
court her, make love to her, woo her - - all within a single 
day , if you please, and after claiming her for the morr ow, 
must needs marry her that very night? What opportunity is 
ther e to rouse jealou y, engender despair, bring hope to the 
lover, and depict all the other uncerta~~ties ani3accidents 
without which love is a matter of no importance? 

Her e we get the advocation of greater liberty for the play

wr ight in the working out of his plot , and a sign of the 

dawning of a freer comedy. Shakespeare, of course, among 

others, had already disregardeq the unities in the actual 

writing of plays, but criticism had n_ot recognized the 

practice . 

With Ben Jonson e. new theory of the purpose of comedy 

i •s brought out: that of reform. Reform had been practiced. 

before , in the satire of Menander . and Terence, but Jonson 

seems to be the first to maintain that comedy in its true 

s ense shoul d satirize and correct . Jonson also marked the 

reaction to romanticism and supported the strict adherence 

to classic rules . Realism and the affairs of everyday con

s t ituted for Jonson the subject matter of comedy, as it had 

done for Menander and Terence . 14 

Moliere held somewhat the same views as regards the 

purpose of comedy, but with less stri ct conformity to 

13 I bid . , :p . 94. 

14 Ashley H. Thorndike, English Corned, p . 168- 172 . 
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classicism. In the preface to Tartuffe he defines comedy 

as 1"nothing more than an agreeable poem which, by agreeable 

lessons, takes man to task for his defects . 1115 He further 

states in the same preface: 

••• we have seen that the stage possesses a great 
virtue as a corrective medium. rhe most beautiful passages 
in a serious moral are most frequently less powerful than 
those of a satire; and nothing admonisnes the majority of 
people better than the portrayal of their faults. To ose 
vices to the ridicule of all the world is a severe blow to 
them. Reprehensions are easily suffered, but not so ridi
cule. People do not mi~g being wicked; but they object to 
being made ridiculous . 

Comedy, .then, as Moliere saw it, was an ironic method of 

education and a scourging of humanity for man's defects as 

an individu 1 . 17 This conception marks a new departure from 

that of Ar istotle and the other ancients, who, while they 

recognized the element of learning in connection with the 

comic, stressed the purpose of amusement . The basic ele

ments as seen by Moliere and Aristotle are the same, but 

their order is reversed . 

As we come again to the English writers who are our 

chief concern in this paper, a few of the opinions of john 

Dryden must merit some consideration . In his essay, On Com

edy, F roe, and Tragedy, he distinguishes between comedy 

and farce in this manner: 

Comedy consists, though of low persons, yet of natural 

15 Archibald Henderson , The Changing Drama, p . 15. 

16 Clark, .2.12, . cit . , p . 152 . 

l? 
Henderson, .Q.£• cit ., p . 15. 

.... ' . ~ 
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actions and characters; I mean such humors, adventures, a.nd 
designs, as are -to be found and met with in the world . Farce, 
on the other side, consists of forced humors and unnatural 
events . Comedy pres ents us with the imperfections of human 
nat ure: Farce entertains us with what is monstrous and chim
eri ce.1 . The one causes laughter in thosa who can judge of 
men and manners , by the lively represent tion of their f ·olly 
or corruption ; the other produces the same effect in those 
w~o ca~

8
judge of nei ther, and that only by its extravaga.n

c1es . 

And he fur:ther states : " • • .the first end of Comedy is de-

light, and i nstruction only the second. 019 Thus it is seen 

that he goes back to t h e ancients and r evers es the principles 

of Moliere . In oth er words , the stress with Dryden is laid 

upon the emotional aspect , whi le with Moliere it is upon the 

intellectual . Thia attention t o the emotion rather than to 

t he intellect has been noted by Palmer and Meredith as the 
20 primal point of departure of English comedy from the French, 

I n the Restoration period we get this definition from 

George Far quhar in hie Discourse upon Comedy: "Comedy is no 

more at pres ent than a well framed tale handsomely t old as 

an agreeable vehicle for couns el or reproof •021 Farquhar has, 

of course , merely restated Moliere ' s theor y, but it is rather 

questionable if much of the Restoration comedy really devoted 

i ts time or effort to "counsel or reproof . " In Archer·' s ex

pression of the aims of the Restoration comedy we get, I 

·lS John Dryden, Dramatic Essays , "E'veryman's Library" 
edition, p . 78 . 

19 
Ibid . , P• 83 

20 
John Palmer, Comedy, P• 17-18; George Meredith , An Essay 

Q.!! Comedy, "Modern Student's Library" edition, p . 84-85 . 
21 

Clar k, .Q.E.• cit . , P• 221 . 

1 
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believe, a very fair view of the theories involved: 

Continuous merriment, ranging from the giggle to the 
guffaw, was the one thing aimed at -- the effect, in a word, 
which we of today demand, not from comedy, but from farce. 
The smile of intellectual recognition was systematically 
postponed to the laughter evoked by gross absurdity. There 
was, no doubt, a certain appeal to nature, but it w,~ to na
ture deliberately and systematically denaturalized . 

Samuel Johnson, in The Rambler Papers, number 125, 
... 

turns in his idea. of comedy to the object of pure amusement, 

or the invoking of laughter, but he raises the standards of 

comic subject matter a little: 

••• any man 's reflection will inform him, that every 
dramat ic composition which raises mirth, -is comic; and that, 
to raise mirth, it is by no means universally necessary that 
the personages a.hould be either mean or corrupt, nor always r~q~!~!i~ :~a;i~~~cr~~!~~3should be trivial, nor ever that 

Heretofore we have noted nothing that did not suppose the 

necessity of a. f'ictitioua plot, nor even a theory which im

plied the treatment of characters not of a low order, though 

the practice of several playwrights, Moliere, Shakespeare, 

and the Restoration comedians in particular, had ignored 

the ideas of the ancients ·in this respect. 

The advent, with Steele and others , of the dramatic 

form known as sentimental comedy , necessitated either a 

revision of the laws of comedy or the exclusion of that par

ticular type from the realm of the comic . ~uite often the 

latter practice has been followed, especially in the cases 

of the more pronounced manifestations of sentimentality. 

22 William Archer, The Old Drama and the ,lli!!, P• 201 . 
23 Clark, op. cit., P• 231. 
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Whether we accept comedy as purely intellectual, as with 

oli~re, or as playing upon the emotions or humors,as with 

Jonson and the estoration school, there has been always the 

object of presenting the follies of man . This the sentimen

tal comedy did not do. Goldsmith, in his ssay .Q.!! the Thea

!M gives this analysis of sentimental comedy, after point-
. 

ing to the past practice of "rendering folly and vice 

r idiculous:" 

Yet notwithstanding this weight of authority, and the 
universal practice of former ages, a new species of dramatic 
composition has been introduced, under the name of sentimen
al comedy, in which the v·rtues of private life are exhib
ited, rather than the vices ~.exposed; and the distresses 
r ather than the faults of mankind make our interest in the 
piece . These comedies have had of late . great success, per
haps from their novelty, and also from their flattering 
every man in his favorite foible . In these plays al ost all 
the characters are good, and exceedingly generous ; they a r e 
lavish enough of their tin money on the stage ; and though 
they want humor, have an abundance of sentiment and feeling . 
If they happen to have faults or foibles, the spectator is 
t aught, not only to pardon, but to applaud them, in consid
er ation of the goodness of· their hearts; so that folly , in
stead of being ridiculed, i s commended, and the comedy aims 
at touchini our passions without the ower of being truly 
pathetic. 2 

The icture is indeed unfavorable, but it does show the 

tendency of the form , that of instilling pity for the char

acters in the hearts of the audience . Goldsmith ' s verdict 

met with some approval , and many critics have agreed to look 

upon the sentimental comedy with the eyes of Goldsmith , as 

a. "species of bastard tragedy" rather t han as comedy . 

In the modern age critics have devoted , apparently, 

J;-~~s time t..o . ~ def:i:ni t .to.n of. eomedy or of drama than to 

,24 
Clark, .2J2.• c it . , P• 237 . 

-...--.,. 
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the tracing of differences between the new and the old . They 

seem to be either satisfied with the definitions previously 

advanced or to have recognized the difficulty of fitting the 

examples of any species of drama to a strict definition. 

Archer, however, has set down what he considers the two 

bas1c and essential elements of all drama: imitation and 

passion . 25 By the t rm passion, he says, ·he means "the 

exaggerated, intensified •• • expression of feeling." The 

modern drama, including comedy, he calls a purely imitative 

f orm; imitative, that is, of modern life, and excluding 

r hetorical and lyrical bursts of emotion . But, while helpful 

in an understanding of the foundation of comedy, this criti

c ism gives us virtually no light on what comedy really is. 

Dickinson has made a little different distinction be

tween comedy and serious drama than that which is usually 

made: 

In serious plays some course of action is presumed to 
have a binding effect upon the fortunes of the characters , 
an effect they cannot escape on account of a fusing of ex
t ernal circumstance with internal character . In comedy this 
course of action is shown to have only a temporary effect . 
The relationship between the internal and the external is 
flexible and subject to adjustment without ain . 26 

There is a hint here of the Aristotelian idea of the triv

iality of comic incidents as opposed to the vitality of the 

events of tragedy, but the conception of an action as having 

25Archer, .2J2 . cit . , P • 4- 5-

26 Thomas H. Dickinson, The Contemporary Drama Of 
England, P• 115-116. 
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either a permanent or temporary effect is a little different 

matter . It leaves, however, just as wide a possibility of 

disagreement on whether the incidents do or do not create a 

permanent effect. 

Closely bound up with the purpose of comedy is the 

question of what constitutes humor, or what is laughable, 

and why . Hobbes, in his Discourse .QB. Human Nature, defines 

laughter as : "nothing else but a sudden glory arising from 

a sudden conception of some eminency in ourselves, by com-

parison with the infirmity of others, or ~i th our own for-

merly. 1127 Kant gives this definition in the Cri ti9.ue of 

Judgment: "Laughter is an affectation arising from the sud

den transformation of a strained expectation into no'thing . n2
E 

Perry states that "these two theories in v .riation make up 

the histo ry of comic philosophy .n 29 

In his essay, Laughter, Henri Bergson gives tnree 

points which he considers essential to the creation of 

laughter: "The comic does not exist outside the pale of what 

is strictly human;" laughter denotes "the absence £f. feeling; 

laughter is a characteristic of a group, not fan isolated 

individua1. 1130 He also says that the comic is accidental: 

that is, laughter is produced by external circumstances, not 
11 

G7 H. T. E. Perry,~ Comic Spirit in Restoration Drama, 
P•2~• 

Loe. cit. 
29 Loe. cit. 
30 

Henri Bergson, Laughter, p . 3- 8. 

l 
l 
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by any integral u J_ i ty of the indivi ual. 31 In h is conclu-

sion Bergson looks upon laughter as "above a.11, a corrective. 

Being intended to humili ate , it mus t meke a painful impres

s1on on the perso~ against whom it is directed . By laughter, 

society -av enges i ts elf f or t h e li erties t aken with it. It 

would fa ·1 in its ob ject if i t bore t he stamp of synpathy or 

k i ndness . n 32 He f urther e ucidates thi s 11 o ir{t : 

To be certain of always h i tting t he mark, it would h ve 
to proceed from an act of reflection. Now laughter i s s im ly 
t he re sult of a mechanism set up in us by nature or, 1hat i s 
almo s t the same thing, by our long acquaintance with soci 1 
life . It goes off spontaneously and returns tit for t at . It 
has no time to look ~here it hits •• •• In .thi sense laugh
ter cannot be absolutely just, nor should it be kind- ~3arted 
either . Its fu nction is to intimidate by humiliating . 

It ill be seen at once that Bergson's conception of the 

laughable is purely intellectual. _; (.~ otion has no lace 

in it . It mi ght almost be said to be a statement of oliere')s 

view of t he comic, for the same idea, that of the corrective 

power of laughter, enters into both . If Perry is right in as

serting that the two definitions of laughter previously given 

--- those of Hobbes and Kant -- "make u the history of comic 

philosophy," Bergson ' s theory would have to come under that 

of Hobbes, or the "sudden glory" idea. The conception, of 

necessity , i ncludes an element of sco rn, a placing of the 

laugher on a higher plane ( i n his own mind) than the person 

laughed at . 

31 Ibid., P • 10. 

32 Ibid . , 19 7 . P • 
33 

Ibid., 197- 1 98 . P • 
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.uite different is the view taken by Max Eastman in his 

work, The Sense of Humor . He dismisses all such manifesta

tions as scorn, sneering, cynicism, derision, sarcasm, and 

the like, from his discussion of laughter . He says : 

To unflesh an eye-tooth and emit short breaths or ha- htis 
against a man's presence , is as far from laughter as the 
fangs of a ca.nine animal are from his tail . It is therefore 
upon good biological and bodily grounds , as . ell as upon 
grounds of feeling, that we dismiss from the top ic of laugh
ter at the outset the topic of scorn . 34 

He makes the sense of humor "a distinct hereditary emotional 

endowment,n 35 and by so doing again puts himself at odds 

with Bergson, who stated that laughter presupposes an "ab

sence of feeling . " But Eastman's definition fits in wi th the 

theory of Kant even more than Bergson's does with that of 

Hobbes . rote this passage from Ea stman: 

••• in every case in which a man laughs humorously 
there is an element which, if his sensitivity were suffic
iently exaggerated, would contain the possibility of tears . 
He is a man who has suffered-or failed of something . And 
although in the humor of art he usually arrives at something 
else, and that often better than he expected, in the humor 
of every- day life he often arrives nowhere at all . And the 
true agility of his comic sense is proven, not in the clever
ness with which he detects the point of pleasure in the jocu
lar confection, but in the alert twinkle of welcome with 
which he reets any genuine and definite void appearing 
where a pleasure was expected . 36 

Defeated expectation, then, is the keynote of humor for 

Eastman as for Kant, and we come back to Perry's classifi

cation of the theories of laughter under two heads , whi ch 

34 Max Eastman, The Sense Q1' Humor, p . 6-7 . 

5 Ibig., P • 236 . 

36 Ibid., p . 21 . 

j 
I , 
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fo.r clearness may be stated in · this way: first, laughter is 

caused by a sense of intellectual superiority; second, laugh 

ter is caused by the defeat of an expectation. Which of 

these theories is more nearly correct is not our particular 

concern; both, undoubtedly possess points of merit, and the 

matter actually hing es on whether or not one considers 

laughter an emotional manifestation. As tpe 'solutian of the 

problem is a matter for the psychologist, not for the stu

dent of t he drama, we cannot consider it except in its rela

tion to the comic in dramatic art . 

John B. Moore says: "There are comic plays in which the 

purpose of chastening certain individuals_ out of their dis

agreeable peculiarities, of making fun of them, is clearly 

the first consideration of the author . There are comic plays 

in which the sudden lau hter as clearly rises from nothing 

more purposeful than high spirits." 37 In the first instance 

the theory of laughter governin the play is that of intel

lectual superiority. To the class of such comedies belong 

the comedy of manners, or that form which satirizes social 

groups, and the comedy of ideas,.which through the use of 

satire drives home an opinion or a theory . Any laughter 

hich arises from satire must necessarily belong to he first 

class, for it is intellectual, not emotional . Among the 

writers of plays utilizing this form of laughter, as we 

shall see later, are Menander, Terence, Moliere, Jonson, 

37 John B. Moore, The· Oomi,c,1 and the · Realisti~ in English 
Drama, Introduction,P. vii . 
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the eatoration comedians, and the writers of the present 

day . · 

In the second instance cited by oore - - comedies in 

which lau hter "rises from nothing more purposeful than high 

spirits" - - the theory of laughter is that of the defeated 

expectation, or the emotional conception . 1 s the primary 
. -

examples of this class we have the romantic comedy, which 

appeals to the emotion of joy and the spirit of adventure , 

and the sentimental comedy , which appeals to the emotion of 

pity. Shakespeare is, of course, the chief representative of 

the romantic variety , while the writers of the eighteenth 

and the first half of the nineteenth centuries, ruling out 

Goldsmith and Sheridan, show the principal manifestations of 

the sentimental . re shall see , however , that in the modern 

period Sir James Bar rie shows a return 1
~ to both the romantic 

and sentimenta~ conceptions . 

We have now examined some of the most important opin

ions of the comic, and of laughter , that go to make up the 

comic art . It remains to formulat e a definition of comedy 

from the material we have . If we accept the idea of Palmer 

and Meredith, that the only pure comedy is t he comedy of man

ners, or criticism, end that the test of true comedy is that 

it awakens "thoughtful laughter, n 38 we must rule out the ro

mantic and the sentimental comedies, leavine only the come

dies of manners or of i deas; in fact , if we followed the 

38 Palmer , .££• .£.il., p. 59- 64 ; Meredith , ~ • cit . , p . 141 . 

I 

I 
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precepts of these men we should have only the comedy of 

. ' .. Moliere remaining, for their contention is that the English-

man, because he is emotional and cannot think of ar.iy subject 

in a detatched manner, cannot write pure comedy. 39 

Such a dictum is obviously one- sided. These men have 

ta.ken the definitions of laughter given by Hobbes and Berg-
, -

son to be the only correct definitions, holding to the abso

lute exclusion of the emotion from laughter , and so from 

comic drama. They have seized upon the universally accepted 

fact that Moliere wrote the best comedy the world has seen, 

and inferred that he wrote the only comedy. They do concede 

that Englishmen, like Congreve, have "accidentally" produced 
then 

some pure comedy on rare occasions , but even~Palmer says 

that it was not understood by the English . 40 

We cannot be held here to any such hard rule as that of 

Palmer or Meredith, nor can we merely say that comedy is an 

imitation of actual life . To be sure j_ t ll an imi ta.ti on of 

actual life, and at one time in the history of _the dre.ma tha 

definition would have been enough; but with the advent of th 

realistic tragedy like that of I bsen, Brieux, Hauptmann, 

Gorky ,_ O' Meil , and other s, tragedy has also become an i mi

tation of actual life instead of the elevated and majestic 

thing it was formerly . However, the truth of the statement 

that comedy, as well as the realistic modern tragedy, does 

39 Palmer, ci't . , 17- 18; 58-64; Meredith, cit . , .2.E.. P • .Q.E. • 

P• 86- 87 . 
40 

Palmer, cit . , 37-39 . ~- P• 
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imitate incidents in the life of actual characters is pretty 

well founded, and it serves to eliminate from the field of 

comedy anot .. er form of humorous drama, farce; for farce is 

unnatural . It de ends upon unnatur 1 characters in natural 

situations, or natural characters in unnatural situ tiona, 

or a combination of both characters and situations hich are 

not normal . s Dickinson says : " ••• farce deals with the 

incongruity between logic and life, n 4l and in so dealing it 

cannot represent life. 

But e still do not have a definition of comedy, trough 

Je have one of its essentials. We shall have to recognize 

two types of . comedy, the intellectual and the emotiona , and 

in order to include both forms let us say, as an arbitrary 

definition, that a comedy is any drama whi ch presents an 

imitation of a phase of actual life, and whi ch does not 

create in the mind of the audience a sense of sorrow or 

grief . We cannot merely say that it creates a sensation of 

pleasure, for we know that temporary sorrow very frequently 

brings about a sense of pleasure through release. By fr the 

majority ·.of tragedies cause :pleasure in this w :y, but the 

pleasure derived from them comes by means of a cat1arsi s, or 

purgin of the emotions, through sorrow, or even horror . 

On the surface this definition appears to be a disguise 

of the "happy ending" idea., but it is not . It includes t e 

hap y ending, as a comic device, but by no means requires it . 

4! :Jic_ .. inson, o . cit . , :p . 13 
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Whether or not the ending is of the nand-so-they-lived-happi

ly- ev~r-after11 variety, if the general effect of the play is 

such that the spectator does not feel grief, -t e play is a 

comedy . Take t he example of Shaw's Candida. he ending is 

far from being cheerful: the char cter in whom the audi nee 

is most interested, Marchbanks, has failed to realize his 

desires, but does the audience feel grief at tlis failure? 

If so the play is not a comedy, but those who understand the 

motive of the play know that the poet is destined for greate 

happiness than the realization of his immediate desires 

would have brought him, and in such knowledge ·there c be 

no sorrow. Again, look at ~ynge's The la1boy of the Western 

orld. Here the play ends with the breakin~ off of the prom

ised marriage of Christy and egeen , though the affair was 

never the chief concern of the play, so there mos t certainly 

cannot be the conventionalized ha py conclusion, ut no sor

row accompanies the knowledge that Peg@en has lost her 

"playbo 0 • 

no the definition w ich we have set up is even more 

inclusive than that of the "happy ending". But how does it 

fit the various classes that are looked upon as comedy? Some 

will say that it excludes the sentimental comedy, for that 

form uses ity as an important reagent in its com_ound, and 

pity is conducive to sorrow • • s a matter of fact the defini

tion does exclude some of the more drastic examples of the 

sentimental comedy, but pity does not always lead to sorrow. 

It leads to sympathy, and a kindly attitude toward the object 
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itied, but not necessarily to a wellin up of the emotion 

of 0 rief. One need only reflect a moment to be aware that 

the thought of some object of his pity does not of necessity 

cause him to feel any surge of sorrow, or a desire to put 

his han rerchief to his eyes. ut sometimes p ity is attended 

by rief, and when it is, it is not a subject of comedy. The 

test, t h en, of any sentimental play, in determining whether 

or not it is comedy, is to decide if the pity stirred up in 

the mind of t he spectator is sufficient to produc e sorrow. 

If not, the play is comedy. n examination of The Conscious 

Lovers by Steele, The West Indian by Cumberland~ or False 

Delicacy by Kelly, should serve to show that sentimental 

comedy is not ruled out by our definition . 

Again , some may wonder whether Shakespeare has not been 

eliminated by the re uirement that comedy must imitate life . 

There is a feeling that Shakespeare's comed~ characters are 

above the plane of the ordinary, more or less demi-gods and 

goddesses, as it were . Where t he idea arises I am un- ble to 

say, unless it is because his characters speak in verse . Po

etry does have the effect of thro i'ling the reader off the ..: 

scent and giving him the impression t hat he is dealing with 

a. su, erior being . But what is there in the characters of 

Orlando, Rosalind , Claudio, Viola, and hosts of others of 

their like, that is be.,rond or below the common level of 

humanity? A much more plausible reason for excluding t he 

comedies of Shakespeare is that the fre uently order on 

farce, not because of the characters, but because of the 
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action . The Comedy of Errors, indee, does re uire t o be 

relegated to farce, 

tionably a fantasy, and by the use of the supernatural puts 

itself out of the f ield covered by the definition we are ex-

amining . But what of Twelfth ight, As You Like It, uch Ado ---
About Nothing, and I erry J ives of ·,Vindso r? If you think the 

situations are too strained to be called scenes from life, 

accepting, of course, the less exacting t aste of the audienc s 

of the day, you may exclude them from comedy under our cri 

terion; if ou do not consi er t h em so, as I do not, t hey ar 

comedy . One signal weakness of our definition is r eadily 

seen: it is not rig id, but admit s of varied interpret tions 

in the hands of diff erent persons, depending upon the in

div idual ' s conception of what actual life is, an his idea 

of the depth and force of the emo tion of sorrow or gri ef . 

Th ' s fault is mo re noticeable still when e cons i der 

such a form as the tragi - comedy, in whi ch pathos and humor 

are blended, and set off one another . If the individual is 

emo tional he will experience, from witnessing most of such 

plays, a feeling of sorrow; if he is unemotional he probably 

will not . Tragi-comedy is at best a form extremely difficult 

of cl assifi cation; and because pathos plays a prominent part 

in all of it - - more t han in any comedy, so called - - we 

will devote no time to it in this paper . We are dealine w-ith 

comedy and we will have quite enough to oc cupy our attention 

if -we confine ourselves to what is r ather generally accepted 

as comedy . · e should have considerable difficulty in finding 
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an example of the tragi-comedy whi ch would not involve re-

test on the part of someone if e r eferred to it as com · c 

dra.~a. Irving played The Merchant of Venice as a tragedy; 

Shaw calls Co r iolanus Shakespeare's greatest comedy. 42 Re

flect upon those views of plays which are usually recognized 

as the opposite of what these men consider them; then try to 

classify A Doll ' s House, and you will agree that we are wise 

to omit tragi-comedy from our discussion . 

Vlhen we come to the comedy of criticism, hich includes 

the comedy of manners and the comedy of ideas both involve 

criti c ism of a social group or practice - - there is little 

question t hat our definition fits . If one criticizes any as

pect of life, he of necessity deals with people and situa

tions which are natural, and a part of the scheme of things . 

The second clause of our definition serves to separate the 

plays of that type into the two major classifications of 

comedy or tragedy . 

On the whole I know of no formula which will suit our 

ends better than the one stated . It will at least answer the 

purpose for which definitions are usually given : _ that of 

placing us on a plane of agreement when we t a ckle the 

aspects of contemporary drama. 

Comedy, then , for the course of this paper, at any rate, 

resents an imitation of life without stirring the emotions 

of so r row or g r ief. Romanti c comedy is that comedy which 

42 Bonamy Dobree, Restoration Comedy 1660-1720, p . 15 . 
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plays upon the emotion of joy, and the spirit of adventure 

in a word, that which presents an idealistic concep tion of 

life . Sentimental comedy is that form which appeals to pity 

and sympathy. The comedy of manners cri tici-zes some social 

group or practice, with the purpose of reform. The comedy of 

ideas introduces a t heory or principle of life, and presents 

a problem. 

Accepting tnese definitions, let us get, with as much 

dispatch as possible, to the object of our discussion 

the new comedy. 

The question of what we mean by the new comedy must, 

however, first be answered, and we mus t tr ce a litt e of 

the history of the forms preceding it, so that we may have 

some basis for our judgments . Reserving the analys;s of the 

peculiar properties of what we call the new comedy for a 

later chapter, suffic e it to say now that it is the comedy 

which has flourished sinc e the rebirth of the drama with 

Ibsen, and that,-_ roughly speaking, it had its origin in ·he 

last fifteen years of the nineteenth century. The reasons 

fo r so dating it should be sufficiently clear when we have 

observed the very brief, and in many respects insu fi ci ent, 

history of comic drama whi ch is the purpose of the f ollowing 

chapter. It must be brief to conform ,ith the scope of this 

discussion, and so inadequate in many respects, but I nope ) i t 

will suffice to show the main princip es influencing t he lead

ing writers of comedy, and prepare us for a consideration of 

the work of the moderns -- the new comedy . 

J 

l 
l 
I 
J 

l 



CJW>TER II 

A HISTORY OF COMIC PRINCIPLES AND 

THE RISE OF THE NEW COlllEDY 

Having endeavored by definition to make a dignified 

thing of comedy, we find as we look back upon the princi

ples, or at least practices, that have marked the oomio 

author in past ages that only in comparatively rare in

stances has the product graced by the appelation ncomedy• 

achieved the qualities ascribed to it by classical minds • 

. While we ma.y B'1 that comedy embraces character develop• 

ment and the portraiture of true humanity in human circum• 

stances, excluding the artificially ridiculous, we are 

confronted with whole periods of literature in which the 

dramatic work conveniently labled •comedy" depended for ita 

appeal upon the use of the cheapest clap- trap of farce and 

vaudeville. Examples may be seen in the comedy of Greece. 

Rome, or medieval Europe. In fact. we may be safe in say

ing that before the time of Sheridan and Goldsmitp, only a 

few isolated figures in the field of drama had produced 

what we are pleased to call by classic example true comedy. 

Moliere waa among these with his kl Tartuffe, Lea Femmea 

Savantes, and Le :Misanthrope~ as wae Shakespeare, to a 

degree, some thirty years earlier; both, it will be noted, 

doing their writing after the middle of the sixteenth 

century. 

- 25 -
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By this we must reason that comedy in its ultimate 

sphere developed only after considerable struggle and ex

perimentation from the crude buffoonery of its infancy. 

But we cannot ignore the parentage if we are to underst-.nd 

the offspring. Whence, then, comedy? And what are the 

principles that have governed it in its variegated manifes

tations? 

Of the primitive origins of occidental comic drama we 

may be fairly certain: it came as a natural modification of 

Grecian Bacchanalian festivals, much in the same way as tra

gedy took form, and only a little later. 1 The name itself 

comes from WP. o (komoa) J indicating a band of revelers, 

or, in a secondary sense, a song, particularly a song sung 

at a festival, to pay honor to a god or to ridicule some 

person or persons. 2 Of the intermediary steps between the 

rustic dances and revels and the definite comedy form with 

its chorus little is known • .Aristotle mentions in the 

fifth chapter of the Poetics that the transitions intra

gedy are kno,m, but those of comedy are not, because they 

were not a subject of attention (attention, no doubt, mean

ing that of the educated classes} as official recognition 

was not given to comedy for some time after tragedy was . an 

accepted institution. 3 

1 ~.W.Donaldson, ~ Theatre .Q.f. the Greeks, p. 76-77. 
2 . Ibid., P• 77-78. 

3 S. H.Butcher, Aristotle's Theory of Poetry and~ 
!!:1, P• 21. 
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The official recognition of comedy (about 485 B. C.) 

changed it very little except to transfer its field of 

attack to politics. A professional chorus took the place 

of voluntary singers and dancers, but the purposes and 

practices remained scarcely altered. As in the days when 

the crude and indecent dances were interspersed with spon

taneous lewd jokes and abusive invectives directed against 

characters known to the audiences, so in the early days of 

the old Greek comedy two principles were involved, at first 

unconsciously, later deliberately: the affording of amuse

ment of a low sort for the lower classes, and the launching 

of coarse political and social satire in keeping with the 

mentality and desires of the intended audience. 4 So we 

find that, in his early plays, the first of the great comic 

writers of Greece, Aristophanes, was little above the comus, 

or prinitive festival entertainment. He showed more of a 

proclivity for satire than was shown before his time, but wa, 

as regards the observance of any unity or connection of 

plot, virtually innocent. 5 

Of the Old Comedy of Athens a few characteristics 

stand out: the phalio dance of the early revels was contin

ued by the chorus, and a parabasis, or address to the au

dience, was inserted toward the middle of the play. This 

l ast had no connection with the plot, and could be said to 

4 Brander Matthews, ~ Development of the Drema, 
p. 78- 81; ll.F,Bellinger, A Short History .QL ~ Drama. 
p. 51-57 ; Donaldson, .5m. • .ill.•, p. 80-81. 

5 Mat thews, il• cit., p. 80-81. 
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serve the purpose of a prologue in later plays. 6 In form 

these two characteristics marked the Old Comedy as a dis

tinct type from the Middle Comedy, as both chorus and~

basis were dropped in the latter as unnecessary instruments, 

but it was in spirit that the greatest change took place. 

r --The Old Comedy was based upon a personal abuse of public 
/ 

_characters, political or literary satire, and coarse jests. 

As Matthews says: \"The comedy of Aristophanes was a medley 

of boistroue comic-opera and of lofty lyric poetry, of vul

gar ballet and of patriotic oratory, of indecent farce and 

of pungent political satire, of acrobatic pantomime and of 

brilliant literary criticism, of cheap burlesque and of 

daringly imaginative fantasy.tt 7 For the most part lacking -
in plot and character development, preferring to lampoon 

and ridicule characters known to the audience, the Old 

Comedy carried a tone at once low morally, and high, or at 

least brilliant, critically. ~ It was caricature rather than 

portraiture; farce rather than comedy, but, withal, showing, 

in t ·he hands of Aristophanes, at any rate, a certain liter-
// 

ary skill, more lyric and satiric than dramatic. ---In the change from the Old to the Middle Greek comedy 

we find external forces tending to modify the practices 

and traditions of the stage. At about the time· of the 

close of the Peloponnesian Wars {404 B,C.) an Athenian law 

prohibited the mentioning of public characters by name in 

6 llli•' P• 87. 

? lb id. , p. 90. 
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the theatres. 8 The result of this ordinance was to turn 

the object of comedy from personal abuse to general criti

cism; and to literature rather than politics. At the same 

time the destruction of the Athenian democratic empire pro

duced a state of unrest, and its attendant economic depres

sion, making the financ i ng of the chorus difficult, so that 

tradition was abandoned. 9 By this last move the parabasis, 

always an undramatic feature of the Old Comedy, was auto

matically removed, and also the dance and music were elim

inated from drama, leaving it more nearly a unified art. 

Moreover, the general tone was el~vated to a higher atandar, 

though still clinging to the farcical buffoonery of its 

ancestory. Deprived of the freedom of personal abuse the 

comic writers turned to the more wholesome practice of 

general criticism. Donaldson, in I!!!, Theatre .Q.f. the Greeks, 

states: "If ••• we were called upon to give to the Old an 

Middle Comedy their distinctive appellations, we should cal 

one Car_icAture and the other Criticism; and if we wished to 

illustrate the difference by modern instances, we should 

compare the former to the Lampoon, the latter to the Re

view.•10 And Mrs. Bellinger, in her Short History .Q.t the 

Drama, says: "Instead of criticism by direct attack, we 

find in the Middle Comedy insinuation, polished insolence, 

8 Bellinger, ..Q.:Q.• cit., p. 57; Donaldson, .Q.12.• ill•, 
P• 87. 

9 Bellinger, loc. cit. 

lO Donaldson, loc. cit. 
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and the wit of innuendo."11 Another indirect result of the 

legislation against the abuse of living figures was the de

velopment for the first time in drama of stock characters, 

or types, since dramatists found themselves without actual 

individuals to thrust forth. and of necessity created parts 

which typifi'ed certain classes or practices which it was 

their immediate interest to defile. To quote Mrs. Bellin

ger again: "With Middle Comedy began the creation of stock 

types -- the fawning servant, the conceited cook, the 

stupid sensual old man, the bragging soldier. Under dif

ferent names these characters, in_ succeeding epochs, have 

appeared and reappeared on the stages of the world with a 

kind of shameless immortality.wl2 

It will be readily seen that the principles involved 

in Middle Comedy were little, if any, different from those 

influencing the Old. In both there was the same effort to 

appease the desires of the Athenian lower classes fo~ ri

baldry and clowning, and at the same time set forth the 

author's particular views and prejudices in philosophy, 

religion, literature, or politics. In Old Comedy politics 

came in for the most attention; in the Middle, literature 

and philosophy. 

It was in the Greek New Comedy that the "ancients" 

came the nearest to the best critical judgment of what a 

11 Bellinger, ..Q.Y.• cit., p. 5?. 

12 ~- cit. 

1 
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comedy should be. As an arbitrary date for the beginnings 

of the New Comedy, the conquest of Greece by Philip of 

Macedon is usually given. 13 What we know of the Greek 

comedy of this period (approximately 340 to 260 B.C.) is 

unfortunately limited to a few fragments of the originals, 

and the many Latin adaptations and translations, mostly by 

Terence, but a higher note in comedy is undoubtedly struck 

by Menander and his contemporaries than anything hitherto 

produced. 

The comedy of Menander, and other comic writers of the 

age of New Comedy, endeavored to draw upon the actual life 

of Athens -- to catch a little of it and hold it up for the · 

examination of the public. Much of the caricature and 

exaggeration was dispensed with; new stock-types came in to 

add to the growing list begun in the Middle period; above 

all, a new element, that of love, was added to the idea of 

comedy: not the ideal or romantic love, to be sure, but 

clandestine and lewd intrigue, much as is found in the com

edy of the Restoration period in England. One author, 

indeed, compares MenanQer with Congreve and Farquhar. 14 

The tendency of critics to class the New Comedy of 

Greece as comedy of manners15 seems to indicate that here 

for the first time we are arriving at something approaching 

13 Donaldson, .Q.11• cit., p. 88; Bellinger, .!m· ill.· p. 7. 

14 Donaldson, loc. cit. 

15 Donaldson, loo. ,ill; Bellinger, .Q.Y.• ill•, p. 58; 
Mat thews , il.. c it • , p • 9 3 • 
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true comedy. In the words of Brander Matthews: 

We are at liberty to guess that Menander found compen
sation for his sinking from the lyric heights of Aristo
phanes by not descending to the d~pths of base vulgarity 
in which the earlier poet reveled. We may surmise that his 
plays were often genuine comedies rather than mere farces, 
in that he sought the truth of life itself rather than the 
boisterous laughter evoked by exaggeration. Certainly his 
contemporaries continually testify tQ the veracity of his 
scenes. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

In other words, the plays of Menander seem to have 
been an anticipation of the modern comedy-of-intr .igue and 
the modern comedy-of-manners. The plots were ingenious and 
plausible, and they were peopled with characters common in 
Athens at that t ime; -- the miserly father, the spendthrift 
son, the intriguing servant, the braggart soldier, the 
obsequious parasite, the woman of pleasure •••• His pre
vailing tone, as Professor Jebb notes, is "That of polite 
conversation, not without passages of tender sentiment, 
grave thought, or almost tragic pathos.•16 

The incidents of New Comedy plot, however, hinged 

usually upon the idea of mistaken identity and last minute 

recognition, a usage not well adapted to artistic drama, 

and, while there was a conscious effort to reproduce life 

as it was, the constant use and reuse of stock characters 

indicates that the highest hopes were not perfectly real

ized.17 The principles governing comic drama in the time 

of Menander, nevertheless, had suffered, or rather profited 

by, profound alterations. The chief aim, to be sure, was 

still criticism, but the means used to gain the end were 

foreign to those of the earlier periods. No longer was the 

business of the comedian to clown and to draw a preposter

ous scarecrow, calling it a man; he turned to the work of 

16 Matthews, .Q.:Q.• cit., p. 58-59. 

17 Donaldson, .212.· ill·, P• 89. 
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presenting a cross-section of life, and by so doing illus

trating the foibles and follies he wished to condemn. 

Though the writers of the period of New Comedy may not have 

accomplished all that the modern critic might expect from 

them, they di d work with practically the same purpose and 

method that has govern~d writers of ~ ocial comedy to the 

present time. 

Aside from the one principle that affects all comedy, 

the intent to amuse, Greek drama, then, has shown us two 

of the principles which have left their marks in the annals 

of comedy: caricature, embodying the use of personal attack, 

the lampoon, and pure "slap-stick", to lapse into slang., ) 

and the more elevated principle of portraiture, the attempt 

to represent real life. 

The last named principle, that of portraiture, should 

be easily understood; it is merely the drawing of char

acters from actual life, and showing them in actual, or at 

least natural, situations. Caricature is a little more 

difficult of definition, but in general it consists in the 

use of unnatural characters -- characters overdrawn and not 

lifelike -- and the use of situations not to be found in 

life, and not in accord with the sense of congruity. 

When Aristophanes brings in the character of Bacchus 

in~ Frogs with a lion~s skin and a club, in imitation of 

Hercules, but still wearing his usual effeminate costume, a 

note of the ridiculous is struck by the contrast. That is 

caricature. When Bacchus explains to Hercules that he 
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· desires to go to Hades to bring back Euripides, we get this 

piece of verbal incongruity, an inseparable attribute of 

caricature, as Bacchus describes his Mpaasion" for Euripi-

des: 

BACCHUS (meaning to!?.! very serious and interesting). 
No, friend, you must not laugh; it's past a joke; 
It's quite a serious feeling -- quite' -distresaing; 
I suffer from it --

HERCULES (bluntly). Well, explain. What was it? 
BACCHUS. _I can't declare it at once; but I' 11 explain 

it 
Theatrically and enigmatically: · 

( With.& buffoonish assumption of tragic 
gesture and emphasis)• 

Were you ever seized with a sudden passionate longing 
For a mess of porridge? 

And ludicrous situation is shown a bit later, as Bacchus 

tries to get a dead man, who is being borne on his bier to 

the burial ground, to carry his bundles to Hades: 

BACCHUS •••• Holloh! you, there -- you Dead.man 
can't you hear? 

Would you ta.lee any bundles to hell with you, my good fellow? 
DEAD14.AN. What are they? 
BAC~HUS. These. 
DEADJIAN. Then I must 
BACCHUS. I can't -- fOU must take 
DEADMAN (peremptorily). 
BACCHUS. No, stop! we shall settle 

you're so hasty. 

have two drachmas. 
less. 
Bearers, move on. 

between us --

DEADMAN. It's no use arguing; I must have two drachmas. 
BACCHUS {emphatically ,S signif.icantly). Ninepence! 
DEADM.AN. I'd best be alive again at that rate. ~it. 

By the means of such practices as those mentioned -

incongruity in costume, speech, and situation -- characters 

are made to appear absurd and laughable through their lack 

of normality. Such is the function of the principle of 

caricature. 

Aristotle, as we have said, gave the following defi-
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nition of comedy: "an imitation of characters of a lower 

type,-- not, however, in the full sense of the word bad, 

the Ludicrous being merely a subdivision of the ugly. It 

consists in some defect or ugliness which is not painful or 

destructive.n18 lt is evident he had in mind the comedy of 

the first two periods -- the work of the writers in the age 

of New Comedy had only just well begun at the time of hie 

dea.th. But the definition shows that in the days of the 

greatest of the Greek critics comedy we.a looked upon by the 

scholarly mind as something grotesque -- "ludicrous• -- far 

below the tragedy of the timeJ whioh Aristotle so warmly 

praised. and far short of what modern critics hold out as 

comedy in its true sense. The surface had been scratched, 

little more, but a new art had been given its impetus. 

We might expect the Romans to carry further what their 

subjects, the Greeks, had so nobly begun, but we find that 

with their customary negligence of things artietic they 

contented themselves with borrowing. In the whole glorious 

period of Roman history not one new comic principle found 

expression; indeed, were it not for one man, Terence, the 

work that the Greeks had accomplished would have been lost. 

Terence was a literary man, but not a dramatist in the 

sense that he was creative. He apprecia.ted the art of the 

New Greek Comedy, and this art he appropriated wholesale 

in hie modifications and translations of Menander and 

18 s 2 upra, p. • 
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others of the last age of Greece. 19 

In Roman comedy two names stand out: Terence a.nd 

Plautus; these might be compared roughly with Menander and 

Aristophanes, respectively, in their aims if not in their 

practices. Plautus, the most successful of the two from 

the standpoint of his ability to please the audiences with 

which he had to deal, wa.s, as MatthewQ says, a "born drama

tist", in that he knew what the public w·anted and ~ it 

what it wanted, 20 and as the audience he appea.led to "we.a 

the roughest and most stubborn of any known to the history 

of the theater,• 21 the product of Plautus' art was scarcely 

of a high level. His scenes were invariably laid in Athens, 

and hie plots, though he added clever intrigue of a vulgar 

variety, were taken from Athenian originals, but the char

acters he introduced were, more often than not, Roman; for 

Plautus was wise enough to see that, as he himself knew 

very little about Athenian customs and life, the mobs fre

quenting his theatre knew "still less and cared nothing at 

all." So, obviously, the sensible thing for a man to do 

who was trying to amuse such a group was to stock his plays 
. 
with figures of a type known to the Roman plebeians, and 

by using them as the butts of hie coarse jests and buf

foonery appease the demand for the ludicrous and vulgar. 

19 Matthews, ~- ill•. P• 104. 

20 ~ .. P• 103. 

21 ~-. :P• 98. 
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. This is what Plautus did, and with considerable success. 22 

To again quote Matthews: "He had a hearty gaiety as well as 

a broad humor; indeed, in comic force, in .!1...§. comica, in 

the sheer power of compelling laughter, he can withstand a 

comparison even with Moliere, the greatest of all comic 

dramat i sts. "23 . .. 

But, although we said :Plautus might be compared with 

Aristophanes in spirit and aims, there was one of the prac

tices of the latter that he did not descend to: personal 

abuse of public figures. This the Roman law would not 

permit, and a burlesque of the Greek comedy of manners 

might more nearly characterize his work. As Mrs. Bellinger 

says, the problem of the Le.tin playwright •was to use the 

Greek dish, fill it with enough spice and ribaldry to make 

it acceptable to the Roman palate and at the same time 

escape the censor.n 24 

The attitude of Terence differed decidedly from that 

of Plautus. His subject matter was similar, as he drew 

from the same sources, but there the similarity ends, for 

Terence wrote with a con·scioue effort to show literary 

"taste and elegance, whereas Plautus was concerned only with 

affording amusement. An excellent contrast of the two has 

been given by Mrs. Bellinger: "Comparatively speaking, 

22 ~•, p. 102-103. 

23 Ib id • , p • l O 3 • 

24 Bellinger, .QR.• ill.•, P• 81. 

J 
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Plautus was the untutored genius, Terence the conscious 

artist; Plautus the practical playwright, Terence the 

elegant literary craftsman. Plautus wrote for the crowd, 

Terence for the aristocracy.n 25 

Inasmuch as the work of Terence wap principally trans

l ation or modification of the Greek New Comedy, we cannot 

expect to find anything new in the way of principle; he 

was at best an elegant adapter. But though we cannot at

tribute to him any special creative genius, we must ac

knowledge that it is through him alone that what the Greeks 

of the age of Menander ha,d done in the way of the comedy 

of manners was preserved f~~ the dramatists and critics of 

later ages. 

Though we may aay that comedy took on no new fonn, and 

was affected by no new principles during the Roman period, 

two quotations may serve to show the changed attitude to

ward the function of comic drama. Cicero made the state

ment that comedy is •a copy of life, a mirror of custom, 

a reflection of truth," 26 and Livius Andronicus, commonly 

supposed to have been the first of the Latin comedy writers 

said, "Comedy is the mirror of everyday life.n27 ~uite 

different indeed are these views from the dictum of Aris

totle that comedy "consists in some defect or ugliness 

25 filS•, P• 85. 

26 Aeliua Donatus, "De comoedia et Tragoedia", in 
B. H. Clark, European Theories of the Dram~. p. 43. 

27 Loe. cit. 
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which is not painful or destructive.•28 Comedy had come 

to mean in the eyes of the Latins something real and vital, 

not a monstrosity. 

After about the middle of the first century A. D. 

drama began to decline; the \Vrit i ng of it stopped almost 

altogether, and the acting of it was confined to obscure 

and crude performances. The Roman public had grown to 

favor the more exciting and virile forms of entertainment, 

such a,a the cha.riot-race or the gladitorie.l combat. 

Pageants were still occasionally given by the emperors, 

and mimes and pantomimes cont inued an uncertain existence, 

but dran1a, as such, was a thing almost forgotten. 29 With 

the conversion of Constantine and the rise of the Christian 

Church to a place of polit i cal importance what vestiges of 

the dra.raatic that had -managed to survive were stamped out, 

so that for over a thousand years there is nothing that 

can be called an attempt at dramatization i n the western 

world. 30 

When attention began again to be paid to the theatre 

in the middle ages the traditions which had governed the 

ancient dramatists had been lost, and thus it was that 

drama had to begin anew. In the words of Matthews: 

28 Supra, p. 2 . 

29 Bellinger,~-~-, p. 115; Matthews, .Q;Q,• ill•• 
P• 107-108. 

30 Bellinger, loc. cit; Matthews, .2.12.· .£.!!·, P• 108-109 

l 
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•••• dramatic literature, which had flourished so 
gloriously in Greece, and which had tried to establish 
itself in Italy, wa.s dead at last; and even the men1ory of 
it seems to have departed, for, in so far as the works of 
the Attic tragedians and of the Roman comedians were known 
at all, they were thought of rather as poetry to be read 
than as plays that had been acted. The art of acting was 
a lost art, and the theaters themselves fell into ruin. So 
it was that when the prejudice against the drama wore it
self out in time, and when the inherent demand for the 
pleasure which only the theater can give became at last in
sistent, there was to be seen the sponta~~ous evolution of 
a new form, fitted specially to satisfy the needs of the 
people under the new circumstances. This new drama of . the 
middle ages sprang into being wholly uninfluenced by the 
drama of the Greeks; it was, indeed, as free a growth as 
the Attic drama itself had been.31 

It is interesting to note that when drama again began 

to take root it should be in the hands of the Church which 

had suppressed it when, in its crude ~nd vulgar manifes

tations during the Roman Empire, it had seemed a demoral

izing influence. Aleo it is noteworthy that in this new 

birth of the drama, the same as in its first ill-starred 

existence, the origin should be as an accessory to a reli

gious ceremony. 32 Taking its origin in such casual accom

paniaments of the Church services as the ceremony of the 

Maas. and the reading of literature pertaining to the 

Passion Week, the dramatic element grew gradually more 

dominant, and at last took the form of actual drama in the 

mystery, morality and miracle play, at first within the 

Church itself, and later as an independent institution 

31 Matthews, .QJ2.• cit., P• 110. 

32 E. K. Chambers, The Medieval Stage, vol. 2, ~hap. 
xviii; Bellinger, .Q.Jl• cit., p. 115-116; Matthews, .22• _ill., 
p. 110-111. 
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religious in nature. 33 

This religious drama developed in much the same way 

throughout all the European countries, due to the double 

bond .of a common religion and a common inheritance of the 

customs of Rome; so we find that the medieval miracle 

plays were much the same, whether in England, France, Italy 
. 

or Spain; and the same may be said of the other forms of 

the drama extant between the decline of the Roman lmpire 

and the Renaissance.34 

Of the three types of the distinctly religious drama: 

the mystery, the miracle, and the morality, the latter, 

being not so closely attached to the actual traditions of 

the Church, naturally lent itself more readily to the comic 

strain, but even in the mysteries, portraying scenes from 

the life of Christ, comedy, or farce, had crept in even 

before the plays left the Church in the thirteenth century. 

All these manifestations of the comic element in religious 

draina, whi1e in the hands of the Church and for a time 

after the secularization, were in the nature of interludes, 

or scenes thrown in to lighten the tone of the entertain

ment, and the character of the religious plays remained 

distinctly and pedantically moral; but with the passage of 

time t he desire became manifest on the part of writers and 

actors to entertain, .or thrill, at any price. Serious 

33 Chambers, loc. cit. 

34 Matthews, .2.12.• ill•, P• 111-112. 
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scenes were made riciculous, and ribaldry and vulgarity 

becan1e rampant. Once more the principle of caricature, 

seen in the early Greek comedy, and in that of Plautus, 

dominated the stage; this time, however, it was at first 

1 imi ted to -the evil characters, though finally turning to 

the clergy or anything that seemed worthy the attention of 

the writer. 35 ; .. 

During the late middle ages secular plays grew up 

alongside the biblical and morality plays, and for the most 

part showed a similarity of treatment, while turning to 

non-religious material for their subjects. Of such a type 

were the Shrovetide, or carnival plays, making a specialty 

of the ludicrous and lewd aspects of medieval life. The 

interludes, short pieces for two, three, or four characters, 

were a similar form, but shorter, being intended to be 

interspersed between the ac~s of longer plays, or to be 

used as features of programs similar to the vaudeville, at 

which were also displayed wrestling contests, juggling 

feats, magic exhibitions, and the like. The interlude con

cerned itself more with wit than with broad humor, and en

joyed considerable court favor. It waa in England that the 

interlude form took its greatest strides: in the sixteenth 

century Nicholas Udal1 John Bale. and John Heywood were 

among the writers of that type of play. and it is in the 

work of the latter, based upon the tales of Chaucer and 

35 Bellinger, .211• cit., p. 124-125; Matthews • .212.• .Qll•, 
P• 122-129; Chambers, .2J2.• cit., vol. 2, chap. xx. 
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the French fables, that the medieval plcy made the tran

sition into the comedy of realism of the Elizabethan 

period. 36 

During the sixteenth century in nearly every country 

of Europe the forces of change were at work to produce 

national dram.a, or drama imbued with the spirit, ideals, 

and customs of the particular locality which formed its 

home. This followed as a natural result of the substitutio 

of the vernacular for .Latin as the Church gradually lost 

control of the a.rt it had. begun . 37 After the bond of com

mon language was lost to the playwrights ·of the several 

countries, they began to drift apart and to follow diverse 

inclinations . The Renaissance, though added an element 

which tended to limit the divergence . It brought back to 

the attention of scholars the lost art of the Greek and 

Roman drama, a.nd, simultaneously a contempt for the crudity 

of the medieval product . However, it was with the medieval 

product that dramatists still had to work, for the secular 

plays of the middle ages were firmly rooted, and they 

suited the theatres of the day, so we find that in Spain , 

France and England the result of the classical revival 

was that writers took the existing drama, a.nd tried to 

"give it something of the unity, the propriety, and the 

dignity which they had admired in the classics of Greece 

36 Bellinger, .21!· ~ . , p . 140-144 . 

37 Matthews, Jm• cit . , p . 138- 140. 
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and Rome.•38 In Italy, where the force of the Renaissance 

was stronger, dramatists attempted to do away entirely 

with the medieval forms and substitute imitations of the 

ancient, with the result that Italy developed practically 

no dramatic literature during the period.39 

With the rise of national drama in Spain we find the 

great name of Lope de Vega (1562-1635) riding the crest. 

The types of plays which he produced were as varied ae the 

dre..ma itself, and the impetus he gave the theatre, both in 

his own country and abroad) singles him out as one of the 

distinctive landmarks in the history of play writing. 40 

In the words of Mrs. Bellinger: 

It was Lope de Vega who, above all others, gave the 
shape and stamp to modern European drama •••• if we do 
~ot today re~d or see Lope's plays in their original dress, 
we nevertheless have seen their descendants; for the 
European world has for four centuries enjoyed many an 
entertainment based upon situations that came from his 
brain. The Italians of the seventeenth century, the French 
writers preceding and including Voltaire, the early Eliza
bethans, ~nd that great pair, Shakespeare and Koliere -
all borrowed and learned from him.•41 

Not unexpectedly do we find in this type of dramatic 

mind the first element in comedy that we can call new since 

Menander. This element is romance. It might almost be 

· said that in his "comedy-of-cloak-and-sword", as Mathews 

calls it, Lope de Vega gave the plot to comedy. Of course 

38 Matthews, .S?.n• ill•, P• 150. 

39 ~., p. 150-151. 

4o Ibid., P• 1?2. 

41 Bellinger, .sm_. ill•, P• 162. 
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the Greek and Roman comedy had a plot of a fashion, but it 

was secondary to the interest of the story. The audience 

of Menander's time may have been conscious of a certain 

amount of action, but it was interested more in the dia

logue and the satire. Greek and Roman writers sacrificed 

plot to criticism or to jesting; those of the middle ages 

sacrificed it to moralizing or simply didn't wory about it. 

At any rate, in Lope de Vega we see for the first time 

comedy in which action has become dominant. The plots of 

Lope are not of situation, they are plots of romantic in

trigue, based on the old ballads in which the early liter

ature of Spain was rich, or written after their manner. 

It is intrigue of a different type entirely from that of 

Plautus, Terence, and the medieval writers, and is based 

upon the wholesome spirit of romantic gallantry and lively 

adventure. Gallantry, adventurous intrigue, pure love: 

these are the compounds from which Lope moulded his plots -

pure love, it is worthy of mention, appeared for virtually 

the first time on the stage i-n the plays of Lope de Vega -

and we have a new principle in the art of comedy: the prin

ciple of the romantic plot.42 

To be clear as to what is meant by the romantic plot 

let us deviate from the account a little to look at a play 

with which nearly everyone is familiar: As~ Like It. 

The play is too well known to make a synopsis of it 

42 Matthews,~- ill.•, p. 170-179; Bellinger, .2.ll• cit. 
P• 160-164. 
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necessary here, but it serves to illustrate the use of the 

element of romance in comedy. 

The leading figures in the play are normal human be

ings, but they are placed in situations which bring out 

their finer qualities. In other words idealism of humanity 

governs the play. The virtues of -Orlando -- his courage, 

his kindness, his dignity -- are brought out in his rela

tions with his brother and -with Adam, while the sojourn in 

the foreirt, not a very normal condition, again emphasizes 

hi'S fineness in the meeting with the exiled Duke's party 

and in the rescue of his brother. The strong character of 

Celia is shown in her devotion to Rosalind, who, in turn, 

is elevated by circuma~ancee bringing out her fortitude. 

The situation_s ·are jus.t far enough removed from everyday 

life to emphasize the ideal qualities of the characters. 

The best medium for such emphasis, as was stated before, is 

a plot dealing with gallantry, adventurous intrigue, and 

pure love, such as Shakespeare has used in As You~ ll• 
But, coming back to Lope de Vega, great as was his 

contribution to comic principle and to the future and con

temporary writers of Spain, England, and France, he can 

scarcely be said to have produced real comedy. His best 

work of that nature was rather farce than comedy, and farce 

pervaded all his comic attempts.43 

The same may be said, to a lesser degree, of Shakespear, 

43 Matthews, .Q.R• cit., P• 1?0-180. 
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who was bringing English drama to its heights at the same 

time that Lope was doing his work for Spain. But there is 

one respect in which Shakespeare stands superior, in treat

ment if not in principle: that is that in the better mani

festations of Shakespeare's comic genius. say in A§. You 

Like It,~ Ado, or Twelfth Night, the characters are 

characters, not types, as was predominately true of Lope. 

Shakespeare combined the romantic plot of Lope with the 

hmnani ty striven for in Menander and Terence, with the 

result that he contributed a finished product superior to 

any of these. 

To Shakespeare can be attributed the realization of 

that perfect naturalnes~ of character which makes for the 

best comedy, as for the beat tragedy, and which had been 

sought by the writers of drama as early as the "Golden Age 

of Greece". In consequence of this, and also as a result 

of the indisputable fact that, though Shakespeare did 

borrow his plots, he usually used excellent taste in his 

borrowing, he has in his best scenes given us true comedy. 

j~t there is an element continually brought into the dremas 

of Shakespeare, both comedy and tragedy, which departs from 

the genuine comic aim: burlesque, a reminder of the days of 

:r;.reec ia.n early comedy, which Shakespeare used, either to 

appease the desires of the audiences for such scenes -- a 

desire common to all audiences since time immemorial or 

because he himself admired such things. And we must admit 

that in the hands of a Shakespeare characters such as 
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Silvius, Corin, and Dogberry, ridiculous though they may 

be, ha~e a fascination perhaps as strong as if they were 

more naturally done. 

While the times of Shakespeare wnuld have lent them

selves admirably to the comedy of manners, it seems not to 

have been his interest to take that field, so we find him 

a master of that branch of comic drama conveniently termed 

"romantic-comedy", and romantic comedy has, as a pre-sup

posed basis, a plot that can not be accounted realistic or 

natural; it is fantastic in its principle, gloriously so, 

perhaps, but the finest delineation of character cannot put 

it on a footing of real life; therefore, if we are to con

sider life as a basis of the purest comedy, Shakespeare has 

attained it o~ly in a few cases. For life we must go to 

the comedy of manners, and in the words of Matthews: 

Because Shakespeare neglected the comedy-of-manners, 
his fellow-playwrights could not climb unaided to the lofty 
level of high comedy. For romantic-comedy, as for tragedy 
and for history, he had set a patter~ , and the others were 
unable to work in accordance therewith. But for the modern 
comedy-of-manners men had to wait for Moli~re to supply a 
model which should endure for centuries.44 

There was however a tendency, during the Elizabethan 

age, to break away from the romantic comedy of Shakespeare 

and turn to the comedy of manners. The tendency is noted 

chiefly in Ben Jonson and in aome of the p l ays of Philip 

Massinger. Jo nson, be i ng of the classic school, was much 

opposed to Shakespeare's practice of mixing comedy and 

44 Ibid., P• 218-219. 
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tragedy, and he had little use for the romantic plot, 

preferring contemporary life and realism.45 He is famous 

for a theory of comedy which he called the "comedy of 

h~nours". ~uoting Thorndike! 

Instead of a }laphaza.rd selection of story, scene and 
persons, he proposed to base his carefully constructed 
plots on an analysis of society into humours, or dominant 
characteristics. In so far as these -humours represented 
follies and absurdities, the duty of comedy was to ::satirize 
and reform. His Every Man .!.B Hie H1J111.our embodied these 
aims, and remained for almost two hundred years *'a model 
for the English comedy of mannera.•46 

The same ideas were carried on in Every Man Out .Qf 

His Humour, Volpone, ~~d The Alchemist. Jonson is a land

mark in English drama, in that he is the first writer of 

social comedy, and his influence on the vvriters of the 

Restoration haa been noted by several critica. 47 

Fletcher and Beaumo.nt ci,ntributed nothing new to the 

drama, writing mostly plays based upon situation, and for 

entertainment solely. They did show some creative genius 

in the construction of plots, and a certain bouyaney of 

humor, "good natured and friendly rather. than penetrating 

or uplifting, but ••• capable of making youth tolerant 

and age merry. • 48 

:Massinger was essentially a follower of Fletcher, but 

45 Ashley H. Thorndike, English Comed:£, P• 169-170. 

46 £2.!..g,., P• 172. 

4? In a, P• 53- 55 . 

48 Thorndike, .2.2• .ill•, :P• 217. 
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more painstaking and not so likely to sacrifice character 

to situation. He had a tendency to return to the romantic 

ideas of plot on occasion, but at the same time showed the 

influence of Jonson's "comedy of humours•. 49 

This "comedy of humours" was the special contribution 

of the Elizabethan age; not in itself. anything essentially 

new, for it harked back to Menander and Terence, it was 

none the lese new for England. While its exponents never 

gained the reputation of Shakeepeare;they were destined to 

have a more profound influence on the .drama which was to 

follow. 

Moliere has been held up by critics as the perfect 

example of the comic dramatist. What was his special gen

ius that he has gained so great a reputation? To quote 

George Meredith: 

Moliere followed the Horatian precept, to observe the 
manners of his age, and give his characters the color be
fitting them at the time. He did not paint in raw realism. 
He seized his charac.ters firmly for the central purpose of 
the play, stamped them in the idea, and, by slightly rais
ing and softening the object of study ••• generalized 
upon it so as to make it permanently human.•oO 

And Matthews, in describing the growth of Mol1ere's genius , 

eays: 

Timidly at first, and tentatively, he began to put 
something more into his plays than mere amusement. He 
began to impart a serious meaning to the comic drama •• 

49 .!e.!.,g,., P• 224-226. 

50 George Meredith , An Essax .2.ll Come<lY. "Modern 
Student's Library• edition,»• 84-85. 
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He recognized that as a comic dramatist it was his duty. 
first of all, to make the spectators laugh; but he was able 
skilfully to enlarge his manner so that he could also make 
them think even while they were laughing.•51 

Thus far we have noted nothing of comic principle that 

goes much, if at all, beyond that which governed Menander 

and Terence, or, to a lesser degree, Aristophanes and .. 
Plautus. There is, indeed, a perfection of these princi-

ples, and by merit of the perfection a brand of comedy of 

a superior quality. Many and varied were the types of com

edy which Moliere produced; Matthews has mentioned twelve 

definite classes, ranging from farce to pure comedy, accord

ing to his definition,52 and among them we find, in addition 

to the comedy of manners, or social comedy, which was 

Moliere's special field of merit, types as widely divergent 

as the comedy of character and the comedy-ballet; the comedy 

of intrigue and the tragi-comedy. 
, 

Under the social comedy we might list L'Ecole des 

Femmes, Le Misanthrope, Les Femmes Savantes, and possibly 

Le Tartuffe, though the latter borders dangerously upon 

melodra.ma. 53 These, with Les Precieuses Ridicules, cer

tainly constitute the five major plays, and through them 

all runs that Sa.Jne spirit of contemporary social criticism 

through portraiture which was noted in Menander and Terence, 

51 Matthews, .2J2.• .Q.!1., P• 254. 

52 12lg_., P• 255-256. 

53 12lg_., P• 256-258. 
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but with two essent i al d i fferences, and upon these two 

differences one can almost say the distinction between ele

vated farce and true comedy rests. They are; a love of 

mankind, as well as an understanding, and a sense of decen

cy. While Moliere may have been stinging in his sarcasm, 

he was not abusive; there is a difference between insulting 

a person by the revelation of his follies, and making him 

laugh at those same follies, and it was the latter practice 

that Moli~re adopted. As Mrs. Bellinger remarks, •there 

was in h i s mind a positive belief in the goodness of human 

nature and i n t he saving power of common sense •••• He 

loved youth and all things that are hearty and wholesome; 

and he was never bigoted, malicious or mean.n 54 

In regard · to that rare quality, the sense of decency, 

which sets Moliere above all his predecessors in the comedy 

of manners, and unfortunat-ely, above only too many of those 

who have followed in his footsteps, it has been a much noted 

fact that Moliere kept his dramas, both in situation and . 

dialogue, free from any vulgarity of implication or word. 

As Meredith has said, Moliere'a comedy is, in the first 

,place, "deeply conceived ••• andt therefore it cannot be 

impure.• 55 That statement may seem to be unsound at first 

glance, but as one tries to pick it to pieces he finds that 

it holds up quite well; with depth of understanding comes 

54 Bellinger, .QJ2.• cit., P• 180. 

55 Meredith • .2.n.• ill•, P• 96. 
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an attendant elevation of moral sense. It was Brander 

J4atthewe who pointed out that of all the classic dramatists 

Moli~re is virtually the solitary example of one whose 

plays can be presented today without the suppression of 

many indecent pasaages. 56 And it was Meredith who made the 

rather pertinent observation: "If life.*is likened to the 

comedy of Moliere, there is no scandal in the compariaon."5 

In these three outstanding sixteenth century drama

tists, Lope de Vega, Shakespeare, and Moliere~ it is clear 

that there is used only one new principle, strictly speak

ing. That principle was, as we have seen contributed by 

Lope de Vega, and consisted in the use of the romantic plot, 

with action dominant. In the other two writers a blending 

of principles has been noted. In Shakespeare it was the 

blending of Lope's romantic plot with the humanness, or 

portraiture sought by Menander; with Moliere it was a per

fection of that element of humanness, with a plot,realistic, 

but t~mpered just enough with the wholesome spirit of roman

ticism to give it vitality and vigor. 

Just where that travesty on the comedy of manners 

~nown as Restoration comedy had its origin is a problem 

that has caused white hairs in the heads of many cr.itics 

and scholars. Some have set it down as a corruption of 

Moliere; others have held it to be a natural outgrowth of 

56 Matthews, .QR.• cit., P• 262. 

57 Meredith, Jm.• ill•, P• 97. 
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the comedies of Jonson, Beaumont, and Fletcher, modified to 

suit the peculiar a&e for which it was written. There is 

probably an element of truth in both theories, and William 

Archer is probably a little too engrossed by the vigor of 

his invective when he comments upon John Richard Green's 

statement that "the comedy of the Restor ation borrowed 

everything from the comedy of France save the poetry, the 

delicacy and the good taste which veiled its grossness." 

"Where, " asks Mr. Archer, 

did Mr. Green find grossness in the seventeenth century 
comedy of France? It uses a few expressions, no doubt, 
which have become obsolete in modern speech; and it refers 
to certain subjects which are to this day more freely 
spoken of in France than in England. But if there is any
thing that can fairly be called "gross" in French comedy of 
the age of Moliere, it must occur in the works of obscure 
playwrights who have escaped my observation. But Green was 
only repeating an accepted commonplace. Thackeray had 
stated it more vivaciously, but even lees justly, when he 
said: "She was a disreputable, daring, laughing, painted 
French baggage, that Comic Muse. She came over from the 
Continent with Charles at the Restoration -- a wild, dishev
elled La1s, with eyes bright with wit and wine.• I think 
it is high time that this off-hand theory were set down as 
what it is -- a libel on France. The truth is that the 
comedy of the Restoration borrowed nothing from the com~dy 
of France, exce12t a few plots which it clumsily vulgarised 
and distorted.t>l3 

Of course the few plots were something in the way of a 

b9rrowing, and it is safe to say that much of the same gen

eral intent is manifested in Congreve or Wycherly as in 

Moliere; in fact, Mr. Archer himself bashfully admits that 

"our dramatists ~hose of the Restoratio~ did lip-homage, 

no doubt, to the not i on {i!oliere'!J that it was the busi-

o8 William Archer, .I!!! Old Drama S ~ !mt, P• 142 • 

• 
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ness of comedy to scourge the vices and follies of the 

age.n59 

But, whatever the origin, Restoration comedy, with its 

vice, and in most instances its insipidity, is a factor, 

perhaps a lamentable one, which must find its way into all 

diacusaions of the art of comedy. We shall devote little ... 
time to it here, as its principles were, whether they came 

from Moliere or not, the same in basic essentials: it at

tempted to portray the life of the time and it devoted con

siderable attention to plot; some of the ~uthors, notable 

among them, Congreve, running to a complexity of action 

which is at once confusing and inartistic, as in his Love 

m, Love. It differed from the French seventeenth century 

comedy chiefly in . conception -- in its low moral tone and 

its malignant abuse of everything not of the court circle 

and London high society. I!!.!. ~ .21, !a§. World, by Congreve, 

is commonly accepted as the best example of Restoration 

comedy, and it makes a rather pitiful showing when compared 

with one of Moli~re's better plays, such as Le Misanthrope .60 

Koliere portrayed a cross section of life; the Restoration 

dramatists a piece of life, 61 so, obviously, the Restora

tion comedy lacked the universality necessary to great 

drama. 

59 ~., P• 31. 

60 Meredith, .Q.U• cit., P• 97-106. 

61 Bellinger, .212.• ill•, P• 257. 
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During the eighteenth century the inevitable reaction 

to the vulgarity of the Restoration period took place, 

partly due to the criticism of men like Jeremy Collier, and 

partly, no doubt, through public demand. 62 Colley Cibber, 

manager of the Drury lane theatre for a time, and actor 

and playwright later poet- laureate ~tarted the prac -

tical application of the revolt with his Love'J Last Shift, 

.QL The Fool in Fashion, and followed with such plays as 

~ Careless Husband, and~ Non- Juror, but, as Nettleton 

says, his .plays were rather "expurgated R~storation comedy 

than a new comedy type.w63 

Shortly after Mr. Cibber's attempts Richard Steel 

brought forth a manifestation of the dramatic urge which 

presently gave birth to what we know as sentimental comedy. 

Nettleton says that in a sense Steel was the founder of 

that type, but also holds Otway and Southerne, with their 

"sentimentalized tragedy•, partly responsible. 64 The first 

note of the sentimental comedy was struck in Steele's .Ia.!! 

Funeral, and to a much greater degree the idea permeated 

his~ lging Lover, and I!!§ Conscious Lovers. These last 

two __ plays especially show a deep moral consciousness, 

amounting almost to moralizing, and displaying definitely 

62 G. H. Nettleton, English Drarna of the Restoration 
and Eighteenth Century. p. 141-144. 

63 Ibid., p. 150. 

64 Ibid., P• 155. 
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the sentimental aim of appealing to "pity instead of laugh

ter.w66 And through the era of the sentimental comedy that 

followed, exemplified by such writers as Cumberland and 

Kelly .' the aim remained "pity instead of laughter." Inter

mingled with it was the idea of the •return to nature,• 

and such similar terms as the "perfect savage," and a dis-... 
regard of such hypocritical social conventions as flattery, 

and "false delicacy," as in Kelly' a play of that name -- the 

same movement , in fact . that produced novels of the type of 

Oroonoko . Of this variety of comedy Ne~tleton says: 

The appeal of Steele's sentimental comedy to the emo
tion of pity became with inferior playwrights a false emo
tional motive . The doctrine that "'laughter's a distorted 
passion• led comedy to substitute tears for mirth. The 
moral reform of English drama was won at the -expense of al
most half a century during which Comedy bowed her head in 
the presence o.f Sentimentality. Restoration comedy has long 
worn the title of artificial," but in another sense, it was 
an equally artificial comedy that in the first half of the 
eighteenth century offered its sacrifices to •The Goddess of 
the woeful countenance -- .the Sentimental Muse.•06 

Poor as the showing o.f comedy under its influence may 

have been, here is nevertheless an entirely new c-onception 

of the meaning and purpose of comic drama. For the first 

time in the history of the stage comic writers placed laugh

ter, or amusement, secondary in the principles governing 

their work, and we can set down another comic principle: 

that of evoking sympathy, or pity, rather than laughter; 

we may call it the appeal to~• 

65 Ibid.• :p. 166. 

66 re.!!!•, P• 165. 
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The character of Belcour .in Richard Cumberland's ,Ia! 

West Indian is a typical example showing the use of such 

appeal. Belcour has been brought up in the eighteenth 

century Cuba, away from the civilization of England, and 

comes in his early twenties to London where his natural 

•tine qualities" are made to stand out against the artifi-. -
cialities of his more cultured surroundings. He gives a 

very good account of his character in this speech: 

••• I am the offspring of distress, and every child of 
sorrow is my brother; while I have hands to hold, therefore, 
I will hold them open to mankind: but, air, my passions are 
my masters; they take me where they will; and oftentimes 
they leave to reason and to virtue nothing but my wishes 
and my sighs. 

He is attracted by a girl whom he is led to believe is 

a courtesan, and to win her favor gives to a go-between 

some jewels which have been entrusted to him by another 

woman. He is challenged to a duel by the girl's brother 

when he asks her to become his mistress, stil_l not real

izing her actual station, which is quite above reproach. 

Of course the ruse which has been perpetrated by the go

between is discovered in time, and affairs are settled to 

everyone's satisfaction, Belcour, needless to say, securing 

~ the girl by honorable marriage. 

Belcour's faults, derived from incontrolable passion, 

are not only condoned, but are made a source of his attrac

tion, being held up to the audience as a subject of pity 

because of the man's basic nobility and tenderness. 

We cannot leave off any discussion of comedy without 
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mention of two names which, although they did not contri

bute anything new in principle, brought the English comedy 

of manners to its peak. \ Goldsmith and Sheridan, in the 

last forty years of the eighteenth century, succeeded- in 
for a time 

bringing to an end the sentimental comedy which had domi-

nated the stage for half a century, and in so doing gave us ... 
three pl93s that stand as the only rivals of Moliere in his 

special field. The plays, of course, are She Stoops .le. 

Conquer, by Goldemi th•· and The Ri vale and ~ School !Q1: 

Scandal. by Sheridan. It has been frequently mentioned 

that Sheridan and Goldsmith owe much to the Restoration 

dramatists, both in plot and conception. which is to a 

great extent true, but" in the words of Cecil Arm.strong; 

while they may be indebted to Congreve and Wycherly, they 

•toned down their extr~vagancee, curtailed their fopperies, 

fripperies and indeciencies,n61 which was about all that 

was necessary to make the comedies of the Restoration quite 

acceptable examples of the comedy of manners. 

The revival of the drama promised by the Goldsmith and 

Sheridan period failed to materialize, and in the early 

years of the nineteenth century the dramatic art dropped 

to the lowest ebb since the Restoration pe~iod began. 

The profession of the dramatist had fallen to a low 
ebb in the early decades of the century ~he nineteentzi) 
• • •• The interest of audiences and managers seems to 
have focused on almost anything rather than words and ideas. 
The making of plays was given over to the mechanics of the 

67 Cecil Armstrong, Shakespeare .12. Shaw, p. 167. 
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theater and to translators from the French. The vogue of 
melodrama continued, of plays telling sensational stories 
by the aid of elaborate scenery and machines. Comedy as 
well as tragedy gave place to it, or to somethin~ very 
close to it, ambiguously named a drama, or play ldrame, 
schauspiel), also with strong situations and some comic 
relief. No man thought of reading one of these pieces, 
few were printed except for uee in fhe theater, full of 
technical stage directions.68 

These are the words of Dr. Ashley Thorndike in dis

cussing the degeneration of the theatre during the early 

part of the nineteenth century, and the incursion of melo

drema, comedy-ballet, and vaudeville to truce the pla.ce of 

comedy and tragedy. In the field of comedy during this 

period a few names must be mentioned because of their rela

tive importance in the era, though ·not for any special 

merit in writing, or contribution to comic literature or 

principle. George Colman, in addition to much comic opera 

and melodrama, produced a few comedies, notably Ways and 

Keane, and more especially The Heir .1.1 Law, In& Foor Gentle

man, l.Q!m. ID!!_!, and 'Who ants JI: GuineA• The last three 

were written in the eighteen hundreds, and used the con

ventional plots of the comedy of sentiment: •an improbable 

story of suffering and distress, in which virtue aided by 

benevolence triumphs, the sentimental appeal being relieved 

by comic scenes and eccentric persons."69 Colman enjoyed 

considerable favor for nearly a century, and wae easily 

the most populex playwright of his time. 

68 Thorndike, .2l2.• ~., p .• 510. 
69 1.12.!g_., Po 48?. 
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Thomas Morton during the first decade of the century 

co ntr i buted a few pieces such as Speed~ Plough,~ 

School of Reform, and Town and Country. Hie work was of 

much the same general brand as Colman's but with more · melo

drama and lees comic characterization. 70 

After twenty years of neglect something approaching 
_ .. 

comedy was reinstated by Douglas Jerrold with hie Black

eyed Susan, and l a ter I!!.! edding Q.QE, Doves J...B A~. 

and others, all in a sentimental vein. Others had had a 

little infl uence before the Victorian period: Sheridan 

Knowles and John Tobin had experimented with poetic and 

romant i c comedy, and J. R. Planche -with burlesque. 71 

During what is known as the Victorian era, from about 

1840 to 1890,qame probably the most vital changes in the 

drama since the Renaissance. Much of the alteration was 

due to developments in the mechanics of the stage itself. 

The box eet appeared during that period; electric lighting 

was made possible, and the immense aprons, hich in the 

Elizabethan age had projected far out into the audience, 

had gradually shrunk unt i l by the close of the Victorian 

era they had practically disappeared. 72 The result of all 

this was a tendency on the part of playwrights to produce 

something intended to be seen as well as heard; action, or 

7 0 .!12.!.4. , P• 492. 

71 ill5i· • P• 500-505. 

-'12 1914 •• P• 507-508. 
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"stage-business" became a more vital factor, and, because 
-
of the increased possibilities in acting technique s.nd the 

staging of a colo~ful performance, a new interest was 

created in things dramatic. 

It was toward the very end of the Victorian period 

that the full effect of changing ideas was felt, or at ... 
least that there arrived a dram.atist capable of making the 

best of the opportunities at hand. Jones, Grundy, Wilde, 

and Pinero belong to the closing yea~e of the reign, and 

they are the men to whom we can best attribute the begin

nings of the new comedy. During the fifty years prededing 

1890 Tom Robertson, H. Jo Byron, and Dion Boucicault had 

contributed somewhat to the comic muse, and Bulwer Lytton 

wrote one comedy, Money. But the period produced no com

edies that are acted today. In the words of Thorndike: 

At the close of the reign i9f Victori(}, Henry Jones , 
Pinero, Grundy, and Oscar Wilde had written brilliant plays , 
and the stage was set for Shaw, Barrie, Synge, and Gals
worthy . But · this impressive renaissance of the drama, came 
only in the last decade of the nineteenth century and links 
itself to the twentieth. The fifty years from 1840 to 1890 
were singularly lacking in dramas of high merit or in pro
mising experiments. Not in comedy proper but rather in the 
operas of Gilbert and Sullivan in the seventies and eight
ies dQ we find the chief Victorian tribute to the Comic 
:Muse. ·, 3 

Gilbert and Sullivan, indeed, probably did more than 

any other figures of the Victorian age to increase the in

terest and merit of the theatre; as Archer says: "The 

Gilbert and Sullivan extravaganzas formed the one break in 

73 ~ . 1 P• 509 . 



the clouds. They were at all events driving from the stage 

the infamous perversions of opira-bouffe.• 74 

Again, it was during thi~ period that the influence 

of France was most definitely felt on the English stage. 

For the first twenty-five years of Victoria's reign there 

wae almost nothing i n the way of drama which did not find 

its origin in borrowing or adapting French plays from the 

school of Scribe, Sardou, and the Dumas, p~re .§.1 fils. 75 

Even Gilbert and Sullivan, or for that matter Pinero_,were 

not entirely free from this indebtedness, but with the dif

ference that English plays of the time were the last word 

in respectability, contrary to the example set by F.rance, 76 
upon 

and, because of lack of originality attendant · the whole-

sale borrowing_, the English dra1na was less significant and 

lees artistic. 

The renaissance of the theatre, after a promising but 

short-lived hint by Robertson and a subsequent period of 

redegeneration, spoke its actor's prologue with the presen

tation of Henry Arthur Jones' and Henry Herman's The Silver 

King in 1882. The play made a step toward naturalness, 

though retaining some sentimentality and romance, and had 

force. Matthew Arnold, in a contribution to the Pall Mall 

Gazette. said of it~ 

74 Arehe~; ..2J2.• ill•, P• 281. 
75 . 

llig,., P• 253-255. 
76 Thorndike, .2.n.• ill•, P• 512-514. 
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In general, throughout the piece, the diction and 
sentiments are natural, they have sobriety and propriety, 
they are literature. It is an excellent and hopeful sign 
to find plaJfWrighte capable of writing in this style, 
actors ca,pable of rendering it, a public capable of enjoy
ing it. '1, 

Following up Jones' success came Sydney Grundy, not eo 

original as Jones, and bearing a heavy indebtedness to 

Scribe, but vital in his creation and holding of public 

interest in the theatre. Most important among his comedies 

are: Slaves £f_ .!!:!! Ring, The Glass~ Fashion, and The De

generates. His situations were artificial, and his criti

cism not particularly profound, but he ·did make an attempt 

to bring drama back to real life, and he had considerable 

vigor of dialogue. 78 

Meanwhile Jones had not been idle, and we find an im

provement in h1s The Crusaders (1891) and~ Masaueraderp 

(1894). This last is said by Thomas Dickinson to be the 

one of Jones' comedies which "most challenges comparison 
79 with the great comedies of the langu88e•" Other comedies 

followed: The Case of Rebellious Susan. The Liars, I!!! 

Manoevres tl Jane, and several others. None of these plays 

are so very noteworthy in themselves, but they advance a 

··new form of an old tendency, as well as the opening of the 

new theatre movement. The old tendency which is set forth 

77 Archer • .212.• cit., P• 282. 

78 Ibid., P• 282-285. 

79 Thomae H. Dickinson,~ Contemporarz Drama of 
England, P• 103. 
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in a modified conception is social reform. In the words of· 

Dickinson: 

He Q"onei) saw the social obligation of the dramatist, 
the social possibilities of the play, and he saw tQo that 
these obligations and opportunities were violated by the 
condition of the theatre in his time. · He proceeded to make 
appeal on behalf of the theatre to the only powers that 
could bring forth a new theatre, the minds and the hearts 
of the people themselves.BO 

This aim, though it was negligible in Jones as compar

ed to Shaw or Barker , as in itself a hindrance to the 

technical merits of hie drama, for his action waa subordi

nated to the social background, and his characters tended 

to become mouthpieces of the author, or of some group which 

they typified. But Jones was a pioneer and a worker for 

the ennoblement of the stage, and all in all he was, as a 

comedian, "the _strongest hand since the Restoration come

dians and by no means the lea.st subtle. "81 . 

Doing hie best work at the same time that Jones reach

ed his highest level (the last fifteen years of the century) 

Arthur ing Pinero probably illustrates the realization of 

what Jones was striving for. He devoted much of hie time, 

especial ly in his early da.ye, to the ser ioue drama, s.nd to 

adaptation, and with no signal euccees. 82 But with The 

Great Divorce Case (18??) and~ Rocket (1883) he stepped 

into the field of farce, where his ability first manifested 

80 ills.·• P• 91. 

81 ~ •• P• 93; 106-10? • 

82 ills.·, P• 110-112. ·. 
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itself. ~ Magistrate (1885) was probably his best contri

bution to farce. and in the next two years, with The School

mistress and Dandy Dick, he began to add true and human 

characterization. 83 There followed a period of the senti

mental comedy seen in Sweet Lavender, and then a shifting 

of the attention back to serious drama and domestic tragedy, . ~ 
of which~ Second~ Tangueray, Iris- and ~-Channel 

are perhaps the most outstanding examples. Along with 

these heavier dramas Pinero produced plays of a lighter 

sort, as Trelg ney of the Wells, l.h§ Pr~ncess and~ 

Butterfly, and~ Gay~ Quex, but in them hie attention 

to character had caused a deepening of interest, with the 

result that hie light drama was no longer farce, but com

edy.84 

Mr. Pinero has at times been criticised for stilted 

dialogue, a.nd some justification there is for such criticism 

but he nevertheless accomplished the first real character 

portrayal of the new era, and he was a master of situat ion. 

Armstrong speaks of Pinero's "humour, hie keen insight , his 

extraordinary ability to present a telling situation. and 

wonderfuLknowledge of the feminine mind.• 85 Dickinson has 

drawn this contrast between Jones and Pinero: 

here Jones is the outside worker in the theatre, 

83 ~•, P• 114. 

84 Archer, .!m.• ill•, P• 315-316. 

8 5 Armstrong, .2J2.• cit., p. 244. 
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Pinero is the inside worker. As time passes Jones's lit
erary position may come to depend largely on the work he 
has done in the reform of the theatre as a social institu
tion. The position of Pinero muQt always depend alone 
upon his work as a playwright ." 86 

And the same author sets down three characteristics of 

Pinero' s works: a "technical conscience," an ability to 

create "men and women excellently, but thoughts only indif-. ~ 
ferently," and a tendency to "apply to the theatre the 

standards of literature."87 lt is safe to say that Pinero, 

in his~ Lord Quex and his Princesg and the Butterfly, 

furnished the best examples of the comedy of manners that 

had been written since Sheridan , if not since Moliere . 

To the same period also belong t ·he plays of Oscar 

Wilde, a.a well as the firet good work of Shaw and Barrie. 

ot the four comedies by ilde we will say little here, in 

spite of the writer's weakness for q ilde's irrepressible 

wit. The same criticism must doubly apply to Oscar Wilde 

that is so often made of Shaw: his plays are rather argu

mente than dramas. Shaw we can often take seriously* but 

Wilde never. In l.e.dy indermere's m,, A oman of .!!.2, Impor

tance, and An Ideal Husband, 'Wilde took plots time-honored 

and a little r un down at the heels , bolstered them up mechan 

ically, and turned the characters loose to pun and to star

tle the audience with the author's unlimited paradoxes and 

witticisms. No one could refrain from laughing at them; 

86 Dickinson, .212.• cit., P• 108. 

B? ~., P• 109. 
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no one could but call them affected and unnatural. 88 In 

The Importance of Being Earnest he retains much of the 

artificiality of the older plays, such as stock characters, 

and misplaced clever lines. apparently set in for their 

intrinsic brilliance rather than for their fitness in the 

circumstance, but, as Montague says: nwilde's other come

dies were made of such failings; they are mere specks on 

the excellence of this one." 89 But there is no denying 

that Wilde was a clever cynic who turned finally to the 

drama to vent his cynicism, not a dramatist who had a ta.ate 

for paradoxes. 

To a degree the same fault lies in G. B. Shaw. Seldom 

does he stop laughing at society and give us comedy. Per

haps he came as near to true comic drama in Candida as in 

anything, but we do not feel that Candida or her youthful 

worshiper are speaking for themselves; we know that Shaw 

is dictating some more of his delightful satire. Arn, and 

ls! J!!i!!, Candida. and MA!! S Superman will stand as the 

special contributions of Shaw to comedy, and they are im

portant in the history of the drama for one principal rea

son: they, with the rest of Shaw 's plays marked a breaking 

away from the mechanics of the theatre. and from the limi

tations of the •well-made play" of Pinero and Jones. 90 

88 ·.c .• E . '\Kont 0 o-ue, n· t. V 1 180 186 ~ ""0 rama 1c a uea, P• - • 

89 llli•• p. 187. 

90 Thorndike • .9Jl• ill•, P• 578. 
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Though to a very great extent the plays of Shaw are lectures 

set to dialogue there is still a mastery of that dialogue 

which makes them vital and stirring. To quote Thorndike: 

The action in each play is enveloped in talk. Or 
rather, the tallc is the action, merely punctuated by a dance 
a kiss, a shot, or what not. It is most extraordinary talk 
on all sorts of subjects and by all sorts of persons. Shaw 
has a power of realizing personalities and making them talk, 
and he knows all the means of bringing varte~y and contrast 
and surprise into hie drama of conversation. i 

In Sir James Barrie we find a radically different note 

from the biting sarcasm of _Wilde and Shaw. Shaw himself 

admits that his purpose is to make people uncomfortable. 92 

There is none of that attitude in Barrie. Perhaps, in his 

kindly humanness, he more nearly approaches Moli~re , than 

any other writer of the modarn age, but in his whimsical 

and quaint turns of speech, and in his love of the fanciful, 

he is like no other dramatist that ever lived, unless it be 

the ~uintero brothers or Martinez Sierra. 

But Barrie's kindliness does not mean that he neglecte 

the issues of reality and reform. In only one play, Peter 

Pan, does he let the fantastic run free of society and 

contemporary England. 93 Barrie won his start in the field 

of drama with the adaption of his novel lli Little Minister 

to the theatre in 1897. He had tried his hand at plays 

earlier, but with less success, in Becky Sharp. Ibsen's 

91 Ibid., P• 187. 

92 Archibald Henderson, The Changing Drama, P• 104, 
93 Thorndike, .!m.• cit., p. 581. 
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Ghost, and others. In many of his plays, such as The~

fessor's Love Story, and Quality Street, he turned his at

tention to the sentimental comedy, but came back to the 

comedy of manners in 1902 with~ Admirable Crichton, and 

~ Brutus, in 191?, to mention but two which seem out

standing. 

There is no question but that Barrie stands as one of 

the greatest, if not the greatest, of the writers of pure 

social comedy since the beginnings of the new drama. Of 

his manner Thorndike says: 

A little shy, though not ineffective at reform and 
propaganda, a bit tenuous and unsteady in his mocking and 
satire; always delicate and whimsical rather than robust 
in his humour ••• he has perhaps excelled all his contem• 
poraries in the revelation 0£ human nature with fresh truth 
and humour. 94 

Contemporary with the rising drama of England came a 

movement in the Irish theatre which is best illustrated in 

the comedy of John M. Synge and Lady Gregory. •Farce and 

satire are the dominant moods and modes of Irish comedy,fl95 

says Chandler in -his Aspects of the Modern Drama, and he 

points to Synge as the master of these forms. 

Perhaps a passage from the preface of Synge's Playboy 

of the Western World, which may be taken as the moat repre

sentative Irish comedy, will best show the ideals of the 

Irish comedians: 

94 Ibid., P• 582. 

95 Frank w. Chandler, Aspects of the Modern Dram~. 
P• 269. 
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I n t he modern literature ••• richness is found only 
in s onnets or prose poems, or in one or two elaborate books 
t hat are far away from the profound and common interests of _ 
life. One has, on one aide, Mallarme and Huyamans produc
ing this literature; and on the other, Ibsen and Zola deal
ing with the reality of life in joyless and pallid words. 
On the stage one must have reality, and one must have joy; 
and that is why the intellectual modern dram.a has failed, 
and people have grown sick of the false joy of the musical 
comedy, that has been given them in place of the rich joy 
found only i n what is superb and wild in reality. In a 
good play every speech should be as fully ~lavoured as a 
nut or apple, and such speeches cannot be written by anyone 
who works among people who have shut their lips on poetry. 
In Ireland, for a few years more, we have a popular imagi
nation that is fiery and magnificent, and tender; so that 
those of us who wish to wr.ite start with a chance that is 
not given to writers i n places wher e t h e springtime of the 
local life has been forgotten, and the harvest is a memory 
only, and the straw has been turned into bricks. 

Here, in the musical prose which characterizes his 

plays, Synge has revealed the idea.1 o:f the Irish playwright 

to treat of the common people, with their real joys, and 

their real sorrows, in the language of the Ir i sh peasantry, 

with its unconsc i ous poetry and whimsicality. 

Two other English writers, in particular, must be 

mentioned briefly before we turn to America: Granville 

Barker and Somerset Maugham. Of the former Dickinson says: 

As moral a s Galsworthy, Barker excels the latter in a 
searching artistry, in making excursions into new zones of 
the spirit •••• Barker is like Shaw in liking discussion ;n feeling that ideas are among the most important things' 
1n the world. But he is unlike Shaw in being an artist.96 

However, he is an art i st in the writing of dialogue, 

not in the techni que of the dra.ma. 97 His plays show a 

96 Dickinson, .Q.12.• cit. , p. 220. 

97 Ibid., P• 223. 
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decided lack of plot, though some excellent delineation of 

character. ~ Madras House (1910) is hie outstanding com

edy a didactic character study, based upon the weaknes

ses of the social order, and with just suff icient plot to 

hold the speeches together. 

A dramatist with different ideas J s Somerset 11118.ugham. 

As Barrett Clark remarks: 

Somerset Maugham is of the classic line. In none of 
his plays does he depart very far from the beaten path; he 
is not a thesis playwr-ight, he is not interested in politics 
or "ideas"; he is content to write about the upper middle 
class, to satirize their weaknesses an4 vanities, observing 
them in the r81e of a casual bystander. His best work ia 
therefore his characterization, though his technique is 
almost faultless. "Our Betters n and "The Circle," though 
they are neithe98revolutionary nor ·novel, are bitter satires 
of modern life. 

The Circle (1921) is probably the best example of his 

work; Clark calls it one of the most distinguished speci

mens of the modern comedy of mannera.n99 

John Galsworthy, in spite of his excellent realistic 

work in plays like Strife and Justice, has been omitted in 

thie survey because of the fact that his . field lies in 

tragedy rather than comedy, though he did attempt some 

social satire, as in~ Silver~. But the dominant tone 

in all the Galsworthy plays is heavier than the ideals of 

comedy permit. 

America has been for the most part behind the times in 

98 Barrett Clark, A Study~ the Modern Drama, 
P• 320. 

99 12.,Q_. cit. 
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the social comedy. Two names are all that stand out in any 

prominence: Augustus Thomas and Clyde Fitch. Both can be 

called followers of Pinero, and Thomae stands as the ttchief 

American exponent of the 'well-made' play.•100 In most of 

his work he runs to me1odrama, and there is probably but 

one play that is destined to live lon& in the annals of the 

drama: that is .Ib!, Witching Hour (1907). Thomas differs 

from most of the modern writers of high comedy in that he 

attempts to give the public •what it wants, instead of what 

it should want." The aim of reform i~ the dra.ma has had 

little effect upon him as it has had upon his contempora

ries, including Clyde Fitch. The Witching~ will be 

examined later, and the peculiarities of Thomas noted at 

that time. He was not a writer on social "ideas," but he 

was an excellent craftsman. 

Clyde Fitch got down to the play of 11 ideas" more ef-· 

fective1y than any other ,American writer of comedy pre :Pi ous 

to him. Beginning with~ Brummell in 1890, he has since 

that time been consistently producing comedies and dramas, 

more like those of Maugham than like any other of the 

English-wri ters. His charac ters are mos tly chosen from the 

upper and middle classes of New York. There was one handi-

cap .under which Fitch labored; that of writing for actors , 

managers, and audiences that did not want the sat i re that 

he was most interested and efficient in. Consequently, 

lOO Ibid., :P• 369. 
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though he himself held the purpose of the drama to be a 

realistic portrayal of contemporary life, his plays tended 

to be merely brilliant and amusing. ~ Truth (1906) is 

undoubtedly the moat representative of Fitch's comedies, 

and in fact one of the very few genuine American comedies 

of mannera. 101 

Of late America has contributed something toward com

edy that promises to follow the lead of the later English 

writers. In 1914 appeared Jesse Lynch ~villiams ' And .§.Q. 

They~ Married (afterwards known aa. ~ Marry?), which 

is one of the most powerful attacks on the marriage system 

to be found in modern drama. It is to be regretted that 

li!r . illiama has done n~thing else of such magnitude as 

this satiric comedy, appropriately subtitled: "A Comedy of 

The New ·- oman." But the play shows what can be hoped for 

in the .American comic out-put once the new principles be

come firmly rooted . 

Susan Glaspell has done some creditable work in the 

"sophisticated" comedy, dealing with thought and satire. 

In her comedy she runs principally to one-act plays like 

Suppressed Desires and Tickless Time. Her greatest suc

cess has been in tragedy: The Verge and Inheritors, 102 but 

she showa an intellectual attitude -- "an acute conscious

ness of ••• emotionsj a standing outside them even as 

lOl Ibid., P• 375-3?8. 

102 Isaac Goldgerg, ~ Drama .2!, Transition, P• 472-481. 
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· 103 they are being experienced• -- which makes for the best 

in the comedy of critic i sm. 

In the modern period there is a new tendency which has 

lifted its head in the field of comic principles. This 

may be briefly stated as the principle of reform, but if 

so defined it needs careful explanatio~. It is closely 

allied with portraiture as used by Moliere in the interest 

of satire, and with the idea of reform in Jonson's "comedy 

of humours," but there is a distinctly new note in the 

modern use of satire. ith Moliere an9- Jonson it r1as direc-

ted against ·ndividuals, and society as a whole was suppor

ted. N.ow the satirist lets fly his· shafts at society it-

self .104 This subject ill be taken up more fully in a 

later chapter, and suffice it to say now for our purpose 

here that the principle of reform by the use of realism 

and satire has gained a firm grip on the modern comedy of 

manners. 

Strictly speaking·, then, we have noted from the begin

nings of comedy in Athens down to the modern English comedy 

five basic principles. Briefly stated they are, in order 

of their appearance: caricature, portraiture. the use of 

the romantic plot, the appeal to pity, and the aim to reform 

The first two of these as we have seen were contributed by 

the Greeks, the third by Spain, the fourth by England, and 

l03 Ibid., P• 472. 

104 Henderson, .fm.• ill•, p. 11-16. 
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the fifth, though actually getting its impetus not so much 

in comedy as in the tragedy, or tragicomedy, of Ibsen, waa 

handed down to the writers of comedy through the medium of 

Jones and Pinero, again of England. 

The statement of five principles of comedy does not 

mean a restricted field. e have observed the overlapping 

of the ideas, and the wide range of practice allowed by 

each. For example: Moliere and Congreve were motivated by 

virtually the same principles, but no one would think of 

calling their w~rk on a par, or even claim a similarity of 

tone. No more would one claim a mutuality of attitude in 

Dear Brutus, by Barrie, and !§a. S Superman, by Shaw, 

though both aim at social satire. 

After this somewhat tedious history of the comic move

m.ent, we shall turn to a more detailed study of represen

tative types of the new comedy in an effort to determine 

just what it is that enables us to designate it as a defi-
'I 

n•tely novel form of the comic drama. Why is it the~ 

comedy instead of merely the modern comedy? To the preli

minary work in such an analysis the following chapter ia 

devoted. 



... 
C... TER III 

TYPES OF THE .NEW UOMEDi 

There are various manif es tat ions of the co~nic sp irit 

in the modern age, and they only too often defy classifica

t ion . In ma '1 ins tances even the line between comedy and 

tragedy is difficult to draw~ Who, for instance, is willing 

to rise and st te without qualifications that Pinero' s · '~ 

Thunderbolt is comedy or that it is tragedy? Who can assert 

with finality that O'Ueil's Anna Christie is a good tragedy 

r uined by a happy ending, an everyday love story clouded by 

sordid circumstanc es, or purely and simply a penetrating so

cial drama? The last ualification probably fits it more ex

actly , but the lay does, nevertheless , contain elements of 

high comedy and of deep tragedy . There is a name which au

thors and critics arbitrarily assign to lays of this nature 

that fit no more definite category: drama. It covers a multi

tude of sins, sounds well, and is delightfully indefinite . 

We sha,11 continue to cal l such plays dramas until someone 

t hinks of a more fi tting t erm, and shall in t he meantime 

turn to plays of less dubious denomination, but which come 

under the also spac tous head of comedy. 

In the mo dern period , which we haves t as beginning 

wi th the last decade of the nineteenth century, t here are i n 

reality three types of comedy, excluding farce . One of thes e 

is so utterly differ ent from anything el.se in the period 

that it requires to be set definitely apart from the other 
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ty:pes.It is the Irish comedy , dealing not with society , sa

tire, or propaganda, as the comedy of England and America, 

but with t he corrnnon p eople, and with no desire to reform or 

ridicule anything . In its subject matter it approaches re-
l 

alism; in its language it app roaches romanticism. · e shall 

observe this more ful ly when we examine Synge's 1h! Playboy 

of the Western World later in t he chapter. 

The two types of comedy t hat dominate English and Amer 

ican comic drama are t he comedy of i deas and the comedy _of 

manners. The first of these, t h e comedy of ideas, is distin 

guished by its primary aim to set forth some social, or 

political, or economic, or relig ious view. In the words _of 

Henderson: 

•••• the new dra.maturgic iconoclast demands the stag 
as a medium for the dissemination of t he most advanced 
views---upon standards of morality, rules of conduct, codes 
of ethics, and philosophies .of life. Hi s primal distinction 
arises from the discovery of the ever-charming a?id heretica 
doctrine that life is greater than art. He has done away wit 
the impotent conception of art for art's sake.He has ushe~e 
in the new era of art for life's sake.2 

But the saTUe .author points ou t tha t the p l ay of ideas 

and the thesis play ar e not t o be confused, as t he thesis 

play, in setting out avowedly to prove something, arranges 

its char acters with t hat end i n view, whe r eas the play of i

deas proposes to talce a cross section, or at least a piece, 

of contemporary life,and by letting the characters talk and 

act as they might normally do in real life, set forth the 

I , 

2 
A.H.Thorndike, English Comedy, P• 583-584. 

Archibald Henderson, The Changing Drama, p. 91-92. 

J 
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writer's ideas b-r means of an unsolved problem. The audience 

should not be conscious until t he pl ay is ended tha t ale s

son is contained in it---a le ss on taught by t he spectator•s 
3 

own solution of t he probl~m raised by t he write r . A s an ex 

ample of the comedy of ideas, probably a s good a one as we 

can find is Jesse Williams' And· .§.2. They Were Married, which 

we will g o into in s ome detail later. 

The comedy of manners resembles the comedy of i deas in 

that it deals with contemporary life,and aims at reform; it 

differs in that it presents no s- ecial problem, o t her than 

that society as a whole is a problem---no special view oth

er than the view, cynically, as in , ilde, or kindly, a s in 

Barrie, that society is in need of a change.And even thes e 
4 

problems and views ar e not actually raised but implied. 

To repres ent the comedy of manners we will take Maugham's 

The Circle. 

But, unfortunately for an exact classific ation, we 

find it i mpo ss ible definitely to put all plays i nto one 

group or the other.In fact there are relatively few that 

do fit either group unquestionably .It is safe to say that 

!-'··· 

in virtually every English or Americ an comedy one or both 

of t .hes e forms is manifested ; but more often than not it 

is both, and consequently, we must trea t most of the plays 

here without class ifying t h em as one or the o t her type, 

merely noting t he evidences of t he i nfluen ce of manners 

and ideas.we can, however, give the two plays mentioned 

3 4 
Ibid., P• 94-95. Ibid. ,p. 96 . 
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special treatment as instances in which the two forms stand 

out in a comparatively clear manner, 

It is probably · necessary to examine also a comedy which 

is representative of a structural form, the "well-maden play; 

which gained some popularity, especially with Pinero an~ Tho 

mas.superficially, the"well-made" play is t hat type of drama 

which during the first two acts builds up to a delicate sit

uation that crystallizes in the third act, with the curtain 

falling at the crisis; the denouement coming in the fourth 

and last act .Actually it is mor,e t han t hat: it proposes to 

create in tJe first two acts a situ~tion which can have one, 

and only one solution---that whi ch is revealed in the third 

and fourth acts.It should carry a note of the inevitable, 

and every inciden1should point to that inevitable solution 

to which the dramatist fixes his attention . The audience or 

reader should feel at the conclusion of the play that, given 

the incidents of the first two acts, the events of the last 

two could have happened in no other way.This form was used 

rather extensively in the writing of both comedies of ideas 

and comedies of manners. 

Ta.king The Liars by Henry Arthur Jones as an example of 

the11 well-made 11 comedy, let us see how this structural form 

wo·rks in application . 

The first act acquaints us with the fact that Edward 

Falkner, an army officer who has made himself famous by his 

successful campaigns against slave dealers in Africa, is 

very much in love with Lady Jessica Nepean, wife of Gilbert 

---·.., 
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Nepean . The situation is fraught with possibilities, to say 

the least,and is made even more acute since Lady Jessica re

turns Fal kner ' s love , to a degree, and also because of Gil

bert 's extremely jealous nature . , e also l earn that Colonel 

Si r Christopher Deering, Falkner's friend and companion dur

i ng the African campaigns . is doing his best to prevent a 

s candal, by g iving Falkner his most weighty advice against 

keeping up a love aff air with another man ' s wife . All of this 

counsel is wasted on Falkner, who is able to realize nothing 

more v ital than that he loves Jess i va .Deering himself is in 

l ov e with Beatrice Ebernoe, the widow of a Colonel Ebernoe, 

one of Deering 's closest friends,who has been killed i n Af

rica . Gilbert Nepean is leaving on a business trip to Devon

shire . Here we are given the preliminary situation; not,in

cidental ly, without some interesting dialogue, such as that '>e

tween Jessica and Gilbert, as the latter is about to depart . 

Gi lbert is demanding to know just what has been going on be

tween Jessica and Falkner, and after considerable haggling 

gets this statement: 

LADY J . 1J1r . Falkner is very deeply attached to me, I 
believe . 

GILBERT . He has told you so? 
LADY J . No . 
GILBEitT . No? 
LADY J . No; but that's only because I keep on stopping 

h i m. 
GILBERT . You keep on stopp ing him? 
LADY J . Yes; it's so much more pleasant to have him 

dangling f or a little while, and then--
GILBERT . And then what? --
LADY J . Well it is pleasant to be admired . 
GILBERT . And you accept his admiration? 
LADY J . Of course I do . 1..Vhy shouldn't I? If lifr . Falkner 

admi res me, isn't that t h e greatest compliment he can pay to 

. 
~ 
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your taste? And if he spares you the drudgery of being po
lite to me, - flattering me, complimenting me, and payine me 
the hundred delicate attentions which win a woman .' s heart, 
I'm sure you ous ht to be very much obliged to him for talc
ing all that trouble off your hands. 

GILBERT(looks furious.) l ow understand me . This nons ens 
has gone far enough.I forbid you to -have anything further 
to say to the man. 

LADY J • .Ah, you forbid me! 
GILBERT . I forbid you. And understand, if you do--
LADY, Ah, take care! Don't threaten mel 
GILBERT . Do you mean t o respect my wishes? 
LADY. Of course I shall respect your wishes.I may not 

obey them, but I will respect them. 

This situation is allowed to disport itself in a way 

that seems quite log ical, according to t he code of plays, . i 

not of life.The second act opens at Falkner's private sit

ting room at the star and Garter .Falkner is ordering dinner 

for himself and for a friend whom he expects.Enter Jessica. 

She has been visiting a cousin, and while on her way to the 

station seems to have taken the wrong turning--- she did th 

same thing once before--- and arrived instead at the s ta:r 

Garter, so she decided to drop in and ask Falkner to give 

her a bite of dinner.It mi ght be well to add that he had 
she 

asked her to do that very thing ,but~had declined .As the din 

ner is about to be served, Falkner goes out to silence a 

hand-organ that has begun to play under the window, and 

George Nepean, brother of Gilbert ,enters, having seen 

Jessica through the window.'\JVhile she is explaining that 

she is g iving a dinner for a small party of friends , Falk

ner returns, and George, taking in th e situation, leaves to 

tell Gilbert of the affair.Jessica's sieter,Lady Rosamund, 

and her husband are seen passing .Jessica tries to malce 
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them stay to dinner, so that she can tell Gilbert that she 

and Falkner were not alone ; but Rosamund has another en

gagement . J e ss i ca leaves for home in a fright , but she has 

got Rosamund to promise to write to Geor€e and tell him that 

she and Jessica can explain it if he will call at her home 

the next day . Deering calls on Falkner , and while there dis

cover s Jessica's pen in the room. He takes it , but says nothing. 

Here is created the situation which is to have the inevi -

table solution . 

Comes the soultion .Act three : Rosamund and Jessica a

wait in Rosamund's drawing room the arriv al of George Nepeah . 

Deering enters to return J essica her pen and to assure her 

that he will reveal nothing . ~e , with Rosamund's husband, is 

reluctantly persuaded to remain and confi r m the lie which 

the two ladies have concocted:Jessica and Rosamund wer e 

dining together a t the Star and Garte r ; Jessica arrived firEt 

and George,seeing her, went to the room. At that moment 

Falkner happened to step in and Georg e put the wrong con

struction on the whole matter . The ladies ar c confident 

that the lie will work, when the lady with whom Rosamund 

dined decides to call, and in the course of the conversatior 

mentions that sh ; has told George that Rosa..~und uined with 

her . A new lie must be invented . Happi l y , Dolly Cake, cous

in of Jessica and Rosamund, arrive s and agrees to substi

tute for Rosamund as the sharer of the dinner with Jessica. 

George enters, is told the lie , does not believe it, and 

goes for Gilbert . 'Then Gilbert arrive s , Deering tries to 

I 
! 
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persuade him to take his wife home and induce her to tell 

him the truth . Gilbert refuses and the lie is broucht to 

bear upon him with little success . Falkner enters . Lady Jes• 

sica asks him to tell Gilbert the truth. He does . The cur

tain falls . 'Yheta er or not you con!3ider it inevitable, the 

climax has been arrived at with neatness and considerable 

dramatic effect . 

At the beginnine of the fourth act, we are occupied 

for a time with the affairs of Sir Christopher Deering . He 

is packing to return to Africa. ~alkner has been ordered 

back , but as yet Deerine has been unable to persuade him to 

go . Beatrice Ebernoe comes to him, and in a very short 

s cene, throuchout which Deering continues to pack, he se

cures her promise to marry him in the morning· and to accom-

any him to Africa. These two disposed of so happily, enter 

Gilbert to ask Deering 's advice concerning Jessica. The act

vice that he is given is to co home to his wife and to give 

her soae of the attention that a wife deservesT--- that it 

is because of his neglect and mistrust of her that she has 

got into all the difficulty . Gilbert, for a wonder, is im

pr essed, and l ec: ... ves to follow his ·couns·e1 . But it seems he 

.is to be tto late . Falkner, and later Jes s ica, come to 

Dee r ing 's apartment, and despite all the sound ad.vice of 

Sir Christ_opher, remain firm for a considerable ti 1e in 

their intention to elop e . Gradually won over by the force 

of l ogic , however, the~fbonsent to part . At this moment Gil 

ber t returns dejected . Gilbert hides the pair , and they 

..: 
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hear Gi lbert's genuine distress . Jessica comes forth artd 

a mutual reconciliation is made . Here is the conclusion 

__ after Jessica is pro- erly restored to her husband: 

SIR C. Good-.night, Lady Jecsica, and good- bye! 
LADY J, Good- night, Sir Christo )her, and(~ FALKN:ER) 

one last good- bye J . 
' she l ooks toward curtains as if about to break away from 
GILBERT and,&£ to FALKNER. )- -

SIR C. Good- n i ght , Nepea.n . 
GILBERT. Good- night , Deeri ng . 
SIR C. Try and keep her. She ' s worth the keeping . 
GI LBERT . I ' LL t r y . . . 

(Exeunt JESSICA and GI LBERT ••• • . FALKNER comes forward in 
gr eat des;pai r from cur tains , throws hims elf into chaira
gainst table, and buries his · face in his han~ 

SI. c. ( Goes to him very affect i onatel y . ) Come! Come! 
[y dear old Ned ! This wi ll never do ! And all for a woman ! 

They ' re not wo r th i t . (aside , softly) exc ept one !They ' re not 
worth it . Come , buckle on your coura.ge !There ' s wo r k i n 
front of you , and fame , and honour !And I mus t t ake you out 
and bri ng you back with flying colours ! Come! Come 1 My dea 
old fellow8 . 

FALKNER. Let me be for a minute, Ki t . Let me be t 
(Enter BEATRICE. SIR CHRISTOPlillR goes~ her . ) 

BEA . What's tie matter? 
SIR C. HushJ Poor ol cl" c,hap l He's hard hit !Everybody 

els e seems to be making a creat mess of their love affai~s . 
le won ' t make a mess of ours? 

BEA , No . you ' ll get over this,Ned? e ' ll help you. 
You ' ll get ov er it? 

FALYJIBR. (Rising with great determination . )Yes, I shall 
pull round . I'll try! I'll try l To - morr ow, Kit? We start to 
morrow? each 

SIR c. (Putting one ~ about.,,.,affect i onatel y . ) To 
morrow . liy wif e l My friend! M:y two camrades~: .. 

CURTAIN. 

It will have been noticed that nothing unessential ei

to the development of the centril theme has be en included 

in the plot of the :play. Everything ida either in bring-
promoting 

in on the crisis or inl\t'1e denouement . The outcome , it is 

true, might have been other than that revealed in the l ast 

act- - -in fact , that is the criticism of most"well- made" 
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plays: they do not carry the element of inevitability 

which t hey claim---but, at least, t he conclusion is logi 

cal, and I am sure t hat no on~ couid forsee a more likely 

solution. 

As can readily be seen, this is muc h more t he comedy 

of mann ers t han t he comedy of ideas, but even so, it carrie 

a lesson:" that society in order to exist must adhere to a 

set of regulations, and that an infringement of its l aws 
5 

inevitably brings social ruin . 11 But, more than it sets 

forth any new or radical idea, it is a satire on contem

porary manners. As Thorndik e says:" it is an excellent dra

ma tic and humorous exposure of t he pretences and falsehoods 

with which late Victorian society was half- heartedly guard-
6 

ing the institution of matrimony." 

Turning to a typical example of the comedy of manners, 

The Circle,by William Somerset Maugham, we f i nd we do not 

have to spend so much time on plot ; indeed in most modern 

comedies t he plot is a more or less subordina te unit . Clark 

even s tat e s that in t he best comedies plot is unnecessary , 

except as a t hread just sufficient to hold t he characters 
7 

together . In The Circle, certainly the story is a mere 

5 

6 

7 

B. H. Clark, A Study of the Modern Dram.a , P • 24 0 . 

Thorndike,.££• cit . , p . 567- 568 . 

Clark , £.E, • cit . , P • 1 39 - 140 . 
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item of t hird consequence . The main plot can be summed up 

as that of a wife who leaves her husband, after three years 

of married life , for a virtuall y penniless young man, and 

goes with him to the East Indies . There a r e ot her interes t s, 

however , brought out more in the light of episodes than 

parts of the story~ the fac t that the husband' s fathe r has 
' 

been left by his wife in almost the same manner , t hat t h e 

elopement of the husband' s mother had no t pr oved ver y hap-

y, that both the husband's mother and fathe r try t o point 

out to the gi r l the folly of her action , and, mos t interest

ing of all, that the father ' s advi c e to the s on t o l eave 

t he wife free t o go, not set up any barrier s i n the way of 

her fli ght, if he wants her t o s tay , is fo l lowed, wi t h t h e 

r esult that the wife immediatel t akes advantage of the 

liberty and bol t ,s , afte r a d iscussion of the mat ter with 

her young lov er . 

But it is no t plot we ar e interested in ; i t is char

acter and dialogue , and that we get in the utmos t art is try. 

Lady Kitty , the husband's mother, is handed over to us i n 

a neatly tied ackage almost as soon as she comes on the 

stage: 

LADY KITTY • . •• I t hink i t' s a beaut i f ul chai r. 
Hepplewhi t e? 

ARNOLD . ahe s on No. Sheraton . 
Ll...DY KITTY . Oh , I know . "The School for Scandal . '' 

Lord Por t eous, the man whom Kitty had eloped with in her 

earlier days , seems to tell us all about his decay , and 

his irri t ableness, in the line: "These new tee t h of mine 
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are so damned uncomfortable . " 

A conversation between Lady Kitty and her former hus

band, may serve to show t he excellent dialogue whi ch i s 

manifested , not only in t hat case, but throughout the play : 

LADY KITTY • • • • I was so touched when I learned that 
you never lived in this house again after I left it . 

CHA1vIP I ON~CHENY. ~qe former husband)The cuckoos have 
always been very plen iful . The~~ note has a personal appl i 
cation which, I must say, I have found very offen sive . 

LADY KITTY. When I saw tha t you didn ' t marry again , I 
couldn ' t help thinking that you st i ll loved me . 

CTC• I am one of t he f ew men that I know who is able t 
prof i t fro m exper i ence . 

LADY KIT1Y. In the eyes of the Church, I am still 
your wife . The Church is so wise . I t knows that in the end, 
a woman always comes back to her first love . Clive , I am 
willing to return to you . 

C7C . My dear Kitty, I couldn't take advantage of y9u~ 
moment a r y vexation with Hughi e to l et you take a step 
which I know you would bitterl y regret . 

LADY KITTY . You'v e wai ted for me a, lon ~- time . For 
.Arnold's sake . 

c~c. Do you thi nk we r eally need bother about Arnold? 
- In the last thirty years he's had time to grow used to the 

situation . 
LADY KIT ''CY. (with a little smile) I think I've sown my 

wild oats clive . --
c~c. I haven't . I was a good young man, Kitty . 
LA.DY KITTY. I know . 
C-:- C• And I'm very glad . It has enabled me to bea vers 

wicked old one . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
For some years I was notoriously t he prey of a secret sor
row . But I found so many charming creatures who were so 
anxious to console that in the end it grew rather fati guin -. 
Out of regard to my health, I ceased to fr equent the draw
ing rooms of Mayfai r , 

LADY KITTY . And sinc e t hen? 
c.-c. Since then I hav e allowed myself the luxury of 

assi s ting financiall y a successi on of dear little things , 
in a somewhat humble sphere, between the ages of twenty 
and twenty- fiv e . 

LADY KI TTY . I cannot understand the infatuation of me 
for young girls . I think they're so dull . 

c.-c. It's a mat t er of taste . I love old wine, old 
friends, and old books . but I like young women . On their 
twenty- fifth birthday, I give them a diamond ring and tell 
them they must no longer waste their youth and beauty on 
an old fogey like me . We have a most affecting scene , my 

j 
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technique on these occasions is perfect, and then I start 
all over again . 

LADY KI T~'Y . You're a wicked old man, Clive . 
c.-c. That's what · I told :rou . But, by George , I'm a 

happy one . 
LADY ITTY . There's only· one course open to me now . 
c.-c. ; hat is t1at? 
LADY KIT~Y. ( with a flashing smile)To go and dress for 

dinner . -- -

If Maugham is working to put over an idea at all i n 

the play, it is the idea that people do not profit by the 

ex-periences of others, or, as some have hel d , that it does 

not necessarily mean a life of unhappiness if a woman leave 
8 

her husband for another .1.• an. But are these important 

enough , or original enough, to mer i t three acts of a dran a 

to pound them home? It would ha rdly seem so , and as Clark 

states : " · •• somerset Maugham is an artist,and only in

cidentally a sociologist . The subj ec t possesses a certain 

interest but the treatment of the characters is wha t holds 
9 

118 •" 

It does seem for a moment in the third a c t that the 

play is going to develop into a comedy of ideas , or even a 

thesis play, when Lady Kitty is pointing out to Elizabeth, 

the wife , the disadvantages of such a life as hers has been : 

LADY KITTY ••• The first two years were wonderful . 
People cut me,you know, but I didn't mind . I thought love 
was everything . It is a little uncomfortable when you come 

8 
Clark, ..Q.£. • cit., P • 322 . 
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upon an old friend,and s o towards her eagerly, so e lad to 
see her and are met with an icy stare . 

ELIZABETH . Do you think friends like that are worth 
having? 

LADY KIT ~1Y. Per 1aps they are not very sure of them
selves . Perhaps they're honestly sq.ocked . It ' s a test one 
had better not put one's friends to if one can help it . 
It's ratht r bitter to find how few one has . 

ELIZABETH. But one has some . 
LADY KIT TY. Yes, they ask .you to come and se e t hem 

when they are quite sure no on e will be ther e wh woul d 
object to meeting Jou . Or else they say: " My dear, you 
know I' m devoted to you and I wouldn ' t mind at all , but my 
girl ' s growi ng up-- - - I ' m s u re you understand; you woul d
n't thimk it unkind of me if I d idn ' t ask you to the house? 11 

ELIZABETH . ( Smiling) That doesn ' t seem to me very ser- . 
ious . 

LA.DY KITTY . At firftle) I thought it rather a relief, for 
it threw Hughie and me together more . But you know men are 
funny . Even when they're in love , they ' re not in l ove all 
day long . They want change and recreat io~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Night after night I s obbed my heart out when Hughie told me 
he was g oing to the club and I knew he was out wi t'1 that 
odious woman . Of course , it wasn't as if there weren't 
:plenty of men who were onlJ to anxious to console me . Men 
hav always been attracted by me ou know . 

ELIZABETH . Oh, of course . I can quite understand it. 
LADY KITTY . But I had my self- respect to think of, and 

I felt that whatever Huehie should do I would do nothing 
that I should regret . 

ELIZABETH. You must be very glad now . 
LADY KLTTY-: _.Oh yes , notwithstanding al1 my tem} t ations 

I 'v e been absolutely faithful to Hughie in spirit . 
ELIZABETH . I don't think I quite understand what you 

mean . 
LADY KITTY . Well t he re was a poor Italian boy, youn&: 

Count Castel Giovanni, who was so desperately- in love with 
me that his mother begg ed me not to be too cruel . She was 
afraid he'd g o into a consumption . 1!vhat coul d I do . And 
then , oh years lat er , Antonio Melita. He said he'd shoot 
himself unless I - --- - well you unde.rstand I couldn't let the 
poor boy shoot himself . 

(ELIZABETH looks a t her for a lone _time, and~ certain 
horror seizes her of this old woman , painted and dis-
solute . ) 
ELIZ.A.BETH . ( .i.Ioarsel;y) Oh, but I think that' s dre c1,dful . 
LADY KITTY. Are you shocked?One sacrifices one's life 

for love , and then one finds t hat love doesn't last . The 
tragedy of love isn't death or separation . One g ets over 
them. The tragedy of love is indifference . 
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Had Elizabeth profited by ~his picture and remained 

with her husband, or had her goinc: been treated i11 a tragic 

li6ht, t he play would, indeed, have be en a.. problem play , 

but neither of t h es e conclusions came to p as s and the endin 

is turned into a huge joke on Champion-Cheny , whose subtle 

little scheme has failed to produce results. In the li i ht 

of such facts, it is difficult to look upon the play as mor 

than a hearty laugh a t society , which is re ally all that 

modern pure comedy of manners professes to be. 

The distinction betwe en t he comedy of mann ers and t he 

comedy of ideas s hould~ be fairly clear when we put along

side the play we have just discussed a pla~ like ·•.nd So 

They Were Married, by Jesse Lynch ~ illiams. In it t he 

central idea, the thing the author is tryint to impre ss 

upon the audience or reader, is conta ined i n this excerpt 

from tH.8 f Peiil a sp eech by t he Judge--real ly t he author's 

spokesman-- in discussing the action of Helen, the heroine, 

and 11 n ew woman" in t his p l ay d. ed. ic a t ed to t he "new woman" , 

in her proposal to become t he mistres s of t he man s he loves, 

because, in t he ir efforts to ke ep her from ma r r y ing t he man, 

her famil y has turned her acains t marriage entirely: 

•••• she is t he New Woman. Society can no longer force 
females into wedlock---so it is forcing them out ..••• by the 
thousands . Approve of it? Of course not! That good will our 
disapproval do? They will only laugh at you . Th e strike is 
on. Few of t he stri K.ers will let you se e it . Few of the 
strik ers have Hel en 's courage . But believe · it or not, the 
strike will s:pread . It cannot be crushed by law or force . 
Unless society wal(es up and reforms its rules and regulatio~s 
of marriage , marri age is doome d •••• What are you going to 
do about it? ( Silenc e ) I thought so- -nothing . Call t hem 
bad women and let it ~o a t t hat . Blame it all on human na-
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ture made by God; you leave untouched our human institu-
tios made by man . You poor little pessimists? human nature 
today is better than it ever was, but our most important 
institution is worse----the most sacred relationship in 
life has become a jest in the market- place ••• You funny 
little cowards, you're afraid of life, afraid of love, afr c:;Jd 
of truth . You worship lies and cal it God . 

It ma: b~ argue d t.at such a bald stat e ent belongs 

in a t hesis drama, rather than in a play of ideas , and the 

argument may be corr ect . I have chosen a play, to typify 

the comedy of ideas, whi ch seems to stand out distinctly 

as hav ing a point to put across, and I ay have over

stepped the mark and picked one which has marshal l ed its 

characters for th~ purpose of pr eaching . But let us look at 

the important incidents in the plot , and I believe we 

shall s ee t he play has not got beyon,d the bounds of a com

edy of ideas . 

Jean, a ·irl of about twenty- five, is beinG forced by 

her brother John to marry Rex, a good for nothing fellow, 

who, however, has plenty of mo ney . As a mat te r of fact she 

loves another man, but h e is poor . Helen, her sister is in 

love wi t n Dr . Ernest lia.mi l ton, a rather famo v. s young chem

ist , who is ma.kin€ but thre e thousand a year, and this fact 

is held out strongly to Helen by her brother as an argu

ment that Ernest cannot support her . Furth r, it is shown 

b y John that Tielen would only be a handicap to Ernest in 

his career. Finally she announces that she wil J. live with 

him without marry inb h i m----that they need each other and 

she would rather be a blot than a blight to his future . Ire 

declines , but lat er r eturns and takes her , when he discov-

1 ., 
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ers that her famil J is intent upon hurlin -·· the shame of 

her p roposal in her f ace. The family is in a panic , but 

the uncl e of the young people,the J udg e, saves the day by 

brin0ing them back home and g ettir:ig them to attend a din

ner at which are all the relatives, At t he dinner, John 

announces the engagement of Jean and ex , and also that of 

Ernest and Helen . Ernest immediately states that he and 
, ,/ '\ l 

Helen are not to be married. John---he has a pull at the 

plant where Ernest is employed---says t hat Ernest 1 s salary 

is to be doubled , thinking thereby to eliminate the prin

cipal obstacle to the marriaGe which he has no r come to 

desire; and Theodore, a minister and cousin to the g irls, 

offers to conduct t he ceremonies. As a matter of fact, he 

is oppos ed to the r arriage of Jean and Rex, but he owes 

his position to Rex' father, and has an i nvalid mother 

and s everal children to support . As he is about to beg in on 

the wedding ceremony for Helen and Ernest, the final storm 

breaks: 

HELEN.( suddenly loud and clear) Theodore ! are you 
going t o marry Rex and Jean? 

JOHN. ( impatiently) Of c,our~! Of coursel Mr. Baker's 
chaplain . · 

ERNEST .(recoil ing) Theodore ! YouJ Are you going to 
stand up and tell the world that God has joined these 
two together---God? 

( TH:EODORE) looks at _-!OHN but does not deny it and says 
nothin~. 
HELEN . Then you will be blaspheming love--- and God 

who made it.No, you shall not marry us. 
ERNEST . (agreeing with HELEN) Some things are too sac~ 

red to be p rofaned 
THEODORE . (overwhelmed) Profaned? By the Church? 
JOHM. Your love too sacred for the Church? The Church 

has a name for such love, the world a name for such women ! 
ERNEST . ( about to strike John , then shrugs.) A rotten 

world ! A kept church! Come. let's go away from it all! 
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(HELEN offers her hand in farewell to LUCY, but JO: 
shields her froiri HELEN ' S touch, then to Jean.REX 
shields_ JEANfrom contamination,""'lJut' JEAN weeps.) 
JlIDGE. ( bar ·int,; the way. To Ell ~ST) Stop Z You cannot! 

The very tie that binds you to this woman binds you to us 
and to the whole world with hooks of ste el!( The lovers 
~ still going , JtIDGE ascend~ steps facing them.for the 
last time before too late! Ernest!You know that in eyes 
of God you are takin0 this woman to be your wife . 

E~ IBST . In the eyes of God, I do take Helen to be my 
wife--but- -

JUDGE . "' ou, Helen! s -J eal{, woman, sp eak! 
HELEN. I tak e Ernest to be my husband in the eyes of 

God, but----
JUDGE . ( rais es 1is hand augustly and with a voice of 

authority . ) Then since you, Ernest , and you Helen , have made 
this solemn declaration before God and in the presence of 
witnesses, I, by the authority vested in me by this state, 
do now pronounce you ~an and wife . 

The day is a-ain saved, and 11 the women who had before 

sriubbed Helen, cover her with kisses , for now she is _fit fo 

their embraces . " But tne Judge 5ets in a last remark: 11 Yes, 

Respectability has triumphed this time, but let Society 

take warninb and bewarel Beware ! 
\\ 

It is lar5ely a matt er of opinion whether this is 

actual :preaching or merely demonstration of a danger by 

instances that mic ht be found in real life . ; t any rate, 

it shows a play developed with the intent to i mpres s the 

audience with a.n idea. Had Ernest and Helen carried out 

their plans, the break with society would have been com

plete and we would have had an actual thesis play . As it is) 

the theories advanced by Helen have not been proved and 

the audience is left to judge for its el f their worth in 

ap- lication. But t he i dea that marria ,, e is a,ntiquated in 

its present form , has been definitely impressed. l co npar

ison of this play with The Circle must show clearly a 

I 
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difference of purpose. In Williams' play there is no deny

ing that t h t:- re is a1tt_:~11~2'.'e•,;_ at tempt to go beyond any g en

eral satire of society, and. to point out a specific il l 

which needs to be remedied. 

Utterl r r emove d f rom an:,,~ a ttemp t to s atirize society , 

or impress any moral, is the three act comedy,~ Pl~y:-

Boy of the Western ~orld, by ~. M. Synge . It is concerned sole 

l y with the t elline of a s tory , i n the simple language oft e 

Irish pea santry . Synge says in his preface: "I have used 

one or two words only which I have not heard among the 

country people of Ireland, or spoken in my own nursery be-

I could read the newspap ers . " 

The story is that of a young man, Christy ,Tahon, who 

comes to a little Irish coast town with the news t hat he 

has killed his father with one blow of a spade . The news 

impresses the p eople mightily , and Christy becomes the hero 

of the vill age, with all the women clamoring to gain his 

attemtion . One of them succeeds. She is Pegeen, the daugh

ter of the inn keeper .Ev,erything goes well until Christy's 

father app ears. He has been only stunned by the blow ,and 

has fol l owed hi s erring son to bring him home. The glamor 

that surrounded Christy is immediatel y dissolved , and all, 

even Pegeen, turn aga i nst him. But he rises to his sense 

of honor and again strikes down h is f a t her;the villagers 

are sure that he has killed him this time indeed. An a c

tual murder proves less romantic than the tell ing of it, 

and the people are about to bundle Christy off to t he po -
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1 ice, when old }[ahon again returns, much humbled this time ,: 

and he and Christy go off again with Christy now thE master. 

As he goes, Christy call out to the village people;"Ten 

Thousand blessings on all tha.t ' f , h~re, for you've turned me 

a likely gaffer in the end of all, the way I 'll go romanc

ing through a romping lifetime from this hour to the dawn

ing of the judgment day . 

As Thorndike mentio , there is an element of pathos in 
10 

this play as in everything that Synge wrote; it should be 

expected from the master of stark trag edy who _could write 

Riders to the Sea; but there·s a quiet humor much like 

Lamb's--the smiles mingled with tears,which is perhaps the 

crowninL achievement of true comedy . 

The mat erial that Syn~e has dealt with is unquestion

ably realistic, but in his dialogue , which is the peculiar 

strangeness and charm of the play, h e has touched the ro 

mantic . Look, for example, at this passage where Christy has 

almost decided to o away from the town for fear of being 

discovered b y the police; 
CHRISTY •••• And is it not a poor thing to be starting 

. again, and I, a lonesome fellow will be looking on women 
and g irls, th-e way the lost spirits look upon the Lord'? 

PEGEEN. What call h av e -rou to be that lonesome , when 
there ' s poor girls walking liayo now by the thousands . 

CHRISTY.-- Grimly--It's well you kn w what call I have. 
It's well you know it's a lonesome thing to be passing 
small towns witn t he lie,hts shininL sideways when the night 
is down, or i Oing in str2ng e places with a do g noisinc be
fore you and a dog noi s ing behind,or drawn to the city 
where you'd hear a voice talkine deep love in every shadow 
of the ditch, and you passinc on with an empty, hungr~y 
stomach fail inc:: from ::-our h eart . 

PE GEEN. I'm t inking you're a funny man, Christy ahon . 
The oddest walking fellow I've set my eyes on to this 

10 
Thorndike, .212. • cit.p . 583 
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hour to - day . 
CHRISTY.What would any be but odd men and they living 

lonesome in the world? 
PEGE:r~N. I'm not odd and I'm my whole life with my fa

ther only . 
CHB.ISTY .--with infinite admiration--How would. a lovely 

handsone woman the like o·f you be lonesome when all men· 
should be thronging around to hear . the sweetness of your 
voice, and the little infant children should be pestering 
your steps I'm thinking and you walking the roads. 

PEGEEN . I ' m hard set to know what way a coaxing fellow 
the like of yourself should be lonesome either . 

C ffiISTY . Co axing? 
PEGEEN. Would you have me think a man n ever talked 

with the girls would have the words you've spoken today? 
It's only letting on you are to be lonesome, the way you 1 d 
get around me now. 

ClilHS'fY. I wish to God I was letting on; but I v.ras lone 
some al~ times, and born lonesome I ' m thinking, as the moon 
of dawn ••• and I goin · off stretching out the earth be
tween us,the way I'll not be walking near you another dawn 
of the Jear till the two of us do arise to hope or judgment 
with the saints of God ••• 

This is like nothing else in modern drama except the 

other Irish wri ters - -Mrs . Gregory,and W . B. Ye:ats-- - or perhapa 

the fantasies of Percy :MacKaye, who has done for the Amer

ican rural :people something of what the Irish writers have 

done for the Irish peasantry. 

A passage from Thorndike's English comedy must be quot

ed here, in which he says, spea.kin ~ of The Playboy of the 

Western World: 

Only from· a remote nook like the Aran Islands could 
come its si~plicity, its freshness of phrase, its freedom 
from all modernities, but only from genius , the art of its 
design, and the las tint:, appeal of its humour . It has no hint 
of satire and no hint of a.llegory . 7ho is this Playboy? 
Is he each and all of us, or is he Poetry, or Romance, or 
the Imagination, or Literature, or what?Synge does not s ay . 
Let us call him the Spirit of the Drama, swaying the fan
cies of the women, swelling in its own soul, masking real 
ity in romancing words and passions . It is a true comic 
view of drama or of human nature, however we may apply it • . 
The imagination mocks and che ers , deludes and exalts, that 
is the humour of it for the Aran Islanders or for the 
sophisticated Londoners . There could be no excuse for writ-

-i ., 
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ing a history of the comedy of four centur~ if we di d not 
love our playboys. 11. 

In The Circle we have seen t he come dy of manners, and 

in And So They W_er-e JiKarried, the comedy of ideas. Let us 

now look at sorne others of the Eng.lish and ,.. 1erican comedie , 

to note the uses to whic h these two forms have be en put, We 

shall not be able to find anything resemblin~Whe _ ~layboy of 

the Western World, and sha11· have to let it stand, with th·e 

re of t h e Irish comedies,as an art in itself, one dis

dinct from the trend of the modern drama. 

The Gay Lord ouex, By Arthur Wing Pinero, probably sue 

ceeds as well as any English play since the beginning of th 

new period , in getting away f rom satire or the idea of re

form. The Marquis of , uex has been in his earlier days a 

rather notorious libertine , but now, in his forty-eighth 

year, he has fallen genuinely in lov e with a younc lady, 

1Uss Muriel Eden, who has f ina l l y consented to marry him i f 

he can stay reformed for six months. uex , natura l ly , is 

quite i mmaculate in his aff a irs. But Sophy Fullgarney, a 

manicurist, and protegee of Muriel, is ~ite determined 

t hat Muriel shall not mar r y the old reprobate, but a 

Captain Eastling , whom she meets at Sophy's establishment . 

So.hy is invited to Fauncey Court, where Muriel lives 

with her sister-in-law, Rnd where for the time -uex is stay~ 

ing , also the Duches s of Strood, a former mistres s of Q,uex. 

Sophy tries to get -uex to kiss her, expecting to tel ]_ Mur

iel and so break up the engagement, but uex is aware of 

her intent and cannot be r' duped . Sophy , however, overhears 

ii Ibid. :p. 58 4. 
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the Duchess of Strood getting a promise from Quex to come 

to her room th .t ni 0 ht for a last good bye. uex is reluc

tant but finally consents. Sophy manages to act as a maid 

to t he Duches s , planing to eavesdrop and carry the news to 

Muriel. Of cou~ everything in the play is arrang ed for 

the scene i n the Duch~ss' chamber, for this is a typical ex 

ample of the "well- made" play. uex and the Duches s discov

er Sophy listening a t the key-hole, and uex gets the Duche s 

to go to the room of Mrs. Eden for the rest of t h e night . 

He then call s Sophy in and locks the doors. Sophy, be it re 

marked is engaged, and ~uex tells her that she will stay in 

the room with him till morning , and be found there, unless 

g ives him her promise not to reveal any of the situation. 

She writes a confession to the effect that she has had an 

affair with uex, which he wi ll hold over her until his 

marriage with liuriel, but she final l y rebels against him 

and rings the bell to call the servants. uex is impressed 

by her courage, and returns her confession, hiding himself 

until she can tell them that the Duchess is stayine with 

Mrs . Eden . In the end Sophy prevents the possible elppe-

ment of JJ:uriel with Captain Eastling by inducing him to 

kiss her, and Muriel is left to ~uex. 

I have taken up such valuable time in the telling of 

the story of the play, because it is essentially a pl ay of 

plot . There is obviously no stressing of ideas in this com

edy, and, indeed, t~ere is very lit t le social sat ire . The 

latter does cr eep in a little in the treatment of such 

e 
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charac t ers as Mrs.Eden, who with t h e Duchess of Strood, 

mires Fr ench novels becaus e of t h e "polished sty le~ though 

the subject matter is quite beyond t hem, but even so the 

satire is d irected , as in Moliere, . agains t individuals , not 

against society itself . 

The play lives f or , a nd because of, t he third act , 

which Archer calls ,: on e of the s trongest pieces of drama on 
12 

our own or any other stag e . " 

Character development is g iven some at t ention, and wit 

considerable suc ce ss , in t1e figures of uex, Spphy , and th 

Duchess, and when we take into consi deration the plot and 

the character, we h ave about concluded the merits of t h e ply. 

There is little room l eft for satire or morals . Th e play 

stands almost unique in the moderm comedy in its subordin

ation of t he :p · pose of reform • . l[uch of thi s subordination 

is per aps due to t he fact tha t i nero invari ably r es erved 

his t r eatment of manners , and his propound ing of i deas for 

use in tra~edies, such as l[id- Channel • 

. r/hen we turn from ~he Gay Lord ou ex to Th e Importance 

Being Ernes t by Oscar Nilde, we find an enJ i r ely new realm. 

Plot , and even character, a re almost f or gotten in the in

terest of witt y d i alogu e . The society of the time , not i n

dividual s now, i s l aue hed a t from t he first p ag e to the 

last . l{ere is a sample of dialogue picked at random--- it 

is all in much t he s ame tone : 

ALGE ON. How a r e you my dear Ernest? v ha t bring s 
you u p to town? 

12 
-n11iam Archer, ~ Ql.g. D The ~ p . 316 . 
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J.CK . Oh, pleasure, pleasure . What else should bring 
one anywhere? Eating as usual, I s ee, .lgy ? 

Algernon . (stiffly) I believe it is customary in polit 
society to take some refres _1ent at five o'clock . ·\''Th er e 
have you been since last Thursday? 

JACK . (sitting down -2.!l the sofa) In the country. 
AL .L'.J _ . 0 ~. What on earth did - ou do there? 
JACK . (pull ing off his gloves) 1hen one is -in town, one 

amuses himself •1.Vhen one is in the country, one amuses 
other peo le.It is excessively boring . 

ALG , TON . And who are the· people you amuse . 
JACK . (airily)Oh, neighbors, nei~hbors! 
ALG~. Oil. Got nice neighbors in your part of Shrop

shire? 
JACK • .:.. erfectly horrid ! Never speak to one of them!" 
ALG :l -JON. How i ensely you must amuse them! 

And a little later, when Algernon brings up the question o 

an inscription in a cigarette . cas e of Jack's which he has 

found: 

.JACK ••• It is a very ungentl emanly thing to read a 
private cigarette case. 

ALGE roN. Oh . it is absurd to have a hard- and-fast 
rule about what one should read and what one shouldn't . 
More than half of modern culture depends on wha t one shoul 
n1t read . 

Or, still later, when Lady Bracknell questions Jack about 

his posit ion, before g iving her consent to allow him to 

marry Guendolen, her daughter : 

LAIL BRACK1IBLL . (pencil and note ~ l!!, hand; I feel 
bound to tell you that you are not down on my list of el
i gible young men, although I have the same list that the 
"dear Duchess of Bolten has . ... 7e work tosether, in flact . 
However, I am quite ready to enter your name, should your 
answers be what a really affectionate moths r requires . 
Do you smoke? 

Jack . 1 ell, yes , I must admit I smoke. 
LADY B. I am glad to hear it . A man should always 

have an occupation of some kind . There are far too many 
idle men in- London as it is. How old ar e you? 

JACK . Twenty- nine . 
LADY B. A very good ag e to be married at . I have al

ways been of opinion that a man who desir es to get arr ied, 
should know either everything or nothine . Which do you 
know? 

JACK.( after~ hesitation) I know nothing, Lady 
Bracknell . 
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LADY B. I am pleased to hear it . I do not approve of 
anythin,-.. , that tamp ers with natural i gnorance . Igno r ance is 
like a delicat e exotic fruit; touch it and ~he bloom is 
gone . The whole theory of modern education is radically un
sound . Fortunately• in Engl and, at least, educationproduces 
no result whatever . If it did, it would prove a serious 
danger to the upper class es , and probably lead to acts of 
violence in Grosvenor Square. '.7hat is ::our income, 

JACK. Betwe en seven and eight thousand a year . 
L..illY B . ~ makes a not e in her book) In land or in 

investments? - -- - - - ---
Jack . In investments chiefly . 
LADY B . That i s satisfactory . mat bet reen t he duties 

expected of one during one's life- time, and the duties ex
acted from one after one's death, land has ceased to be ei
ther a profit or a pleasure . It g ives one position and pre
vents on e from keeping it up . That's all that can be said of . 
land . 

JACK . I have a country 11ouse wi th some land, of course 
at t ached to it, about fift e en hundred acres , I believe . But 
I don't depend on that f or my real income . In fact , as far 
as I can mak e o , the poachers .are the only people who 
make anything out of it, 

LA.DY B. A country house? How many b-edrooms? "rlel l , that 
point can be cleared up afterwards . You ·have a town house , 
I hope? A girl with a simpl e unspoiled nature like G~n
dolen could hardly be ex ected to reside in the country . 

JACK. ell . I own a house at Belgrave Square , but it i 
let by the year to Lady Bloxhrun. Of course, I can get back 
any time I want at six months notice . . 

LADY B. Lady Bloxham? I don't know her 
JACK. Oh, she goes about very little . She is a lady 

considerably advanced in years. 
LADY E . Ah , now- a- days t h \.~t"= is no guarantee of respec 

~ability in character. ryhat nuwber in Belgrave Square? 
JACK . 149 . 
LADY B. (shak ing her head ) The unfash.ionabl~ side . I 

thou~ht there was something , However , that could be easily 
altered . 

JACK. Do you mean the fashion or · the side? 
LA.DY B. Both if necess ar y , I presume . 

The dialogue and the satire are the play 's ~aison 

d'etre, and, fortunatel y by their very excellence , are 

quite suff ic ient reason . But many deficiencies in structure 

are to be found, notably the l ack of delineation of char

acter. All the members of the cast speak in the same witty , 

satiri cal way, and proudly roll out their paradoxes . One, 
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or even two, such characters in a play are quite in reason , 

but when even the butler , who says "tea is served" follows 

it with a perverted epigram, we no longer look for anything 

to be taken seriously , and nothing is . 

Of course, the play is decidedly a comedy of manners , 

there being not enough centralization of idea for it to 
\ 

have any more definite purpose than a cynical laugh at the 

w&ele world in general . Even that is lost most of the time 

in t i1e bri l liant i n terchange of verbal buffoonery, but it 

is there, nevertheless . It is safe to say that no one else 

wr i t i m in the ~nglish language has shown the ability in 

dialogue that Os car Nilde has shown; however, he shows 

l ittle else i n the dramatic sense . To quote Thorndike: 11 If 

Pinero and Jones showed what could be done with plot and 

situation in a comedy of manners, Wi lde had shown how: much- -_ 

entertainment could be der ived from mere talk, if one let 
13 

his wit l oose. " 

Though Candid~, by George Bernard Shaw, is referred to 

as a comedy of ideas by nearly everyone but Shaw, who calls 

it a mystery, of the eight critics whos e works I have con

sulted on t he subject, not one has said what the central i 

dea is; no doubt they t houeht that the reader would con

sider they thouLht it too obvious to need atten tion, so I, 

perhaps,might be forgiv en if I adop ted the same attitude, 

but I am going to lav mysel f open to criticism by saying 

13 
Thorndike, .Q.:Q. • cit . ,p . 574 . 
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that, in my opinion, the idea that motivated the play is 

that genuine happiness comes, not from the practicalities, 

and the pettyJfle eting joys of life, but from the spirit of 

idealism and the :poetic soul . There· is good ground for dis

agreement on the matter, but I have reasons for interpret

i ng the play in that way, and I will state them in good 

time . But let us first look at the plot . 

There is a Reverend James Mavor Morell, a ·conscien

tious Christian Socialist, who has gained a wide following 

fn the eastern London districts ; his sermons are popular 

and he has a long waiting list of organizations eager to 

have him speak before them. He is extremely happy with his 

wife Candida. But into his ha. p iness comes a young poet , 

Eugene Marchbanks, befriended and taken into his home . This 

young fellow comes fort h with the information that he lovea 

Candida and he cannot see her married to a fellow like Mor

ell, who does not understand her . Hefis filled with the ro 

manticism and idealism of youths and poets, and~ is deter

mined to take Candida away from her husband . The husband , 

at first jarred1 but confident of his superiority, leaves . 
his wife and Eugene together while he goes <Uf deliver ~ one 

of his lectures . He returns to find that nothing has passec 

between them, but he meets the demand of Eugene that Candide 

must choose between them once and for all . Tuen, Candida 

realizes fully the situation, there comes a moment of 

shock , then amusement , and finally, for probably the first 

time in her life, she nearly abandons herself to anger , but 
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not uite: 

CANDIDA ••• Oh! I am to choose, am I? I suppose it is 
quite settled that I must belong to one or- the other? 

ORELL. (firmly~ uite . You must choose def i nitel y. . 
1JARCHBAliKS . (anxiously) . Morell you don ' t understand . 

She means that she belon ~- s to herBelf . 
CilIDI DA( turning .Q.!1 him) . I mean that and a good deal 

more, Haster Eugene , as you will both find out presentl y . 
nd pra1 , rn lords and mas ters, what have you to offer fo r 

my choice? I am u:p for auction, it seems . 11/hat do you bid , 
James ? . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

l O LL( with proud humility) . I have no thing to offer 
ou but my strength for your defence, my honesty of purpos e 

fo r our security, my ability and industry for your l i vl i
hood , and my authori ty and position for your dignity . That 
i s all it becomes a man to offer to a woman . 

CANDIDA( quite quietl y).And you, Eugene, what do you of
fe r? 

1v1ARCHBA.NKS . 1Iy weakness, m deBolation , my heart ' s needl 
CaNDIDA(impressed) . That's a good bid, Eugene . ~ow I 

hav e to mak_e my choice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I ·ive myself to the weaker of the t wo. 

And she gives herself to Iilorell . 

So f ar, it would seem ~ that the man with the poetic 

soul and the spirit of idealism had lost . The woman he l oved 

had given herself to another man, but shall we eo a little 

farther? Candida has explained that Eugene" as learned to 

live without happiness~, while liiorell can not l ive his l ife 

as he has planned it without the love and help of his wife 

- ---he has taken them fo r granted so long . 

MARCHBANKS . I no l onger desire happiness : life is 

nobl er than that . Parson James: I give you my happines s wit 
bo th hands; I love you because you have filled the heart of 
the d an I loved . Good- bye . (He goes tovrard the door . ) 

CANDIDA . One last word . (I e stops , but without turning 
to her . )How old are you, Eugene? 

MARCHBANKS . As old as the world now. This morning I 
wa s eighteen . 

CAND I DA( .going to him, and standing behind with one 
~ caressinsl y .2.!l his shoulder◊ 
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Eighteen ! Jill you for my sake make a little poem out of 
t~lO sentences I am going to say to you? And will you pro 
mise to say it to your self whenever you think of me? 

li1ARCHBA IB:S . Say ·the sentences . 
CAlIDIDA . ~.fuen I am. thiry, she will be forty-five ; 

when I am sixty, she will be seventy.- five . 
llA.RCHBANKS(turning to her) . In a hundred years we 

shall be the same age . But I have a better secret than 
that in my heart . Let me go now . The night outside grows 
impatient . . 

CANDIDA . Good- bye . ( She takes his face in her han.ds; 
and as he divines her' intention andbendshisknee , she 
kisses his forehea:cr:-Tnen he flies'out into thenighr.-°She 
turns to Morell, holding out her~ to him. ) Ah, Ja.mes J 
{Thez embrace . But they do not know the secret in the 
poet' s heart . , 

CURTAIN. 

The secret in the poet ' s heart is also the secret o.f 

the theme of t he play . Is it not that he knows that Candida 

true l ove goes to him -.c=i that only her duty and the con

sideration of the future, hold her to her husband? He has 

before him a lifetime of dreams and poetry; in those 

dreams and that poetry, Candida is his, their hearts are 

one , and he lives in dreams and poetry . He never desired 

the physical CB,ndida--probably was scarcely aware of her as 

a physical being---he loved the dreams he himself created 

around her . But one thin6 , the uncertainty of what she 

thought of him, shattered the fra,gile tissue of the dreams 

and left him miserable . At the end that doubt was gone, 

and the idealist, with his dream world at last complete, · 

went out into the ni t;ht and into the only happy world man 

ever knew, the world of fanc y , poetry, and dreams . 

To be sure, that is not the only idea the play con

tains: every page brings a thought deeper than the mere 
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surface of life. Economics, politics, religion , and love; 

all these are subjected to the lens of th~ microscope, and 
an intellectual 

the play is truly r\ masterpiece , one that stimulates the 

mind, as few other drama,s have done , to think throuch the 

meaning of life. There is none of the comedy of manners 

here---the subject is deeper than society; it struggles 

with the problem facing every man and woman who lives, and 

which face d every man or woman who ever lived: how can I 

find happiness? And the author has shovm us , if we only 

can se e it, what to his mind is the only solution to. that 

problem. 

In turning to Man and Superman, b 1 the same author , we 

note a r ad ical change of treatment . Still the comedy of 

i deas , it is no longer marked by any artistry of technical 

management, but beco0 es the expression in dialogue of the 

author 's lesson . The writer has enlisted the services of a 

spokesman, John Tanner( Don Juan, in the third a ct) whereby 

his judgments may be pronounced., and the plot serves merely 
to ah ow 

Athat t e o~inions he has stated do wo rk in application. The 

lay hin~es on t he theory that the actions of me n are dom

inated by what is termed the"Life Force~ The romantic con

ception of love is shattered and it becomes a cosmic pur

pose, with t he individual thinkine himself to be taking the 

i n itiative in his love affair , in reality , only obeying the 

Ii ' fe F rce, which is ... ature, "intent upon her own ends~She 

is en6 ag ed in developin~ fro m the lower orders a creature 

of a h i ·her order----a Superman . L~an as we know him is 

.. 
I. 
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but an experiment, a link in the chain between beast and su
perman, and love is :Nature's means for carrying out the pur-

14 
poses of the Life Force. 11 Three theories have , in reality, 

been moulded together,as Chandler point.s out : that of the 

woman as the leader in the love affair; that of a force 

which uses woman as a lure for man in the fulfilment of the 

destiny of the race(Scho.enhauer); and that of the Superman 

(_Jietzche) . None are new, but the fusing of them i nto the i 

dea of the Life Force ds a new treatment . Id 

John Tanner, the radical, with new ideas of society and 

the world at large, is quite convinced of the vitality of th 

Life Force . He points it out to his friend Octavius, explain

ing that while Octavius thinks he is courting Ann Whitefield 

it is really Ann and the Life Force that are courting hi m: 

TA1~rER ••• Vitality in a woman is a blind fury of cre
ation . She sacrifices herself to it . Do you think she will he -
itate to sacrifice you? 

OCTAVIUS . 1.Thy , it -is jus t because she is self- sacrific
ing that she will not sacrifice those she loves . 

TANNER. That is the profoundest of mista.kes, Tayy. It is 
the self-sacrificing woman that sacrifices others most reck
lessly. Because t hey are unselfish, they are kind in l ittle 
things . Because they have a purpose which is ·not their own 
but that of the whole universe, a man is to them an instru
ment of that purpose . 

But wi th all his knowledge of the world and of women, 

Tanner could not see that it was not Octavius,but h imself, 

that Ann had set her mind on. In the end he yields to the 

Life Force. 

The third of the four acts of this play is not present-

14 

15 
F . !J. Chandler, Aspects of the 1Todern Drama, :p . 410 . 

Loe . cit . - - ---
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ed, except by itself. It concerns a dream in which Tanner 

imagines himself to be Don Juan, and the other characters 

of the play take the other parts of the Don Juan legend. In 

it Don Juan, the Devil, a girl with whom Juan has had one 

of his early affairs, and her father, whom he has killed in 

a duei; discuss religion , literature, politics, and what not, 

finally etting down to marr iage and the Life . Force, with 

its aim of the Superman . This excerpt from a speec~y Don 

Juan should give the general conclusions to be drawn from 

the discussion : 

••••• I, my friends, am as much a part of Nature as my 
o,m fin ' er is a part of me . If my finger is the organ b y 
which I grasp the sword and the mandoline, my brain is the 
organ by which Nature strives to understand itself . My 
dog ' s brain serves only my dog's purposes; but my brain la
bors at a knowledge which does nothing for me personally 
but make my body bit t er to me and my decay and death a 
calamity . Were I not possessed with a purpose beyo nd my 

- own, I would better be a ploughman than a philosopher ; for 
the ploughman lives as long as the philosopher, eats more, 
sleeps more , and rejoices in the wife of his bosom with no 
misgivings. This is because the philosopher is in the grip 
of the Life Force . This Life Force says to him,"I ,have done 
a thousand wonderful things unconsciously by merely being 
willing to live and foHoY..i~ the line of least resistance : 
Now I want to know myself and ra.y destination , and choose 
my path; so I have made a special brain--a philosopher ' s 
brain---to grasp this knowledge for me as t he husbandman ' s 
hand grasps the plow for me . And this", says the Life Force 
to the philosopher, "must thou strive to do for me till 
thou diest, when I will make another brain and a.noth c: r 
:philosopher to carry on the work ." 

The ultimate end of the work . of coures, is the evo

lution of the Superman, and the girl of the dream who hap
pens , oddl y enough to be called Ann;inquires of the Devil 

where the Superman is to be found.Upon learning that he 

has not yet been created, she exclaims: 

ANN • . r"'°ot yet created! Then my work is not yet done . 
(crossing herself devbutly~ 

, 
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I believe in the life t o come . (Crying to the universe, A 1 
father- - a father f or the Superman ! 

Ideas again, not only one , but many , borderine on all 

phases of life, with one, that of the Life Force, dom~nant . 

The difference between the handling of .the play and the han -

ling of Candida, is the differ ence betwe en tellin the 

reader what he should learn f rom the drama, and letting him 

find it out for himself; also t he difference between a dram 

atized lecture, and a drama of structural unity . 

Shaw's two methods of dealing with the comedy of ideas 

are she~~ in the t wo plays considered , and Man and Superman 

represents the usual tr eatment . 

We turn from Shaw to Sir James M. Barrie as one would 

turn from Schopenhauer to Shakespeare . Inde ed, I belive thee 

is much of Shakespeare's love of mankind , and human unders t d

ing, in Barrie, just a s t he re is much of Schopenhauer's 

philo s ophy in Shaw . One woul d know from the opening passae e 

of The Admirable Crichton~ and Dear Brutus that t m y were f 

the same hand , but what a d ifference there is in the ideas 

presented ! The Admirable Crichton points· out in a gentle 

but unmistakable way t he absurdity of the caste system: 

Dear Brutus is woven a round the philosoph.,r contained in the 

speech of Cassius to BrutuB in Julius Caesar i,ii : 

The f ault dear Brutus is not in our stars, 
But in ourselves, t hat we are underlings . 

The Admirable Cricht on, b teki.ng the family of an Ene;lish 

peer , and two servants, and placing i t on a dese r t i s l and 

by means of a convenient shipwreck , shows how, if they 

• I 
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had had differ ent chances in life , the members of the 

party might have been quite the opposite of what their rank:3 

in Enuland designated . Crichton, the butler, becomes the 

master of the group , and is about to m~rry Lady '\ ar , the 

eldest dauchter of his former lord, when the castaways are 

rescued, and with difficulty resume· their former positions . 

Dear Brutus, also by mens of a situation whi c h will alter 

the status- of the characters, this time : a magic wood here 

all may have a chance to remodel their lives, shows that, 

had they made the alterations t·1ey think they would like to 

have made , t ·1ay would have remained uch the same sort of 

people they ar~ . It must be noted, however , that they re-
OI 

mained the same in character and tem:perment only, and in 

most cas es their social position was radically altered; 

-Matey, the butler, for instance, becoming a prosperous fin

ancier, but with the same dishonest tendencies J which he 

had maintained h e would not have acquired had he taken a 

different turn in his ;:;.rounger days . T: e force of the ar ·u

ment is marr ed a little b y the case of Will Dearth, whose 

entire character would have been vitally changed ~had he not 

married the woman he did . 

So , while on the surface the two plays seem to pre

sent opposing views , in reality they are concerned with two 

different things : social position in the first, and char

acter in the second. Both are comedies of ideas; Dear BrutuE 

more exclusively so . than the Admirable Crichton, which 

contains much of the simple satire of society .in general . 

, 
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A notable difference of attitude may be seen, in that ru 
Admirable Crichton strikes at society itself, while~ 

Brutus is mainly concerned with individuals . 

It will be readily admitted that much of the charm of 

a Barrie :play lies, not in the dialogue but in the interpol 

ted comments of the author . Witness this passa e from he 

Admirable Crichton, when Lord Lorun is delivering a speech 

at the monthly dinner he g ives for his servants. Crichton,i 

must be remarked,does not favor such action on the part of 

his master ; he thinks it unnatural . 

LORD LOAM ••• For the time being the artificial an 
unnatural---I say unnatural (glaring at CRICHTON who bows 
slightly)---barriers of society are swept away. Would---uiat 
they could be swept away for ever . 

The PAGEBOY cheers, and has the one moment of prohi,
neiice in his life . he"grows!:!]_• marries ,~ _has c il
~' but is never really heard from again ~1a ~ :!I'!!•) 

But that is entirely and utterly out of the question . And 
now for a few months we are to be s eparated . s rou know, 
my daughters and Mr . Ernest and Ur . Terherne are to accom
panJ me on my yacht , on a voyage to distant parts of the 
earth . In less than forty-ei ght hours we shall be under 
weigh. 

(But for CRICHTON'S eye, the reckless ~-bo_.l would 
repeat his success . ) 

Or tnis from Dear Brutus, during Jack Purdie 's scene 

with Joanna Trout, while Mabel, Jack's wiie, is convenient! 

out of the way(so they think). 

PURDIE •• •• I think she abeJJ has some sort of idea 
now, that whenever I give her anything nice it means that 
you have been nice to me . She has r~ther a sus icious na
ture, Il.[abel ; he never used to have it but ,. it :1. seems to 
be growing on her . I wonder why, I wonder why? 

now . 

(In this wonder whi ch is shared by Joanna, their lips 
meet~d 1'JT.Al3EL, who has been about to enter froI!l the 
garden retires.)-- -- --- --
,TOANNA. Was that anyone in the garden? 
PURDIE(returning from~ guest) . There is no one there 
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JOANNA. I am sure I heard some one. If it was Mabel! 
(with .9! :pers:picacitl that comes of knowledge of her sex) 
Jack, if she saw us, she will think you were kissing me. 

(These f ears~ confirmed~ the rather odd bea ing 2f 
MABEL, who™ joins their select _Earty.) 
MABEL( apologetically). I am s o sorry to interrupt you, 

but please wait a moment before you kis s her again. Excus~ .. 
me,Joanna . ( She quietly draws t h e curtains, thus shutting off 
the garden and any po ss ible onlooke~)I di d not want the 
others to see you. They mi ght no t underst and how noble you a e, 
Jack. You can go on now . . 

(Having thus pa ssed the time of day with them,~ 
withdraws E.l. t h e door, leaving JACK bewildered,~ 
JOANMA knowing all about it.) 

Al l ied to the i nterpolations, ·are t h e author's discus

sions of hie characters. ~ote particularly t hese two from 

The Admirable Crichton: 

A uioment b efore t he curtain rises, Tl}§ HON, E r.EST . ., OOLELY 
drives ~ to tHe door of :the loam i use 1.!!_] ayfa1r. Tliere 
is a happy smile on his pleasant, insignificant face, and 
tliis presumably meansthat he lS tli1nk1ne -ornimsel±;-ne
Ts--roo busy over nothing;-tlITsman a bout town, to be at= 
waysthinlITne of himself, but on the other hand7n.ealmos·t 
n'ever thirilcs ofany otlier"persoii.-i>r'abably mramsT~ -g~e~t 
moment is wlienhewakes ~ in the morning and realizes th.a 
he really is ERNEST, for we must all wish to be t'.h'.at wn1c 
is our ideal. ------. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 

(Young LORD BROCKLEHURST _!! nothing save for ~ __ rank_. 
You could pick him ~ ~ the handful any~ _.!!! . Picadil 
l l £!: Ho l born, buying socks.£!:. selling them.) 

And this concerning Lady Caroline Laney, _from ~ _Brutus : 

She is latel;t: from t he enormously select school -·here they. 
~ taught to pronounce t heir !:' ~ ~!Y's; nothing else _ see s 
to be taught, but f or matrimonial success, nothing else 
is necessary . Every woman who pronounces r like w wil l 
find a mate; it appeals to all that is chivalrous in man. 

Another author who ha s made much use of stage direc

tions as a means f or p ers onal comment on the characters and 

situat i ons is Granville Barker. In his The Madras House, we 

get such descriptions a s these: 

The difference betwe en one ] iss Huxtable and another ---
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is, to the casual eye, the difference between~ l.e~d pen
cil and another , ~ they lie £!! one_' ~ table , after s.ome 
weeks'~;.!: matter of length, of sharpening, of~• 

And,of Mr . : indlesham: 

He · is a tailor- made ~; and the tailor only left off 
for the~ modeler and the wigmaker to begin . 

The play is devoted to Ja 1-s tudy ·.of' the' que.sti-ori, · of sex 

The author offers no solution to the problem, but he does g i e 

~ariety of views. There is that of the head. of the H11.w~table 

family, who has let his six daughters go unmarried . because 

the young man with sufficient income did not present him-

self for the hand of any one of them; there is that of E .P. 

State , with a romantic view of the situation , and capital

izing on his romantic ideas by arranging for women to Tait 

on men customers and men on women customers in his stores ; 

there is that of Tommy1 constantly suspicious of all women ~ 

because he thinks they ar e trying to flirt with him; there 

is that of Constantine Madras , who has become a Moslem ~ be

because that religion recognizes the importance of sex, and 

keeps it in its place, not attempting to mask it and mix it 

with business: and there is that of Phillip Madras, who 

from his managing of a fashion shop _. has come to hate the 

whole idea of sex, and wants to leave it out of his thoughts 

prefering mo re i ntel~c tual matters . As he says:" I do so 

hate that farm-yard world of sex . " 

Of women .. there is a variety: the Huxtable sisters, 

who in disappointment after disappointment in t heir efforts 

to find men whom their parents will approve as husbands, 

have become resigned to a life of inactivity; Mrs . Con-
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stantine Madras , whose unfortunate marr iage has left her a 

discontented and grumbling old woman; Miss Yates, whose ad

vanced ideas on sex have led her to an irregularity of 

which she has beco:oe defiantly pro1:1d; 1'1Irs . Br igsto ck, who 

has made the mistake of marrying when she and her husband 

cannot make enough to support themselves ; Miss Chancellor , 

so respectable that \it becomes painful; and Jessica, Philip 

Madras' s w-ife, just the perfect woman -- the kind we always 

want to see, but never do. 

Perhaps as much of the moral dictum as we can set down 

with surety is contained in as eech by Philip . He has asked 

his wife if women are willing to pay the price of free 

womanhood --"come out and be common women among us common 

men?" and upon her saying that she hates ·to think of such 

things , he states: 

Then ther e's precious little hope for the Kingdom of 
Heaven on earth . I know it sounds mere nonsense , but I am 
sure it's true. If we can't love the bad as well as the· · 
beautiful •• if we won ' t share it all out now •• fre·sh air 
and art •• and dirt and sin •• then we good and clever eo
~le are co s ting t he world too much . Our brains cost too much 
if we don't use them freely . Your beauty costs too much if. 
I only admire it because of the ugly women I see . Even your 
virtue may cost too much, my dear . Rags pay for finery, 
ugliness for beauty , and sin for virtue . Why can nothing 
keep for long mo re beauty in a good man's eyes than t he ugli 
est thing on eart h? Vlhy does it profit neither man nor woman 
to be more righteous than the greatest sinner on earth? Why 
need no man be wiser than the biggest fool on earth? (He 
clenches his hands.) These are the riddles this Sphinxo f a 
world is asking me . Your artists and scholars and :preachers 
don't answer them ••• so I must t urn my back for a bi t on 
rt ia t and scholar and reacher ••• all three . 

Of lot, the play is as innocent as anything in modern 

drama, but sbme excellent character work has been done in 

the parts of Mrs . Huxtable, Mr. Huxt able , Mr. State , and 

.I 
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and Constantine Madras; and the other characters are clear 

cut and s t rong. Dialogue is either clever or intellectual, 

depending upon the- situation , and unifo rmly good. Her e is a 

brief passage which may serve as a. sample : 

CONSTANTINE. • • • • I f we could replant the laurel 
bushes thick enough, we mi ght rediscover the fine manly 
world we are losing . • . • · 

THOMAS . Are you advocating polygamy in England? 
CONSTANTI NE. That is what it should come to . 
THOitn:AS. Well, I call that rather shocking . ( then with 

~ hopeful interest) And is it practical? -
CONSTANTI NE. I did not anticipate the -reform in m ~ 

lifetime ••• so I left for the East . 
PHILLIP.(finely) You did uite r i ght , father . I wish 

everyone of your way of thinl<in ~ would do the same . 
(CONSTANTINE is ready for him) 

CONSTANTINE . Are you prepared for so much depopulation? 
Think of the women iho'd be off tomorrow. 

(. ui te the reverse of The Madras House, in treatment , bu 

just as decidedly a comedy of ideas, is The Truth by Clyde 

Fitch, a play' with the typical "well-made" plot. It is the 

story of a woman rho has inherited a love of lying from her 

father, · and, though her husband is a relig ious beli8V.:M' in tr th 

and insists upon it in his wife, she persists in continually 

l ying even in matters where the truth would be much better . 

She becomes involved with a man who has left his wife, and 

whose reputation as a rake i s widespread , and, although she 

has been entirely innocent in the matter, her deliberately

ing when f aced with the facts makes it impossible for her 

husband to believe in her , and he turns her out. A mee ting 

between the two is finally brought about by the wife's 

father by means of another lie----he tells the husband that 

she is dying---but when the husband arrives , the woman, at 

last cured of ger love of prevarication, tells him the truth 
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begs .for another chance , and i s finally forgiven . 

I can see nothinu particularly novel in the subject, 

a defense of the truth , and in the dialogue - noth ing of 

charm, though th e- re are h i t.:h . spots of i nterest . Two good 

char acters a r e shown : Becky 1,7s.rder, t .. 1.e lying woman , and 

Stephan ~ol and her father . 

The ending cannot but seem uncertain . The audience , 

after list.enin 'J· to such a succession of lies as Becky has 

been uilty of throuchout the play, must feel no small a

mount of wonder at her ability to ive it up . To saJ the 

least, t~e situation at the end is far too doubtful to give 

any feelin - of security as far as th future hap iness of 

Becky and her husband is concerned . But it do es firmly im

pr ess the disadvantages of the lyine habit , which was the 

primar y purpose of the play. 

Like The Liars, and The Gay Lord Q,uex, this play makes 

no attack upon soci ety , as do most of the modern comedies; 

on the contrary, the contempo rary order of thin~s is str ict 

adhered to) and defended. 

Like The Truth . in this last respect . The Witching 

Hou r, by Augustus Thomas , d iffers in presenting a new theme . 

A play of ideas : again, and also a "well- made" play, it is 

concerned not so much v.rith any social problem, but with 

a psychological one : mental telepathy, end the inheritance 

of mental traits . The plot centers a round th case of a 

oun man, Clay ry}iipple, who has inherited from his mother 1 

and grandmother . an insane fear of cat' s- eye jewels, and 
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and. kills a n an : who has persisted in forcin ~ one of them 

upon his attention. He is rose cut ed by Jj rank Hardmu th, is 

rival for the hana of Viola Campbell . Hardmuth is a thor

oughly contemptible chq,racter, anc · tis finally revealed tha 

he procured the as sassination of the overnor-elect of the 

state, a crime for which he has convicted the man he hired 

t o do the 1 ork . This , revelation comes during the second tria 

of Clay Whipple, and, while the jury gets no worq of it , the 

popul ar sentiment of the co:m.muni ty is suIJ:posed to influence 

the jur b y mental telepathJ , and a verdict of not guilty is 

r eturned . 

1'Hn0 led with this central story, is the love affair of 

Clay and Viola, and tha t of Jack Brookfield and Helen Whippl, 

Clay's mother . _Jany quite logical proofs of the actuality 

of mental telepathy ar e introduced, :particularly bJ Justice 

Pr entice, who convinces Jack of the t heory. The effect of 

the science, if it can b e called that , during the play, are : 

t he curing of the gambling habit in Jack , who feels that be

cause of his ability to read the minds of the other pla er s } 

i t is unfair for him to play; the influence of the minds of 

t he people on the jury during Clay's trial; the curing of 

Clay ' s fear of cat's-ey e stones; and the resolution of .Jack 

to aid Hardmuth's escap e because he had himself thought that 

the assassination of the governor-elect could be done in jus 

the way Hardmuth did it, and consequently, he _holds himself 

responsible for c ivinc the idea to Hardmuth . 

The inheritance of mental characteristics is brought 
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Justice Prentice to secure his aid in influencing the su

preme court to grant a second trial for Clay. She brings a 

letter by the justice to her mother , · argaret rice, _a for

mer swee theart of PrenticeJ in which_ he spea.1<:s of a duel he 

had fought because a man had fri E;htened J argaret with a 

cat's-eye stone: 

HELEN. You remember this letter--you have recalled the 
duel . You reme ber--thank God--it' s cause? 

P .,NTICE . I do . 
HELEN. You know that my mother's aversion to that jewel 

amounted almost to an insanity? 
PRENT. Ie:E. I remember. 
HELE • I inherited that aversion . T'rhen a child, the si ,. 

of one of them would throw me almost into convulsions . 
PRE TICE. Is it possible? 
HELE. It is true . The physician said I would out row 

the susceptibility, and in a measure I did so. But I dis
covered that Clay had inherited the fatal dislike from me . 

JACK. You can understand that, · r . Justice? 
PRENTICE. Medical jurisprudence is full of such cases . 

Why should we deny them? Is nature faithful only in phys
ical matters? You are like this portrait . Your voice is 
like that of -...1ar garetlJ?rice . 3ature ' s behest should have al
so embraced some of the less apparent possessions , I think . 

JACK . z.fe urged all that at the trial, but they called 
it invention. 

PRE TICE. Nothing seems more probabl~ to me . 
HELEN. Clay, my boy, had th ,t dreadful and unreasonable 

fear of the jewel . I protected him as far as possible, but 
one night over a year a6o, some men--companions--finding 
that the si6ht of the stone annoyed him, pressed it upon 
his attention . He did not know, Justice Prentice, he was 
not responsible . It was insanity, but he struc his tormento 
and t he blow resulted in t he youn man ' s de a th . 

P1:IB ITICE. Terrible--terrible ! 
HELEN. Hy poor boy is crushed with the awful deed . He 

is not a murderer . He was never that, but they have sen
tenced him Just ice Prentice --he--is to die . 

And after Helen is gone, and the Justic e remains alone, we 

get this hint of the belief of him in the ~sychic: 

PRENT ICE. Bfargaret Price . People will say that she has 
been in her grave thirty years, but I'll swear her spirit wa 
in this room to-night and directed a decision of the Supreme 
Court of the United States . 
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The iJi tchin,< Hour see1 s to be better handled than The 

Truth, for the reason that it takes a theme whi ch is .much/es 

universal ly. accepted, and builds a more plausible story upon 

it . For the time one is readinc it , a t least , the i llusion i 

complete and the tneories accepted , however much one may 

question them in retro spection . 

In the pla- s we have considered, we have seen a vari

ety of treatments : and urposes . There is the realistic play 

with no ulterior motive whatever, as seen in The Playboy .2.f 

the fl es t ern World. There is t he "well - made " play, running 

from the drama of pure plot, like The Ga4 Lord~' through 

the comedy of manners, in The Li ars , to the comedy of ideas , 

as in The Truth , , nd !lle. N~Lt_chin.g Hour. There i s the pl F,y of 

virtually no plot, repre sented b y 'fhe JKadras House , a com-
~ 

edy of ideas, and The _Importance of Being Ei-nest , a comedy 

of manners . There is the play in whi ch the plot is subord

inated to other purposes, but still remains rather strong , 
- . 

as in The Circle , a comedy of manners;~ Brutus,~~ 

Superman, and 1 nd So They Were J>Iarr ied, comedies of ideas; 

and in The Admirable Crichton, a play minglinc '--= satire 

of manners, witi1 the presenting of an idea . And we have seen 

Candida, as a comedy of ideas with a strong plot, · but not 

technically the "well- made" play. 

Many degrees of manners and ide~s are eeen; ~the pure 

comedy of ideas , a s And So They Were Married , The Truth, 

The Witching Hour, and Candida; the pure comedy of manners, 

as The Liars , and The Importanc e_Q.f Being Earnest; and the 
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bl endinb of manners and ideas , in The Admirabl e Cri chton , 

and to a degree in Dear Brutus, The Madra s House , Man 

and Sun erman , and The Circle, thoUGh the fi r st three prop-

erly belone to the comedy of ideas, and the latter , stll mere ~ 

properly to that of manners . 

T~ , views of so c iety are to be noti ced , or , we may 

say three , if we include The Playboy of the Yeste!:_!! _World, 

which presents no view of it at all . The t wo views nee~ing 

mention are: tha t of so c iety as essentiall y correct, as in 

The Liars , The Gay Lord Quex , Dear Brutus , The Truth, 

and The ~ itching Hour; and the view of the necessity of 

chan~e i n som2 form of soc iety, or our att i tude t oward i t, 

i n the rest of the plays . 

The problem now remainin~ b efore us is to harmoni z e tlee e 

diverg ing , and even conflicting methods and views into a 

fo r mula which will apvlY to the new comedy in g ene~al , 

and to define its tendencies and characteristics . 

t 

r 



CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION" 

The interpreter of contemporary life has disc·ove·red that 
an emotion is as thrilling a dramatic theme as an action·; . 
and that passion is as deep and vital in its repression · as 
in its exhibition. Today the protagonist is profound1y ' con~ 
cerned with the importance of the trivial; and hi·s language 
--sometimes even his thought--barely suffices to elevate· · 
him above the mean level of the commonplace . The difference 
between the old epic poets and the modern realists is . the 
whole difference "betwe en an age that fought with dragons 
and an age that fie;hts with microbes . " 1 

~. . 

• These are the words of Archibald Henderson in touphing 

upon the realistic element in modern drama. Com~dy has cer

tainly felt the influence in plays like Candida, The a ras 

House, The Truth, and The Playboy of the Western orld; in 

fact, most of the modern writers show signs of the effect 

of the realistic doctrine> except, perh~ps, the always ex

ceptional Barrie. Such a theory of the dramatic is closely 

allied to one of the unquestionably dominant aims of the 

new comedy, that of reform. Ibsen ' s t heories, including the 

drama of ideas, and the drama of immediate actuality--people 

of today; time, the present--beyond a doubt find their m~st 

complete expression in themes dealing with real life, and it 

is a commonplace of criticism that, although Ibsen's own 

dramas gained no consp icuous success upon the stages of the 

English speaking na tions, "the plays of his followers in all 

1 
Archibald Henderson, ~Changing Drama, p.277 
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civilized countries constitute the dramatic output of our 
2 

time . " 

· '' In England and erica the play of ideas was alma-st 

invariably bound up with realism. Dramatists have not been 

content with giving a "slice of . life" , but have ta.ken 

characters of life, and have placed them in situations of 

life which will carry a meaning or lesson to make the 
3 ti 

audience think . 

There are certain streams of tendency in the modern 

v iew of the world, and in the modern philosophy of life, 

that have pro&l,uc.ed ,·- heir effect upon t he drama . One of 

these is cosmopolitanism. Not so much because of any 

change in human nature , but - because of the rise of science, 

and the accompanying facilities for transportation and 

co ru.nicat ion, people of one nation now know much more 

about those of remote com.rnuni ties, and come more and more 

to understand them, and to pr ofit by the interchange of 

customs and ideas . The public is coming , very gradually, 

t o be sure, but still perceptibly , to look upon the world 

with an international, rather than a national, mind . As 

ye t , this view is confined pretty largely to the educat ed 

classes, and to an intellectual minority within those 

classes; but it is from that intellectual minority that 

literature, for the most part, comes, and on literature in 

2 
Ibid., p . 31 . 

3-
I bid . , p . 96 

• I 
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general the influence of cosmopolitanism is profoundly felt. 

As is stated by Henderson: 

• • • •• ·we feel in the air that "epoch of world. literature" 
which Goethe heralded and summoned • . • • • Science has 
taught the artist that a consciousness of the feelings 
common to the civilized nations is more otent· in winning 
the widest hearing and in attaining t he most lasting repute 
than a consciousness simply of the feelings :pecul"ia.r to h1s 
fellow-countrymen . Slowly pr ecipitating everywhere, in the 
retort of contemporary life, is a ba~ic substance of cosmo
politan culture, ideas, and inclinations . 4 

Throughout t he civilized wQrld the practice of play

wrights has turned to producing plays not just for England, 

for America, for France, for Germany, Italy, Spain,or Rus

sia, but for the world, with the result that it is becoming 

increasingly difficult to point to English drama as a thing 

distinct from that of any other nationality . One can scarce

ly ask for more convincing proof of the cosmopolitan move

ment in the theatre than the successes of plays by Strind

berg, Maeterlinck, Echegaray, Tolstoy, Brieux) and others 
/ 

on the stage of England and America. A few years ago Marti-

nez Sierra brought his Cancidn de Cuna, fresh from El Teatro ---- -- _,_, __.. . . -

de Lara, and made a success of it on the New York stage . No - --
less significant has been the success of French plays in 

Germany, Russia, and the Scandinavian countries, Russian and 
· 5 

German plays in France, or English plays on the Continent . 

As far as the drama is concerned, t he barriers of national

ity which grew up soon after the Renaissance are being 

4 
Ibid . , P • 6 . 

5-.--

Loc . cit . 

,. 
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broken down, providing a wider scope for the dramatist, and 

a greater choice of dramatic entertainment for the theatre

going :public. 

A glance at plays like Candida, Dear Brutus , The Truth, 

The Madras House; or The Circle ; conv i nces us that they 

would fit the stage and people of almost any civilized na

tion as well as they fit that of England or America . This is 

clearly a departure from the English comedy of the Restora

tion, or the drama of the Elizabethan age . Shakespeare, 

called one of the universal poets, was indeed so in the soul 

of humanity with which his genius saturated his characters, 

but he was in another sense purely an English writer. His 

Venic e, and Ephesus, and Athens, or his Bohemia and Denmark, 

were described && in the terms of his own London and England 

They were so couched necessarily, for the audience of the 

Gl obe presentations knew no other scenes and no other cus

toms . Sha.ke.speare was universal in the sens e that Virgil 

was universal, but he was no more cosmopolitan than the 

La t in poet, nor than his contemporary England . 

A second tendency may be called the desire for social 

reform. We have~noted hitherto that the element of reform 

has entered into the make- up of certain comic manifestations 

and we have set the modern tendency of social reform down as 

one of the principles of comic writing which have arisen in 

the history of the drama; but we must repeat here, to make 

it doubly clear, that the new element of reform is not the 

... 
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sa.ine as that which motivated Jonson and Moli~re. While 

Jonson wrote unquestionably with the desire to change ce~-
. - . . .... 

tain conditions, and to do away with certain abuses, never 

once did he question society. His qu·arrel was with in_d~.- - _ . 

viduals in society, or with certain groups which threatened 

the foundations of conventionality. The same was true of 

Moliere. But with the l~ter English writers it is no longer 

the indiv!dual but society that is the culprit . This ten

dency, of course, f ound its beg innings with Ibsen, in 

tragedy, or, as Dick i nson and Henderson persi s t in calling 
great 

it, tragi-comedy. In England its firstAexponent in the 

field of comedy was George Bernard Shaw, and since his time 

the principle has been a vital force in English and Ameri

can comedy , as well as tragedy. Shaw . Barker, and Williams, 

among those mentioned in the last chapter, undeniably 

at ta.ck t he ·social institutions of the modern order, or at 
. . 

lea t the popular conception of right and wrong in matters 

of sex, justice, relig ion, or whatever may be the author's 

greatest concern at the time of writing. Even Barrie, who 

for the most part remained as the only important exc~pti_on 

to the rule, launched forth in his The Admirable _Cri~hton 

into a powerful, if genial, condemnation of the caste 

system. If Moliere's Tartuffe condemned a churchman, or 

even a group of churchmen, t he Church itself was held invio

late, and the hypocricy of certain individuals was the 

casua belli . Shaw, and other moderns, do not hesitate to 
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score the institution itself upon provocation . 

We have noted previously the statement by Dickinson 

that Pinero tried to apply the standards of literature to 
6 

the theatre . This was no individual peculiarity in Pinero ; 

t he profuse stage directions and character analyses of Shaw, 

Barrie, and Barker are manifestations of the same tendency, 

one which has been gaining ground rapidly during the twenti

eth century . Mo re and more;plays are being written with the 
. - . . 

idea of putting them before the public in printed form as 

well as on the stage . To what this new practice is due is a 

matter of speculation , It may be because of an increased 

interest on the part of the public toward the drama; it may 

be due to the fact that a great part of the best literature 

of the modern age is in the ~ield of the drama; and it may 

be partly due to a desire on the part of the dramatists to 

make their work live as literature when its execution on 

the stage has passed its period of prosperity. Probably ~h7 
first is one of the most important, for the public interest 

in the written drama does not stop with the modern output, 

but extends to that of past ages as well . Drama of all kinds 

is being read now as it was in no other period in the his

tory of literature, and the modern dramati s t, recognizing 

the fact , endeavors to produce work which will meet the 

public desire for literature as well as satisfy the theatre

going crowds) and tries, among other of his methods , to 

6 
Supra, • 67. 

.l .... ... 
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make his plays more easily grasped through the medium of 

interpolations in the form of stage directions. Shaw, in 

the preface to the first volume of his Plays, Pleasant~ 

Unpleasant, makes this comment on the use of stage direc

tions by Ibs en, who took the lead·in the use of a certain 

amount of character delineation, but did not make the use 

of it that later writers have: 

It is astonishing to me that Ibsen, who · devotes two years 
to the production of a three-act play, the extraordinary· 
uality of which depends on a mastery of characterization 

and situation which can only be achieved by working out a · 
good deal of the family and personal history of the individ
ualp represented, should nevertheles·s give the readlng :pub
liqvery little more than the technical memorandum required 
by the carpenter, the gasman, and the prompter·. Who wlll" · 
deny that the resultant occasional myster"iousn·ess of effect, 
enchanting though it may be, is produced at the cost of·· ·· 
intellectual obscurity? Ibsen, interrogated · as to hi ·s mean
ing, replies, ''What I have said I have said . " Precise1y, · 
but the point is that what he hasn't said he hasn't said . 

Clark g ives, as one of the reasons for the profuse 

stage directions in Shaw's works, that Shaw refused to_ ~~~y 

upon the actors to realize the possibilities in his plays; 

whereas Barrie felt that the reader could not create for 
.. 7 

himself the atmosphere of a play from the dialogue alone. 

But whatever the motive back of it all, the modern drama 

is increasingly a literary product for the library as well 

as for the theatre. In the hands of a good dramatist this 

practice leads to a superior drama , but it has its dangers 

when followed by a second rate writer, for it can easily 

7 
B.H. Clark, A Study of the Modern Drama, P• 283 
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cause dialogue which is unnatural through its attempt to 

-be artistic . Some of the results of this danger are seen 

in the case of The Gay Lord~, though Pinero can scarce

ly be called a second rate dramatist. I have no intention, 

however, of intimating that dialogue cannot be natural if 

it is literary; a glance at Candida, or The Admirable 

Crichton, is lasting proof that it can be and frequently is. 

e have observed tha t the wave of cosmopolitanism has 

been due more to science t han to any other one factor. 

Science has had another indirect influence on the writers 

of drama. J in its radical increase of the possibilities of 

effects on the stage itself . Electric foot and border lights 

in amber, red, blue, and green, as well as white; flood and 

spot lights, with their colored gelatins; constant improve

me.nts in t h e strengthening and lightening of the box set; 

the discovery of new methods and poss·ibili ties in the use 

of drop curtains; and lately the invention of the revolving 

stage, allowing all the aets used in _a production to be had 

in readiness when the curtain rises and merely swung into 

place as occasion demands; these and other scientific · :, 

achievements have added to the possibil ities of artistic 

·effect in a play, and the diminishing of waits between 

scenes . The writers for the stage take these possibilities 

into consideration. The scene in The Madras House, where we 

see the models displaying new creations in ladies' gowns , 

would never have been written had Barker not known the 

• l 
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effects that can be produced by properly colored lights 

upon certain colors of cloth. He brings in a model ~ear_ing 

"the most elaborate evening gown that ~~ ~,_" but the 

cold glare of the ordinary stage "daylight" "seems to~

a.rate from the glittering pink affair t he :2._o _or, pretty_, _ 

smiling creature exhibiting it, until, indeed, she seems 

half naked . '' However she is placed against a black velvet 

background; a battery of colored lights is brought into 

play upon her; and "the vision of female loveliness is~ 

complete . " At the end of the exhibition the light is - . 

switched off and "the vision becomes once 1n:or~ ~ ridicu

lously expensive dress, with~ rather thin a?d sh~ver~ng 

young person half inside it . " Such a scene was obviously 
., 

impossible before the days of electric lighting, and no 

author would have at~empted to portray it . 

It is now possible, also, to make more use of expres

sion and a c tion on the stage for the simple reason that 

expression and action can now be seen better . The actor 

treading the boards in the gas-light era had to depend upon 

his voice to convey the desired emotion to the audience. 

Aside speeches, . now considered inartisti c , were then almost 

a necessity, while now the purpose of an aside can more 

often than not be served by a change of facial expression 

or an expressive gesture . All this has led to a new princi

ple of technique: "no speech if action will do; no action 
8 

if silence will do," and we see, as a result, a tendency 

8 T.H. Dickinson, The Con~t_eJUPQ~S.l:;J f:>.i~ of England, p. 231 
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to get away from :passages involving the portrayal of emotion 

in rhetorical flights of passionate speech. Much of it is 
~ .... . 

still necessary, and much of it is natural, for there are 

occasional exhibitions of such char~cter in life, but the 

prevalent practice is simpler speech and more complex stage 

business . 

The truth of Archer's statement that "the two elements 

of the old drama, imitation and lyrical passion, have at 
9 

last conswnmated their d"ivo:rce," may be as much due to 

modern improvement in stage effects as to any change in the 

basic elements of dramatic literature . Archer goes on to 

say: "For lyrical :passion we go to the opera and music 

drama, for interpretation through imitation we go to the 
10 

modern realistic :play. " The soundness of Mr . Archer's 

contention that this is a beneficial symptom is not our 

concern here- -we are not considering the respective excel

lencies of the various dramatic forms--but their :po~~ts of 

divergence are important, and the increased attention to 

stage action is unquestionably one of the most conspicuous 

of these points . 

Cloaely allied to the spirit of cosmopolitanism, which 

we have previously noted, is the spirit of democracy that is 

tending to ut the drama on the level of the common man. 

9 
William Archer, The Old Drama. and the New , P• 387 

10 
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_Heretofore in English drama the main characters of a play 

have been more often than not of a high social caste, but-
- .. . .. -

now we get comedies ith a modest minister of the slums and 

a penniless ~oet, or with a butler, or a struggling young 
- -

scien tist, among the leading roles . Why this spirit , ~~!1,ich 

invaded other branches of literature with so much success 

in earlier times, gained no particular favor in the drama 

until quite recently is a moot question, but the practice 
. ~ ~, 

stands as one of the characteristics of the modern period- 

not so rominent as the other tendencies, but one which 
11 

demands some consideration . 

It .would be manifestly absurd to contend that all these 

varied streams of tendency are seen in all the dram.as, or 

even all t h e authors of drama, in the modern period. Synge, 
. - .. - . 

\ 

to take a drastic example, see~s to have been influenced by 

virtually none of them. He certainly makes no attempt to 

reform; he is clearly not cosmopolitan; there seems no 

conscious attempt in his lays to give the public something 

for the library, though he undoubtedly has done so; he does 

not appear to have been motivated by any reliance upon the 

new science of lay production . The other Irish playwrights 

pr esent a similar problem. However, we have already shown 

that the Irish plays are a thing apart from the common run 

of modern drama. . 

11 
Henderson, .Q.2•Cit . , p . 96 
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Noting exceptions to the tendency towar d cosmopolitan

ism in English and American comedy1 Oscar Wilde's p~~ys 

clearly make little claim to an international spirit . If his 

works belong t o any setting at all , they belong to the Lon

don of his day . Pinero ' s comedy, The Gay Lord Q.uex_, c?~

tains little that would be out of place on mo~t foreign 

stages, but it is still English in conception . The same may 

be said of Jones ' The Liars; and Thomas' The itching ~~~r 

is beyond doubt written from the American viewpoint-- even 

more , fro m the Kentuckian . It appears doubtful if Barrie ' s 

comedies are much influenced by any cosmopolitan sentiment , 

so, all in all , a rather good case may be made out against 

the cosmopolitan trend ; but it does come to the fron t i n 

Shaw and Barker, and to a degree in Maugham and Williams , 

as seen in the plays discussed in the preceding chapter . 

The element of social reform is lost in Pinero and 

Jones , Fitch and Thomas, and in Barrie 's~ Brutus; and 

i t may be seriously queutioned if it is a factor to be 

considered in Wilde . In the first five instances the theory 

i s positively reversed, and society defended . But again in 

Sh aw , Bar ker , and Williams, reform becomes of the utmost 

i mportance , and it is seen as an element in Barrie's 

The Admirable Crichton . 

The pr actice of writing plays for reading as well as 

acting is hard to single out . Most of the modern plays, 

part icular ly those of Barrie and Shaw, read qui t e as well 
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as they adapt themselves to the stage; Barker's are better 

when read than when acted. The plays we have obs~~yed ~f 

Thomas, Wilde, and Maugham are also well fitted for the-
. -

library, but how much of this is due to conscious effort 

in the last three cases is a matter of opinion largely. 

Barrie, Shaw, and Barker acknowledged the definite aim to 

' produce litera ture as well as theatre-piece_s, ho:we'Y.'_er, ar:~ 
of their pur oses we may be sure. But we have the cases of 

Jones, Fitch, and Pinero, whose plays are much better when 

acted, the last in spite of his effort to apply the prin

ciples of literature to the theatre. 

Likewise the effect of modern staging facilities is 

difficult of detection . The Madras House, Th~ itching_ 

Hotg_, The .Admirabl e rp:richton, Dear Brutus, and JJIB.!1 _and 

Superman undeniably show a consciousness of the stage 

manager's increased effectiveness; but the oth~~- plaf~. we 

have considered do not, to any perceptible degree. Much of 

the reliance . upon science is of course due to the partic

ular requirements of the situations with which the author 

deals at the moment. There i s always a natural tendency to 

make the production of a play as simple as possible with

out detr cting from t he artistry of the whole, and an 

author who would avail himself of his opportunities in the 

line of mechanical effects should occasion arise, may 

utterly disregard them if the immediate circumstances do 

not demand them. For example: Shaw, who goes to the length 

,- . 
'• ~ 
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of bring ing an automobile on the stage in Man _and Superman, 

utterly disregards scientific aids in Candida. 

The democratic spirit is again found to be a factor 

i n · certain plays , and in others absent. We find its mark

on Candida, Man and Super man , The Admira:r,1e Crichton, _T1:_ie 

Madras House, And So They Wer e Married, and _The W~tch~ng 

Hour; but we can see no particular manifest~tion ?f !t in 

The Liars, The Gay Lord Q.uex, The Importan_ce o~ Be ins 

Earnest, The Circle , Dear Brutus , or The Truth. 

A glance back over the list of exceptions to what we 

have set down as the modern tendencies, will reveal that 

the chief consistent offenders are Jones, Pinero, and 

Wilde in England , and Fitch in Ameri ca, with Barrie and 

Thomas a close fifth and sixth. Jones and Pinero crone in a 

transition period, before the reactionary movement became 

powerful . True, they wrote after the cn.ange 1?,ad i~s sta!t, 

but they had t heir schooling in the old form. It will be 

remembered that their earlier work was in French adapta

tion, and they carried over into the new period the ideas 

of the old . This, in a large measure, will account for 
. - . 

their disregard of t h e more modern theories of Shaw, Bar

ker, et al. Th e s ame may be said to apply to Fi tch and 

Thomas . They ushered in the revival of the American drs..ma, 

which, up to their time, was in vassalage to England , end 

any first step is of necessity conservative. But when we 
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come to Wilde and Barrie we can scarcely advance this as a 

reason. To a degree we may apply it to filde, who was ear

l ier than the strictly mo dern period, but we most certainly 

cannot make it fit the case of Barrie . A measure of Wilde's 

nonconformity may be attributed to the fact that he was not, 
12 

i n the true sense, a dramatist , but more, probably, to the 

equally manifest fac t that he was one of those free lances 

that never conformed to anything . Barrie, on the other hand, 

is an example of the reactionary or conservative element 

. t hat is found in conjunction with every movement in history . 

He borders upon sentimentality at times, and so is in that 

respect in direct contrast with the modern tendency. As 

Dickinson says: 

He 1~arrie lias steadfastly r efused to indulge in -isms 
and petrified ideas . He puts forth no formulated disquiai~· 
tions on human problems . His chief interest is in character , 
but in his understanding of character he is even profound·. 
He has made it his business to open up new nooks, to probe 
the whimsical pockets of the natures of men and women . He· · · 
refuses to look upon men and women as mere thought-machlnes. 
His themes are those of sentiment and mood and intuition,. 13 

. . - . 

Barrie must frankly be looked upon as _an exception_ to 

t µe common run of modern dramatic tendency. But his case 

do es not disprove the actuality of . the general trend . Just 

as the romantic age of Shakespeare had its Jonson, or the 

Restoration pe~iod its Otway, t he mo dern era has its Barrie . 

12 
Supra, :p. 68 . 

13 
Dickenson, £!!•Cit ., P• 232 
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No literary principle has ever controlled all the writers 

in the periods of its dominance, and there is no reaso~ .t~ .. 

suppose that this ~resent age of cosmopolitanism, democracy , 

and social reform should be unlike the rest. 

Now considering the application of the general comic 

principles of previous \ages to the comedy of today: how do 

the principles of caricature, ortraiture, the romantic plot, 

and the appeal to pity find expression in the plays of mod

ern writers? Taking them in order, earicature: do we find 

evidence of it in the plays we have observed? There are in

deed a few cases, refined though they have become. Windlesham 

in The R"ras House, Lady Kitty and Lord Porteous in The -- . ~~ 

Circle, Lexy in Candida, the elder Malone in Man ~nd S~p~r

man, and Chasuble in ru Importance of Being Earnest, may 
. . . 

properly be looked upon as caricatures. But they are a far 

cry from the crude buffoons of Greek and Roman comedy, or 

from the country figures of the Restoration stage. The line 

is hard to draw in modern comedy between the caricatures and 

the true characters, so refined has the element of ridicule 

become; and this first principle of the comic has all but 

lost its significance, and is now almost exclusively a 

property of Farce. 

Not so with portraiture. The realistic conception of 

the majority of modern plays necessitates the use of a high 

quality of characterization, and, consequently, we find 
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portraiture the back-bone of both the comedy of ideas and 

the comedy of manners . Candida, Crichton, Champion-Cheney, 

Becky Warder, Huxtable, and Sophy, t.o say nothing of a 

host of others are characters picked from the rank and 

file of humanity. Portraiture, it may be said, is the one 

principle to which all the ,.·modern comedy writers pay a 

common obeisance; and the ghosts of Menander , Terence, 

Moli~e, and their followers march through the ages to 

clasp hands with Shaw and Barrie. 

It must be at once obvious that in the drama which 

deals with ideas and social reform, the romantic plot has 
. - - .. - . 

little place, and realism takes over the reins. The modern 
. .. . - .. .. 

age owes little allegiance to Lope de Vega or Shakespeare 
- - . 

in this respect, but, withal, there still remains Barrie , 
.. 

the ever-present exception, whose enchanted wood_ in p_e!3-r 

Brutus calls us back through the centuries to Midsummer 

Night's Dream and the realm of the fantastic. The second 

and third acts of The Admirable Crichton are again f~_i!l_t~y 

reminiscent of the Athenian wood and the Forest of Arden; 

and Peter Pan, which we did not discuss, is a venture into 

the domain of pure fancy, and the heights of romantici~m. 

Synge, too, has caught something of the romantic spirit 

in his poetic dialogue and his idealism. But however much 

Barrie may carry on the tradition of the romantic, he is 
14 

therein deviating from the principles of his contemporaries. 

14 T. H.Dickinson, !!! Outline of Contemporary _Dra.m.a, p.15-16 

h 
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The a peal to sentiment, or pity, h shad about the 

same fate as the romanti c plo t; it .has no place in the 

intellectual play of ideas, and is looked upon as a thing 

"taboo' by the sponsors of the new movement . Once more 

Barrie , as we have already stated, plays somewhat upon 

the string-s of sentiment , and as a result gets himself 

denounced by many critics of the age , such as Nathan and 
- . - 15 

Lewisohn, as a "purveyor of maudlin sentimentality. " 

Indebted to the ast mainly in the princ iple of por

t raiture, and imbued with the ideals of cosmopolitanism, 

social reform, and demo cracy, the new comedy is, then, 

indeed worthy the nam.e "new" . There has not been a time 

previous to the resent which would have permitted the 

t reatment now being given by the comi c dramatists. The 

basis of all the newness is not in the drama itself, but 

i n the peculiar characteristic s of the age which is pro-- . . 

ducing it--an age of free thinking and changing concep

t ions of society, The age finds representation on the 

stage in a comedy which sets itself up as a social insti

tution, and a self-appointed minister to the ills of the 

s ocial order . Its appeal is intellectual ( r. Palmer to 
16 

t he contrary notwithstanding) . 

Os car Vilde made the radical statement that "life 

15 Clark,~• £ti . , P • 310 . 

16 J"ohn Palmer, Comedy, p . 17; An Englishman "is in
capable of seeing things critically, as a being of simple 
intelligence , for five minutes together . " 

,/. 
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imt tat es l? The theory gained prominence, and ~~ven art.~- was 

new impetus in the early years of the century. The rising 
- ..... 

dramati sts are attempting to give a democratic art that, if 

i mitated by civilization, will promote a change in t he so

cial order which seems to mos t of _them to be in need of re-

t t . 18 cons rue 10n. Henderson says : "The prime fun ction of the 

dramati s t of today is to bring man to a cons ciousness of his 

responsibility and to incite him to constructive measures 

for social reform. 019 And again: "The contemporary drama

tist considers the drama an i nstrumentality for showing 

man, whether by pleas ant or unpleasant means, his fault as 
- - . . -- . 

a moral being, as a social creature, as a guilty partner in 

h .d f . b . f d · 1 · t· tt 20 t e e ect1v e us1ness o mo ern soc1a organ1za 10n . 

I am well aware t hat many isolated cases can be pointed 

out which conflict with t hi s summary of t he modern comedy, 

but the general trend is what I am speaking of when I say 

t hat the new comedy is a social institution, ~.aunchi~g an 

intellectual appeal to mankind f or the humanization of 

society. It is a new comedy because it discards t he princi

ples of the pas t, except the essential element of character 

portrayal, and even in that, changes its purpose f~~~ the 

criticism of individuals to the criticism of society. It is 

17 Henderson, ~ . cit., p . 17 . 

18 Loe. cit. 
19 b. 

I 1d., P • 14 . 

20 
Ibid., P • 16 . 
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a new comedy because it is the pr oduct of a new age-- an . 

ag e that differs from any previous age in its ideals and 

asp-irations and culture . 

iNhat this new comedy, and the new drama as a whole, 

will come to in the future is a matter of considerable 

speculation. The g eneral outlook of the critics is optimis

tic . Archer, with his customary impetuosity, all but de

nounces the drama of t he past in his enthusiasm for the 

present and the future. 21 Thorndike is mo·re moderately 

hopeful: 

• • • From Lyly and Greene to Shaw and Barrie, a greaX · ·
tradition has been created and main t ·ained, in·clud1ng mahy 
masterpieces that continue to se·rve as s ur·s ana examples 
for further artistic endeavo r. In our own generatic,n ··- · 
brilliant writers in both England and the United St ates 
have given new vigour t o the 014 form, so t hat comedy now 
faces the brightest prospects . I 

But with Dickinson we get a essimistic note ~ and a little 

log i c that may be well heeded: 

In spite of the good work that· has been done for a g·en
eration in the minority _playhouses, the Engli.sh theatre of 
to - day presents a face of doubt . The activities or· the 
drama of experimemt have limited themselves to· a narrow 
road. Outside this the gr eat field of opular amusement 
has grown broader . Never has the theat·re expand·ed· as dur
ing t hese years . The number of music halls, cinematogra h 
halla, variety halls and popular t heat res has risen enor
mously . And never has the current of ordinary Engl ish ·
drama been less distinguished . If we except t he movem·ents 
r epresented by the printed play, the· drama of London and 
the provinces seems to have deteriorated rather than 
improved in uality in the first fifteen years of t he 

21 Archer,~• cit . , • 387- 388 . 
2G A.H. Thorndike, English Comedy, P• 586. 

' .. 
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Henderson goes mo.re into the aims of the new movement :i 

and comes to a favorable conclusion regarding the pros ects 

for the future: 

The drama of today empodies the soci'al fe·rvor of· the · 
epoch. The humanizing influences· of fraterl'ial sympathy, ·- of 
social i ty and social- iustice, are everywhere beginning· 
to replace the pressure of more personal and s.elf'ish inte'r
ests . • • • The drama of the :future promises to be, in· the 
creative and constructive sense, a synthesis of all the 
arts . The dramatist of the future bids fa1r to ·b, the 
Admirable Crichton in t he ~omance of Esthetics. 24. 

The preservation of the new drama is in the hands of 

the coming generation . What that generation will make of 

it is uncertain . The rise of the Little Theatre promises 

to give to the drama a more popular and widesp~ead appeal 

than it has ever enjoyed before, and we await with interest 

,, the outcome of the titanic clash of old and new ideas in 

which the new comedy is playing such a brilliant and 

conspicuous role . 

23 T. H. Dickinson, The Contemporary Drama of England, 
l? • 226-227 . 
24 

Henderson, .Q.I2. • Cit . , P• 310-311. 
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